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Russia intensifies air strikes
one year after Syria intervention
Beirut

R 

ussia has begun the sec-
ond year of its armed in-
tervention in the Syrian 
war with the heaviest 
air assault of the con-

flict, targeting rebel-held eastern 
Aleppo, now the strategic core of 
the conflict. The attacks had all the 
appearances of a make-or-break, 
scorched-earth offensive by Mos-
cow and the Damascus regime. One 
resident described the onslaught as 
“hell itself”.

US Ambassador to the United Na-
tions Samantha Power said an esti-
mated 1,000 people, most of them 
civilians, were killed in about 1,700 
air strikes over an eight-day period. 
Russian aircraft have been accused 
of using high-explosive, bunker-
buster bombs designed to knock 
out heavily fortified underground 
military installations.

Western powers have branded 
this a war crime. Moscow has not 
admitted using bunker bombs or 
incendiaries in the blitz but the 
United States accused it of doing so 
and the descriptions provided by 
activists in the war zone since Sep-
tember 23rd strongly indicate that 
these weapons are being dropped.

Branding the around-the-clock 
air strikes as “soul-shattering”, 
Power declared: “We’re at a turning 
point.” French analyst Fabrice Bal-
anche of the Washington Institute 
for Near East Policy observed: “It’s 
total war because Moscow doesn’t 
believe that [the United States] is 
capable of doing anything.”

Syrian President Bashar Assad 
unleashed an all-out ground of-
fensive, backed by heavy artillery 
bombardment, on September 27th 
aimed at recapturing rebel-held 
eastern Aleppo, the last major ur-
ban centre held by non-jihadist 
forces.

About 250,000 people, includ-
ing more than 100,000 children, 
are trapped in eastern Aleppo, 

with dwindling supplies of water 
and food. UN officials said the two 
main hospitals were closed after 
being hit in pre-dawn air and artil-
lery strikes on September 28th. The 
World Health Organisation report-
ed there are only 35 doctors left in 
eastern Aleppo.

“Aleppo is to Syria what Sarajevo 
was to Bosnia or what Guernica 
was to the Spanish war,” French 
Ambassador to the United Nations 
François Delattre declared during 

a fiery UN Security Council session 
on September 25th in which Russia 
was denounced for “barbarism”.

The Russian intervention of Sep-
tember 30th, 2015, saved Assad’s 
regime from imminent defeat but, 
a year later, after tortuous diplo-
matic efforts by the United States 
and Russia nosedived on Sep-
tember 19th with the collapse of a 
ceasefire, Moscow and Assad have 
sharply escalated a war already no-
torious for its indiscriminate sav-
agery.

Amid a global outcry over the 
systematic obliteration of much of 
Aleppo, once Syria’s largest city, 
US Secretary of State John Kerry 
threatened on September 28th to 
halt diplomacy with Russia if the 
bombing continued.

US officials said Washington is 

considering harsh responses, in-
cluding military options held in 
abeyance by US President Barack 
Obama’s reluctance to get dragged 
into the complex, multisided Syr-
ian conflict.

US sources admitted these would 
fall well short of a major military 
deployment. Nonetheless, this was 
the toughest US warning to Mos-
cow since the ceasefire collapsed.

Russia has dismissed the US 
threat. The Syria war has forced 
the West to negotiate with Russian 
President Vladimir Putin and he 
has little incentive to abandon his 
military intervention.

Ed Blanche is Analysis editor of 
The Arab Weekly.

A July 2016 file picture shows Russian Defence Minister Sergei Shoigu watching a military 
competition outside Moscow, Russia.
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OPEC reaches surprise agreement in Algiers

Tunis

T 

he Organisation of the Pe-
troleum Exporting Coun-
tries (OPEC) oil producers 
cartel reached a surprise 
agreement in Algiers to 

trim production to bolster prices 
despite the chronic disagreement 
between Saudi Arabia and its re-
gional rival Iran.

Before Algeria influenced the 
two countries to endorse the deal, 
almost nobody expected the group 
to come close to an agreement at 
the informal gathering, convened 
during the International Energy 
Forum, a feeling that had been re-
inforced over previous weeks by 
OPEC ministers and officials.

“What occurred in Algiers was 
a dramatic turn of events. It is the 
first deal to cut output by OPEC in 
eight years,” said Algerian energy 
analyst Ali Titouche.

OPEC had attempted to forge a 
deal for more than two years. Dur-
ing a meeting hosted by Qatar in 

April, the cartel came close to an 
agreement but prospects for an 
accord fell apart on the rivalry be-

tween Saudi Arabia and Iran.
Under the terms of the Algiers 

deal, OPEC agreed to set up a com-
mittee to look at reducing pro-
duction to 32.5 million-33 million 
barrels a day (bpd) down from an 
estimated August output of 33.2 
million bpd, a cut of about 2% of 
total output.

The tentative deal still needs to 
be confirmed by OPEC members 
at their planned November 30th 
meeting in Vienna.

Algeria’s oil diplomacy had dem-
onstrated its prowess in the past, in-
cluding hosting a successful OPEC 
summit in 1975 but divisions and 
challenges in the cartel have been 
more numerous over the years.

Crude oil was worth $100 a bar-
rel in the summer of 2014 before 
slumping to less than $30 a barrel in 
January of this year mainly because 
of a boom in US shale oil and lead-
ing producers such as Saudi Ara-
bia prioritising market share over 
prices.

As Iran aims to increase its out-
put from 3.6 million bpd at pre-
sent to around 4 million bpd, this 
means to have an overall OPEC cut 
of 740,000 bpd, more than 1.1 mil-
lion bpd would have to be cut else-
where.

Libya and Nigeria are allowed 
to produce at maximum levels be-
cause of unrest and political insta-
bility.

Analysts at Goldman Sachs said 
higher crude prices would prompt 
the rise of non-OPEC output, par-
ticularly of US shale oil. The US oil 
drilling rig count has risen in 12 of 
the past 13 weeks.

Lamine Ghanmi is an Arab Weekly 
correspondent in Tunis.

Lamine Ghanmi

It is the first deal to 
cut output by OPEC 
in eight years.”Algerian energy analyst 

Ali Titouche

Participants gather in the lobby ahead of an informal meeting 
between members of the Organisation of the Petroleum Exporting 
Countries, OPEC, in the Algerian capital Algiers, on September 28th.
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Beirut

R 

ussia is charging into its 
second year of armed 
intervention in the com-
plex Syrian war battered 
by accusations of war 

crimes. It has saved the regime of 
its ally, Syrian President Bashar As-
sad, from imminent collapse with 
brutal firepower but it has become 
locked in a deadly stalemate that 
means Russian forces will not be 
able to withdraw in the foreseeable 
future.

The intervention on September 
30th, 2015, came after four-and-a-
half years of civil war in Syria and 
as rebel groups thrust deeper into 
government territory.

It dramatically changed the dy-
namics of this perplexing, multi-
sided war. An expeditionary Rus-
sian air wing dispatched by Russian 
President Vladimir Putin gave As-
sad a powerful offensive capabil-
ity that his lacklustre air force had 
never had.

Putin has used this ruthlessly — in 
sharp contrast to the hesitant, zig-
zag policies of US President Barack 
Obama — to ensure that long-time 
ally Assad, now totally dependent 
on Russia and Iran for his survival, 
stays in power. But there seems to 
be no end to the conflict in sight.

The large influx of foreigners, 
ostensibly to support a widely de-
spised regime, has had the opposite 
effect, as the numbers greatly bol-
stered jihadist forces, among the 
most effective of the rebel groups, 
and brought increased aid from the 
United States, Turkey and the Gulf 
monarchies led by Saudi Arabia and 
Qatar to the opposition.

With the latest ceasefire plan 
brokered by Russia and the United 
States wrecked in a surge of vio-
lence, the signs are that Putin has 
decided to abandon diplomatic ef-

forts that could end the conflict 
and stepped up the offensive to re-
capture urban centres held by the 
rebels.

This bodes ill for Syria, with an 
estimated 400,000 dead from a war 
in its sixth year, its cities in ruins 
and half its pre-war population of 
23 million turned into refugees.

The entire region faces danger as 
it is being torn apart by a cluster of 
conflicts that seem to be melding 
into one huge conflagration while a 
tidal wave of refugees threatens to 
swamp Europe.

It is not clear whether the Rus-
sians had factored this demograph-
ic disaster, heightened by refugees 
from the war in neighbouring Iraq, 
into their military planning but it 
has played into Putin’s efforts to 
disrupt the European Union and 
NATO, which have extended east-
ward to Russia’s doorstep after the 
1990 collapse of the Soviet Union.

In Putin’s worldview, all this af-
fords Moscow an opportunity to 
restore its Cold War power, chal-
lenge the United States as Obama 
disengages from the Middle East 
and force Washington to treat him 
as an equal instead of dismissing 
post-Soviet Russia as a second-rate 
“regional power”, as Obama once 
did.

With Russia expected to capi-
talise on the strategic vacuum in 
Washington policymaking that will 
likely last until Obama’s successor 
takes office in January, Putin will 
seek to strengthen Russia’s position 
in Syria.

“It is well-nigh impossible to 
solve any issue in Syria without 
Russia or against its will,” observed 
Margarete Klein of the German In-
stitute for International and Secu-
rity Affairs in Berlin.

Russia has established an airbase 
near the Mediterranean port of La-
takia, close to a naval depot at Tar-
tus that is being expanded while a 
submarine base is reported to be 
planned nearby, all bolstering Rus-
sia’s long-term military presence in 
the eastern Mediterranean.

For Syria, the shape of things to 
come may already be unfolding 
with the latest aerial blitz on the 
battered city of Aleppo, once Syria’s 
largest city and its economic heart.

The eastern rebel-held sector of 
the ancient city, now the strategic 
epicentre of the war, has been un-

der constant bombardment by Rus-
sian and Syrian warplanes since a 
week-long ceasefire brokered by 
the US and Russia collapsed on Sep-
tember 19th following a pulverising 
air strike on a UN aid convoy. The 
West has blamed Russia but Mos-
cow denies responsibility.

Western military sources and 
Syrian activists say whole blocks 
of the eastern sector have been 
flattened in the air strikes. Russian 
Su-25 fighter-bombers, recently 
redeployed in Syria months after 
withdrawing as part of a so-called 
drawdown of forces, are stepping 
up raids on rebel command centres 
and concentrations.

The air strikes are the heaviest 
yet mounted by Russian and Syrian 
air forces against an urban popula-
tion. This underlines just how im-
portant it is for the Assad regime to 
complete the conquest of Aleppo 
and Russia’s willingness to ignore 
a growing international outcry over 
the civilians it is slaughtering.

The sources report the Russians 
are using 500-kilogram BetAb-500 
bunker-buster bombs, designed 
to destroy deeply buried military 

facilities built with reinforced con-
crete, on civilian centres, including 
medical facilities.

These bombs penetrate bunkers 
before exploding, which means the 
maze of tunnels and shelters the re-
bels have built under the streets of 
Aleppo since the city was divided in 
mid-2012 are vulnerable.

Hundreds of people are reported 
to have died in the bombings, with 
many buried under the rubble.

During an unusually stormy ses-
sion of the UN Security Council on 
September 25th, British Ambassa-
dor Matthew Rycroft declared: “It 
is difficult to deny that Russia is 
partnering with the Syrian regime 
to carry out war crimes.”

Staffan de Mistura, the UN spe-
cial envoy for Syria, accused Russia 
of using “bunker-busting bombs” 
and incendiary bombs against ci-
vilian centres in Aleppo, including 
underground shelters,

“We’ve heard the words ‘un-
precedented’, in quantity and also 
in scale and type, in the types of 
bombs,” he told the session dur-
ing which Russia was widely de-
nounced.

He said he had “seen videos and 
pictures of reported use of incen-
diary bombs that create fireballs 
of such intensity they light up the 
pitch darkness in eastern Aleppo as 
though it was actually daylight”.

Russia admitted using these 
weapons against Islamic State (ISIS) 
command centres soon after its Syr-
ian intervention began but no con-
clusive proof that they are being 
dropped on civilians has emerged.

The Russians have steadily es-
calated the intensity of their air 
strikes since its forces began oper-
ating in Syria. This included several 
long-range attacks by its strategic 
bombers, Tupolev Tu-22M3s and 
Ilyushin Il-28s, and broadsides of 
Kalibr-NK cruise missiles launched 
from Russian warships in the Cas-
pian and Mediterranean Seas, the 
first time these long-range weapons 
have been used in combat. Some 
missions were flown from Iran.

Putin has deployed a squadron 
of Black Sea Fleet warships in the 

eastern Mediterranean, a challenge 
to US and NATO forces in the re-
gion and a marker for the Russian 
leader’s drive to restore Moscow’s 
global standing.

He is expected to strengthen this 
force in November with the addi-
tion of Russia’s only aircraft carrier, 
the Admiral Kuznetsov, which will 
carry out air strikes in Syria. The 
43,000-tonne Kuznetsov, the Rus-
sian navy’s flagship, was designed 
for anti-ship operations and carries 
12 long-range P-700 Granit cruise 
missiles along with 15 multi-role 
Su-33 and MiG-29K fighters and ten 
Kaman attack helicopters.

They will be expected to conduct 
air strikes against Syrian rebels. The 
fixed-wing jets are also air superior-
ity fighters.

The Syrian Observatory for Hu-
man Rights, which monitors the 
Syrian war through a network of 
activists across the country, report-
ed that Russia has recruited some 
3,000 of its nationals to support As-
sad’s dilapidated ground forces.

These are heavily reliant on the 
support of a Tehran-backed army of 
Shia militias from Iraq, Afghanistan 
and Pakistan led by Lebanon’s Hez-
bollah and stiffened by command-
ers from Iran’s elite Islamic Revolu-
tionary Guards Corps.

The Britain-based observatory 
said reports from “several reliable 
sources” indicated the mercenar-
ies who had arrived “in the past 
four weeks” are now concentrated 
in the As-Safira region south-east 
of Aleppo to participate in a major 
ground offensive aimed at driving 
rebel forces out of the city.

There has been no independent 
confirmation of the observatory re-
port but if it is correct, this would 
be the first sizeable ground force 
Russia has committed to the Syrian 
battleground, a deployment that 
would mark a major shift in Putin’s 
strategy.

Small groups of Russian special 
forces have been reported in Syria 
but it has long been apparent that 
Assad’s war-weakened army is in-
capable of building on the gains 
made by Russia even with Iranian 
support. The fighting in Aleppo has 
made that very clear.

Putin may have decided to up 
the ante — although analysts do 
not believe he wants an operation 
of the scale of Russia’s disastrous 
intervention in Afghanistan in 1979 
or the equally catastrophic US inva-
sion of Iraq in 2003.

Russia’s year
in Syria: The shape 
of things to come
Ed Blanche

Cover Story Syria

Syria’s permanent representative to the United Nations, Bashar Jaafari, right, talks with Russia’s UN 
Ambassador Vitaly Churkin before the start of a Security Council meeting, on September 21st.

Russia has become 
locked in a deadly 
stalemate that means 
its forces will not be 
able to withdraw in 
the foreseeable 
future.

Syria’s intervention 
dramatically changed 
the dynamics of this 
perplexing, 
multisided war.
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C 

hildren rushed out into 
the schoolyard for break 
time on the first day of 
classes in the Syrian town 
of Manbij, ignoring the 

Islamic State (ISIS) insignia on a 
nearby wall. They were savouring 
more than just the early fall sun. It 
was their first normal school day af-
ter two years of brutal jihadist rule 
over their hometown.

“We were so happy when we 
came back to school and we hope 
we can come every day,” said 
9-year-old Ghefran, sporting a low 
ponytail and light pink sweater.

ISIS overran Arab-majority Man-
bij in early 2014, imposing the hard-
line interpretation of Islamic law. 
The group shut down traditional 
classes at Ghefran’s Bayram school, 
painting their black-and-white flag 
around the place and briefly having 
religious courses there.

ISIS renamed it the Abdullah 
Azzam School after the so-called 
founding father of global jihad.

“When the Islamic State was 
here, they wouldn’t let us come to 
school,” Ghefran said. “We missed 
our teachers and we missed our 
books.”

The jihadists shut hundreds of 

schools in Manbij and surrounding 
villages, leaving about 78,000 chil-
dren without formal education for 
two years, said the town’s educa-
tion coordinator Hassan Harun.

A US-backed alliance of Kurdish 
and Arab fighters called the Syr-
ian Democratic Forces recaptured 
the town in August. Harun and 
his team inspected the schools to 
see which could be renovated and 
made ready for classes and which 

were damaged beyond repair.
Out of 390 schools in Manbij 

and the surrounding villages, 192 
schools reopened this year; 59 
are still being restored. The other 
schools are in areas under ISIS con-
trol, Harun said.

“The opening of the school year 
was really beautiful,” Harun said, 
shaking his head and smiling. 
“Wherever I used to go, everyone 
used to ask me: ‘When will the 

schools open?’ Everyone was so ex-
cited.”

He has dark memories of ISIS rule, 
saying that six of his colleagues 
were beheaded by the group after 
accusations they had been “collab-
orating with the regime”.

At the Bayram school, children 
took a break from classes to sprint 
around the courtyard with a de-
flated football or play a game with 
pebbles. Inside, about two doz-
en students fidgeted on wooden 
benches as a pair of young teachers 
explained how they would squeeze 
two academic years into the next 
ten months to help students catch 
up.

Rana al-Hussein beamed at the 
front of a sparse classroom, the 
meagre pile of books on her desk 
the only ones visible.

“When the Daesh guys were here 
I didn’t study. I went to school for 
two or three days then I stopped,” 
said the 9-year-old, using the Ara-
bic acronym for ISIS. “It broke my 
heart when they used our schools 
to store mines.”

After two years without an edu-
cation, she will complete her third 
and fourth years together but that 
has not dimmed her ambitions: “I 
hope to get a job as a doctor so I can 
help people and feed them,” Rana 
said.

Tarek al-Sheikh, a teacher at Bay-
ram school, said it pained him to 

see schools in his hometown locked 
up during ISIS’s rule.

“It was even more painful to see 
a kid trying to learn a trade or walk-
ing down the street playing with a 
ball because he had nothing to do,” 
Sheikh said.

While teachers are elated to be 
back in the classroom, they rec-
ognise there is much work to be 
done. There are very few books and 
school supplies and children are so 
behind that students of all ages are 
lumped in the same classroom.

“As you can see some of the stu-
dents who were in third or fourth 
grade barely remember their let-
ters,” said Hassan Othman, a teach-
er in his 20s.

“When schools were shut, it felt 
for teachers as if everything you 
worked for, all the labour you put 
in, was left behind as you sat at 
home. So you can imagine what it 
felt like for us to finally reap what 
we had sowed [when schools reo-
pened]. There is no better feeling.”

(Agence France-Presse)

Syrian children savour return to school in former ISIS stronghold
Ayham al-Mohammad

Syrian children sit at a classroom adorned with an Islamic State 
insignia on the first day of classes in the Syrian town of Manbij, 
on September 25th.
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V  

ideo footage of Free Syr-
ian Army (FSA) fighters 
shouting anti-American 
chants at US troops has 
gone viral on social me-

dia. The US soldiers were entering 
the northern Syria town of al-Rai 
to assist a Turkish-led operation 
against the Islamic State (ISIS) but 
retreated to the Turkish border due 
to resistance from a rebel group.

The flag seen in the footage iden-
tifies the FSA unit to be Ahrar al-
Sharqiya, a rebel group that had 
been vetted by the US Central Com-
mand but recently lost its special 
status. Chants heard in the video 
include “Down with America” and 
“We don’t accept any American col-
laborating with us”.

The United States confirmed that 
it deployed a contingent of special 
forces to al-Rai and Jarabulus in 
northern Syria at Ankara’s request 
to advise on the anti-ISIS operation.

Ahrar al-Sharqiya released a vid-
eo statement soon after the foot-
age went public, saying it refuses 
to work with the United States be-
cause of its support for the Kurdish 
People’s Protection Units (YPG), 
a Syrian offshoot of the Kurdistan 
Workers’ Party (PKK).

Al-Sharqiya considers the YPG to 
be a separatist movement and, like 
many other opposition factions, 
has been in a long-standing conflict 
with the group. Al-Sharqiya fighters 
have accused other FSA factions of 
treason for collaborating with US 
troops.

On September 17th, all Turkey-
backed FSA factions, with the 
exception of Ahrar al-Sharqiya, 
agreed to allow US troops to take 
part in the operation against ISIS. 
It is likely that Turkey put pressure 
on the factions to agree to the coor-
dination. Al-Sharqiya suspended its 
participation in the operation.

The cross-border, anti-ISIS opera-
tion, known as Euphrates Shield, 
was launched by Turkey on August 
24th, with support from local Arab 
FSA factions and US air cover. The 
operation has made significant ad-
vances against ISIS in the border 
strip between Azaz and Jarabulus.

The al-Rai incident and Ahrar 
al-Sarqiya’s rejection of US troops 
highlight major issues with Wash-
ington’s position in Syria. The repu-

tation of the United States in Syria 
has undoubtedly been shaken since 
the start of uprisings in March 2011. 
Growing anti-American sentiment 
is visible and likely the result of 
failed US policy in Syria.

The video of al-Rai presents a 
stark contrast to the US standing 
in the peaceful early days of the 
uprising. In July 2011, US ambas-
sador to Syria Robert Ford travelled 
to Hama, where massive protests 
against Syrian President Bashar 
Assad were taking place. Ford was 
greeted by the public with flowers 
and olive branches.

In the operation in al-Rai, US 
troops were forced to flee the area 
— not by hard-line Islamist forces 
but by nationalist rebels. The event 
suggests that the US reputation 
among the Syrian people has dete-
riorated and calls into question its 
effectiveness on Syria’s battlefields.

The actions of Ahrar al-Shar-
qiya were a strategic mistake for 
the FSA; however, the behaviour 
should come as no surprise. The 
United States has taken steps to 
weaken its position among the vari-
ous groups in Syria.

The Obama administration con-
tinues to narrowly focus on com-
bating ISIS while disregarding 
broader factors and root causes of 
the conflict. This strategy has em-
powered divergences and fragmen-
tations in the structure of the Syr-
ian rebellion. The United States has 
forged complex alliances and has 
reached the point at which its allies 
fought each other.

The Obama administration chose 
the YPG as its partner in fighting 
throughout northern Syria, a deci-
sion that put US backing of Arab 
opposition groups at stake and 
weakened its standing against ISIS 
and the Assad regime.

US coordination with Turkey is of 
key significance to the war in Syr-
ia, yet the United States strained 
its ties to the regional power and 

NATO ally by working with the 
YPG. Ankara views the YPG as a 
terrorist group and US support for 
YPG prompted Turkey to focus on 
countering the growing Kurdish 
autonomy, rather than strengthen-
ing mainstream rebels to counter 
ISIS and the regime.

Now, Turkey and the United 
States are engaged in a somewhat 
proxy clash of interests in Syria.

Once the Turkish Army inter-
vened in northern Syria, the United 
States found its support of YPG 
comprised. Washington agreed 
to back Ankara in its operation in 
northern Syria, only to prevent 
Turkey from clashing with YPG. 
As a result, scepticism grew among 
YPG ranks, which oppose Turkey’s 
intervention and have begun to 
open dialogue with Russia.

Further complicating its position 
in the broader Syrian conflict, the 
United States addressed the need 
to end the war by engaging with 
Russia. Russia is an actor heavily 
involved militarily in supporting 
the Assad regime. US engagement 
with Russia has led to Arab rebels 
developing a mistrust of Washing-

ton. That has fed into al-Qaeda’s 
narrative and helped it gain public 
support in Aleppo and Idlib.

Washington is no longer viewed 
as reliable by the Syrian opposi-
tion. The more rebels continue 
to lose confidence in the United 
States and the West, the less hope 
there is for establishing a civil dem-
ocratic state and the more extrem-
ist groups are likely to prevail.

If the United States aims to re-
pair its reputation among the op-
position in Syria, Turkey is likely 
to play a mediating role. Ankara 
has a stable relationship and influ-
ence with the FSA and the capacity 
to encourage cooperation with the 
United States. If Turkey is to play 
a role, however, the United States 
will need to make major shifts in its 
policy in Syria, including rethink-
ing Kurdish aid and tackling Rus-
sian influence.

Abdulrahman al-Masri reports
on politics and news in
the Middle East and Syria in 
particular.
He can be followed on Twitter: 
@AbdulrhmanMasri.

What does al-Rai incident say about US reputation in Syria?
Abdulrahman al-Masri

US-backed Syrian Arab trainees practise firing their small arms at an undisclosed training range in northern Syria, last May.

News & Analysis

Video footage of Free 
Syrian Army (FSA) 
fighters shouting 
anti-American chants 
at US troops has gone 
viral on social media.

Out of 390 schools in 
Manbij and the 
surrounding villages, 
192 schools reopened 
this year.
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A 

5-year grass-roots move-
ment might finally yield 
results in Saudi Arabia 
if the kingdom’s female 
population has anything 

to say about it.
A petition signed by nearly 15,000 

Saudi women urging King Salman 
bin Abdulaziz Al Saud to end the 
country’s male guardianship sys-
tem was posted to the government 
on September 25th. This came af-
ter an unsuccessful attempt by a 
Riyadh-based activist to deliver it 
personally to the royal court.

Saudi women’s activist Aziza 
al-Yousef, who had taken the peti-
tion to the court, told the Agence 
France-Presse news agency that 
the petition calls for a Saudi woman 
to be treated “as a full citizen and 
decide an age where she will be an 
adult and will be responsible for her 
own acts”.

Under Saudi law, all females 
must have a male guardian — a fa-
ther, brother or husband, or even 
a son. Girls and women are forbid-
den from travelling, conducting of-
ficial business or undergoing cer-
tain medical procedures without 
their guardian’s permission

The Arabic hashtag “Saudi wom-
en want to abolish the guardian-
ship system” trended on social 
media for months, particularly 
Twitter, which has an estimated 
2.4 million active Saudi users, the 
highest number of any country in 
the region.

Newspaper columns and articles 
highlighting the male guardianship 

issue have been frequent in recent 
months, a possible indication of 
government support.

In Al-Watan daily, based in Abha 
in southern Saudi Arabia, Abdullah 
al-Alweet called for the guardian-
ship system to be dropped. “Op-
posing voices could also be heard in 
some quarters. The opposition was 
not based on any valid sharia prin-
ciple but was rooted in the general 
suspicion of women in society,” he 
wrote.

Writing in the Riyadh-based Al 
Jazirah, Saudi female journalist Na-
hid Bashatah rebutted the words 
of Chairman of the kingdom’s Na-
tional Society for Human Rights 
Muflih al-Qahtani, who said in an 
interview with local media that the 
male guardianship system aimed to 
protect and help women.

“I call upon Qahtani to pay a quick 
visit to the female waiting rooms in 
our courts and listen to the painful 
stories of injustices inflicted upon 
those poor women because of male 
guardianship,” Bashatah wrote.

“Some men are completely irre-
sponsible and immature. How can 
we give them guardianship over 
women?” she asked.

The issue has shown some 
clear divisions within Saudi Ara-
bia’s religious establishment. In 
an interview with the widely cir-
culated Okaz newspaper, Grand 
Mufti Abdulaziz al-Sheikh, the 
kingdom’s highest religious author-
ity, described calls to drop the male 
guardianship system as a “crime 
against the religion of Islam” and 
branded the move as an existential 
threat to Saudi society.

But Sheikh Abdullah al-Manea, a 
member of the kingdom’s Council 
of Senior Scholars, told the same 
publication that the guardianship 
system only applied to matters re-
lated to marriage, emphasising that 
women are capable of managing 
their own affairs and finances.

“All rights that a man has, she has 
the same,” Manea told the newspa-
per.

“There is no guardianship for an-
ything, except in marriage, which 
has a condition that her guardian 
must approve,” he added.

“Those of us, who have been fol-
lowing the movement over the last 

five years and especially the peti-
tion to the king over the last 81 days 
know that this was an organic and 
predictable transition,” said New 
York-based Saudi journalist Jas-
mine Bager, who specialises in Mid-
dle Eastern women’s affairs.

Bager said the Saudi government 
officially stated that it would re-
move the guardianship system as 
recently as 2013. “The late King Ab-

dullah had said he wished that his 
daughter could drive, so there has 
always been support by many men 
in power. It just needed time to di-
gest,” Bager said.

The government has not com-
mented on the petition but the 
kingdom’s female populace re-
mains optimistic. “It is taking time 
but look at place like the United 
States and the United Kingdom, 

they went through so many phas-
es to get where they got to today,” 
Bager said.

“Arabs are notorious for being 
fashionably late but don’t under-
estimate Saudi Arabia. It will get 
there.”

Mohammed Alkhereiji is the
Gulf section editor of The Arab 
Weekly.

Saudi women challenge male guardianship law
Mohammed Alkhereiji

Saudi activist and campaigner Aziza al-Yousef checks her mobile phone during an interview in the 
capital Riyadh, on September 27th.                                                                                                                                                                                    (AFP)
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Arabs are notorious 
for being 
fashionably late 
but don’t 
underestimate 
Saudi Arabia. It 
will get there.”Saudi journalist 

Jasmine Bager

Let Saudi women be their own guardians

S
audi society has 
recently witnessed a 
move towards enlight-
enment. It may not 
mean much to the 
outside world but for us 

Saudis it is a significant bold leap.
This positive direction was 

manifested in two recent 
incidents.

The first was the announcement 
by a member of the kingdom’s 
Council of Senior Religious 
Scholars, Sheikh Abdullah al-
Manie.

“A woman is her own guardian 
in everything in her life. Women 
have the same rights as men, with 
the exception of marriage without 
a guardian’s consent — and even 
that is disputed,” he said.

Manie, who is close to the 
decision-making powers in the 
religious establishment, stressed 
the right of women to make 
their own financial transactions 
without the interference of male 
guardians.

Women are as competent as men 
in everything, so there should be 
no need for women to have male 
guardians.

The second positive move was 
the announcement of a professor 

at the Imam Muhammad ibn Saud 
Islamic University and Islamic 
scholar, Mohamed Ahmed Saleh. 
He stressed that according to 
Islamic law, women have the right 
to drive.

It is unreasonable to ban women 
from driving, argued Saleh, as 
they would be forced to either ride 
with male drivers or not go out.

With regards to sports, Saleh 
noted that Islam did not prevent 
women from exercising as long as 

they do not wear indecent clothes.
Women during the days of 

Prophet Mohammad used to ride 
horses or camels — on their own, 
without male guardians — so 
why ban women from driving or 
playing sports today? Such things 
are part of women’s basic rights 
and should not be a gift from 
anyone.

Saleh went further, saying 
that women have the right to 
issue fatwas — religious edicts — 

although some who agree have 
tried to restrict it to only religious 
matters related to women.

Islamic history is full of 
examples where women were 
giving fatwas, starting from 
Prophet Mohammad’s wife, Aisha.

There are a number of Arab 
countries that have had women in 
judicial roles and they have proven 
successful.

The religious views of Islamic 
scholars such as Manie and Saleh 
refute the fatwas of conservative 
hardliners who seek to confine the 
freedom of women.

The rhetoric of the hardliners 
is no longer in tune with our age. 
In fact, early on, Islam had given 
a woman the right to be her own 
guardian. Unlike today, she did 
not need permission from anyone 
to travel.

The recent enlightened 
announcements by Manie and 
Saleh, however, need to be 
adopted and reflected legally.

The vague laws that restrict the 
rights of women must be changed 
into something that clearly states 
equality between women and men 
in both rights and responsibilities.

We must get out of the dark 
tunnels of the pre-Islamic era 
of ignorance and into the light 
so that normal family life may 
resume. Sunlight is more powerful 
than cemented ignorance.

Abdullah al-Elmi is a member
of the Saudi Economic 
Association.

Abdullah 
al-Elmi

View point
The rhetoric 
of the 
hardliners 
is no longer 
in tune with 
our age.

Saudi women hold national f lags as they walk on a street during Saudi National Day 
in Riyadh, Saudi Arabia, on September 23rd.

Women are as competent as 
men in everything, so there 
should be no need for women 
to have male guardians.
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We can expect the militias to 
be transformed into an Iraqi 
version of Iran’s Islamic 
Revolutionary Guards Corps.

London

N 

uri al-Maliki, Iraq’s for-
mer prime minister, has 
been accused of under-
mining his successor, 
Haider al-Abadi, after 

allegedly engineering the dismiss-
al of a second senior government 
minister in the space of a month.

Hoshyar Zebari, who held the Fi-
nance portfolio, was dismissed in a 
parliamentary no-confidence vote 
in September that he claims was 
both unconstitutional and political-
ly motivated. Zebari, a Kurd, said he 
believed the vote was part of a hid-
den political agenda “carried out 
by the State of Law parliamentary 
bloc, headed by Nuri al-Maliki”.

He said in a statement that parlia-
mentary Speaker Salim al-Jabouri 
had been complicit in what Zebari 
described as a “vindictive, short-
sighted” decision that was clearly 
intended to narrow political agen-
das.

The removal of Zebari, one of 
Iraq’s most experienced political 
leaders, came weeks after a similar 
parliamentary vote ousted Iraq’s 
Sunni Defence minister Khalid al-
Obeidi.

Both men were central to the Ab-
adi cabinet — Zebari as the official in 
charge of overseeing a major inter-
national loan to salvage the coun-
try’s ailing economy and Obeidi as 
the one in charge of spearheading 
the military campaign against the 
Islamic State (ISIS).

Michael Knights, a veteran Iraq 

analyst with the Washington Insti-
tute for Near East Policy who had 
recently returned from Baghdad, 
commented on Twitter: “I know 
a guerrilla war when I see one and 
Maliki is mounting a very effective 
political insurgency, back on his 
clandestine home turf.”

Both Zebari and Obeidi, who 
have dismissed corruption allega-
tions levelled against them, were 
removed by a simple rather than an 
absolute majority of the parliament 
in secret votes, contrary to the con-
stitution.

Zebari said he planned to chal-
lenge the vote in the courts. He 
said his removal would jeopardise 
efforts to reintegrate Iraq into the 
world financial system, including 
implementing a $5 billion loan from 
the International Monetary Fund 
(IMF).

The IMF has said it was commit-
ted to the deal with Baghdad, with 
or without Zebari.

Maliki’s opponents claim he has 
exploited divisions within both 
Kurdish and Sunni factions in par-
liament to undermine his rivals. 
Zebari is linked to the Kurdistan 
Democratic Party (KDP), the ruling 
party in Erbil that is at odds with 
the opposition Gorran Movement 
and elements of the rival Patriotic 
Union of Kurdistan.

Observers have speculated that 
Maliki’s ultimate target is Abadi 
himself, although it might take 
more than a simple majority to re-
move the prime minister.

Abadi took over in 2014 after 
vigorous efforts by Maliki to cling 
to power despite presiding over 
the loss of Mosul and a large area 
of Iraqi territory to ISIS forces. He 
secured the country’s shared vice-
presidency for a year until the post 
was abolished in 2015.

Maliki’s parliamentary power 
base is the State of Law bloc but 
he is also widely seen as the mas-
termind of the shadowy ad hoc Re-
form Front that groups opposition-
ists from a number of parties. The 
Reform Front exploited rivalries 
within the Sunni block to target 
Obeidi and generate enough parlia-
mentary support to remove him.

The latest political manoeuvrings 
come at a time of intense specula-
tion about when Iraq will launch a 
long-awaited military offensive to 
retake Mosul from ISIS. It is an is-
sue that is likely to be at the top of 
the agenda when Masoud Barzani, 
the Kurdish leader and head of the 
KDP, makes an anticipated visit to 
Baghdad for talks with Abadi.

The Defence post is likely to re-
main vacant at least until an appeal 

by the ousted Obeidi makes its way 
through the courts. Any nominee 
for a replacement must win the 
support of parliament and there is 
a fear that sectarian elements will 
try to play politics with an appoint-
ment that would normally, but not 
automatically, go to a Sunni.

The hiatus automatically compli-
cates plans for the retaking of Mo-
sul, which explains why the United 
States lobbied so intensively but 
unsuccessfully, to retain Obeidi.

The situation could be further 
complicated if a pro-Iranian, a 
nominee of the Reform Front or a 
non-professional ends up with the 
Defence portfolio. Some analysts 
see it as improbable that an autumn 
offensive against ISIS could go 
ahead without a Defence minister 
in place.

Fuad Hussein, Barzani’s chief of 
staff, underlined the current po-
litical perils when he told Voice of 
America’s Kurdish service: “Now 
there is no Finance minister, no 
Defence minister, no Interior min-
ister.” He said the Foreign minister 
might be the next to go.

“If the policy is to bring down the 
Iraqi government, this will desta-
bilise the situation because the 
question is, if this government is 
to go, who’s going to form the next 
government?” Hussein said. “How 
would you form it? When will it ma-
terialise? This is a dangerous thing.”

Harvey Morris has written 
several books on the Middle East, 
including No Friends but the 
Mountains: The Tragic History of 
the Kurds published in 1993.

Iraq woes deepen amid charges of Maliki comeback plot
Harvey Morris

Sacked Finance minister Hoshyar Zebari speaks during a news conference in Erbil, on September 
22nd.                                                                                                                                                                               (Reuters)

Iraq

Shia militias cannot ensure security of Iraq

W 

hen the Iraqi 
militia Asa’ib 
Ahl al-Haq, led 
by Qais al-
Khazali offers 
— instead of 

government forces — to be in 
charge of the security of Bagh-
dad’s belt areas, we must stop 
and think of its implications.

The residents of Baghdad are 
suffering from attacks, robber-
ies, kidnappings and killings at 
the hands of unknown gunmen, 
although some blame militiamen. 
Now the Asa’ib militia wants to 
replace Baghdad’s police, army 
and security apparatus.

The militia would not only be 
legitimising its fighters with of-
ficial cover from the government 
of Iraqi Prime Minister Haider 
al-Abadi, it would also mean that 
Asa’ib would have effective con-
trol of Baghdad’s gates.

We must also take note when 
Hadi al-Amiri, head of the Badr 
militia, boasts that his militiamen 
are superior to the country’s army.

It means at some point militia 
leaders would be calling the shots 
in Iraq’s political decisions, leav-
ing Abadi and his ministers with 
nothing more than mere talk — the 
way citizens discuss politics in a 
café.

Another militia to pay atten-
tion to is Harakat Hezbollah 
al-Nujaba, whose leader Akram 

al-Kaabi spends more time in Iran 
than in his own country. He sent 
about 1,000 militiamen to fight in 
Aleppo alongside forces loyal to 
Syrian President Bashar Assad.

This indicates that the militias 
have their sights on more than 
just ruling Iraq. They also seem 
to think they have a regional role 
to play, starting with Syria and 
reaching Saudi Arabia and other 
Gulf states.

Inside Iraq, Shia militias are ex-
panding into Arab Sunni-majority 
areas, despite the displeasure of 
the locals. Residents would be 
happy to see the back of the Islam-
ic State (ISIS), provided that their 

areas are liberated by the Iraqi 
Army, not abusive militias.

What do the militias want from 
this expanding control of Iraqi 
territories?

We can expect the militias to be 
transformed into an Iraqi version 
of Iran’s Islamic Revolutionary 
Guards Corps, which answers to 
Iran’s supreme leader. It is just a 
matter of time.

It is rumoured in Iraq’s political 
corridors that Iranian Major-Gen-
eral Qassem Soleimani, who has 
much to say in Iraqi and Syrian in-
ternal affairs, is proposing a lead-
ing role for former prime minister 
Nuri al-Maliki in the oversight of 

all of Iraq’s Popular Mobilisation 
Forces (PMF).

Maliki’s influence behind the 
scenes is already challenging Ab-
adi. Imagine how little power the 
prime minister would have left.

Three months ago, representa-
tives from Jurf al-Sakhar, in north-
ern Babil province, asked if they — 
along with other residents — could 
return to their homes, which were 
liberated from ISIS more than a 
year ago.

These were people who had 
fought against ISIS and against al-
Qaeda before that, yet they remain 
prevented from returning home 
by the PMF.

The displaced Arab Sunnis 
sought the help of Grand Ayatol-
lah Ali al-Sistani to return home 
but his office replied that the Shia 
imam was ill and could not see 
them. Sistani’s aides also added 
that the ayatollah does not inter-
fere in administrative affairs.

They were advised to mediate 
with the leaders of the militias 
instead. So they went to meet the 
official head of the PMF, Faleh 
Fayyad.

Fayyad, however, directed them 
to his deputy, Abu Mahdi al-
Muhandis, who is in charge of the 
field operations of the PMF. Mu-
handis told them to petition the 
government as this case is not the 
purview of the PMF, leaving the 
displaced lost in a vicious circle.

The residents of Jurf al-Sakhar 
understood the message, howev-
er. The power of the government 
is diminishing. The militias are in 
Iraq to rule — on behalf of Iran.

Haroun Mohammed is an Iraqi 
writer.

Haroun 
Mohammed

View point
The militias 
have their 
sights on 
more than 
just ruling 
Iraq. 

Shia militiamen from Popular Mobilisation Forces on the border between Anbar 
and Salahuddin provinces, Iraq.

The removal of Zebari 
came weeks after a 
similar parliamentary 
vote ousted Iraq’s 
Sunni Defence 
minister Khalid 
al-Obeidi.

The hiatus 
automatically 
complicates plans for 
the retaking of Mosul.
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Think of the 
mayhem it 
would 
create if US 
soldiers 
were to 
appropriate 
oilfields in 
the Middle 
East.

W
ithin 48 hours of two major international 
summits on the refugee crisis, a boat carrying 
several hundred migrants headed for Europe 
capsized off the Egyptian coast. The tragic 
coincidence was a reminder of how urgent — 
and seemingly intractable — the refugee issue 
is.

In New York, probably right around the time smugglers were 
cramming their boat with many more desperate people than 
prudent, the United Nations was concluding its first Summit for 
Migrants and Refugees. As more and more Egyptians, Syrians, 
Sudanese, Eritreans and Somalis boarded the doomed vessel, US 
President Barack Obama was convening a Leaders’ Summit on 
Refugees.

The dangerously overloaded vessel eventually sank. The incident 
ranked among the deadliest for refugees crossing the Mediterra-
nean Sea. Only 162 bodies were recovered and nearly the same 
number of people were rescued.

The terrible truth is the boat disaster will not be the last. With few 
weeks of good weather left this year, increasing numbers of people 
will be trying to cross to Italy from the North African coast, particu-
larly from lawless Libya where people-traffickers flourish with 
impunity. The International Organisation for Migration has 
recorded 206,400 refugees crossing the Mediterranean so far this 
year — and 3,500 dying in the process.

Numbers no longer seem an accurate way to measure the largest 
mass displacement crisis since the second world war. At 65 million 
— one in every 113 people on the planet — the number of refugees is 
the highest ever recorded, according to the UN Refugee Agency. 
More than half of the total comes from three countries: Syria, 
Afghanistan and Somalia.

Despite the focus on Europe’s problems after last year’s ceaseless 
influx, 86% of the world’s refugees are hosted by developing 
countries — Turkey, Pakistan, Lebanon and Jordan. Yet it is Western 
countries that complain loudest about the burden posed by refu-
gees. It is in the United States and various European countries that 
anti-immigrant sentiment is taking hold.

The deals being worked out by Europe are mostly too expedient 
to offer any long-term guarantees for a solution to the problem. The 
EU agreement with Turkey is tenuous even if it is rapidly becoming 
the template for others in the Middle East and North Africa. The 
idea is to offer incentives to poorer MENA countries that host large 
numbers of refugees so as to allow the latter to work and temporar-
ily settle near their home countries.

Even if it provides much-needed support to MENA countries, the 
plan does not fully take into consideration the historical sensitivi-
ties in the region regarding the settlement of refugees. Further-
more, it does not address the complex set of reasons motivating the 
endless flow of would-be refugees.

Young men and women from the Middle East and North Africa are 
fleeing war and terror. Beyond the survival instinct, many from the 
Arab world and Africa are also seeking greener pastures in Europe 
away from their countries’ basket-case economies and failing 
states.

In today’s interconnected world, it is unrealistic to expect 
frustrated young people, regardless of race or religion, to think 
otherwise. Politicians should not lose sight of the wide scope of the 
migration crisis.

The refugee crisis
is not going away
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Trump advocates 
grand theft of Arab oil

D
onald Trump, the 
controversial Republi-
can Party candidate 
for the White House, 
advocates stealing 
Iraqi and eventually 

Syrian oil if he were to become the 
45th president of the United 
States.

“The world should pay us for 
defending them,” said Trump 
during the first presidential debate 
with Democratic Party candidate 
Hillary Clinton.

“We should have taken their 
oil” were the very words from the 
man who wants to become the 
next president of the United States, 
unbelievable as it may appear.

This was not the first time the 
New York billionaire businessman 
has said the United States should 
simply grab Iraq’s oil as payment 
for US involvement in the country’s 
conflicts.

“We cannot be the policeman of 
the world. We cannot protect the 
whole world,” Trump said.

Imagine the consequences of 
taking another country’s oil. Think 
of the repercussions it would have 
in the region and among America’s 
allies.

Trump also said he would revisit 
NATO agreements, particularly the 
clause stipulating that member 
states must come to the defence of 
any member country that is under 
attack.

But, as Clinton pointed out, 
the only time that Article 5 — the 
section of the NATO treaty in 
question — was activated was after 
the 9/11 terrorist attacks on the 
United States.

Think of the mayhem it would 
create if US soldiers were to 
appropriate oilfields in the Middle 
East. Very likely there would 
not be a single US embassy left 
standing between Rabat and 
Kuala Lumpur. Hundreds of US 
diplomats would find themselves in 
a very precarious situation. Many 
would probably be taken hostage 
and some would be viciously 
executed, with the abominable 
deeds recorded and played over the 
internet.

A move by the United States 
to take Iraq’s oil would lead to a 
substantial number of countries 
pushing to sever trade agreements 
with Washington, in some cases 
rolling back decades of painstaking 
negotiations. US businesses 
overseas would be likely to face 
boycotts; exports would drop, 
affecting the bottom line of many 
firms.

While it may prove difficult to 
shut out a number of US companies 

due to the nature of their products 
and their deep penetration of 
foreign industries, still, many 
would find it more difficult to 
conduct business in parts of the 
Middle East and Asia after an oil 
grab. IBM, Microsoft, Apple, AT&T, 
Google, Nike, Coca-Cola, Ford, 
General Motors, Dell, Boeing, 
McDonald’s and Starbucks and 
others could be affected.

Some countries could decide to 
boycott US armaments, turning 
instead to European nations and 
Brazil. Tens of thousands of jobs 
would be lost in the United States, 
triggering quite possibly the worst 
financial crisis in history.

The mere fact that Trump even 
remotely pondered such a move 
on Iraq’s oil is a cause for great 
concern.

If you think there are people 
who are angered with the way the 
United States is conducting its 
Middle East policy now, imagine 
how things would be for Americans 
trying to live and work abroad with 
Trump sitting in the Oval Office.

Want a small aperçu? Rerun 
the tape of the storming of the US 
embassy in Libya in September 2012 
and the killing of the American 
ambassador and members of his 
security detail. Now multiply this 
incident several fold.

Trump’s cavalier attitude about 
taking the natural resources of a 
sovereign nation is very worrying. 
His campaign slogan has been — all 
along — about wanting to make 
things right for Americans but 
he has yet to detail exactly how 
he plans to do that — other than 
to make matters worse for other 
countries.

The concerns with Trump and 
his foreign policies go further than 
taking Iraqi oil. My concern — 
shared by millions of others both in 
the United States and overseas — is 
his equally cavalier attitude on the 
possible use of nuclear weapons.

Claude Salhani is a regular 
columnist with The Arab Weekly. 
Follow him on Twitter 
@Claudesalhani.

Claude Salhani

The mere fact that 
Trump even 
remotely 
pondered such a 
move on Iraq’s oil 
is a cause for 
great concern.

© Yaser Ahmed for The Arab Weekly
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C
an you imagine an 
Iraq with streets and 
cities free of terror-
ists and militias? Can 
you envisage in the 
near or distant future 

that the country will finally be 
safe? For that, we need laws that 
give priority to the dignity of 
citizens and not step on their 
rights.

It remains to be seen if 
normality can return to Iraq after 
the end of the Islamic State (ISIS), 
whose existence has been used as 
an excuse to flout all laws against 
humanity in the country.

There is no guarantee that the 
end of ISIS following the Mosul 
offensive would result in the 
disappearance of all terror across 
the country.

People are pessimistic because 
the new Iraqi state, which came 
about following the 2003 US-led 
invasion of the country, did not 

offer anything better than its 
predecessor. Many look back with 
a sense of yearning for what they 
see as better days.

Today we face another problem 
that will make sure we will be 
stuck with sectarianism for years 
to come: The application form 
distributed by the Ministry of 
Defence to those who wish to 
study at military academies asks 
them for their religion and branch 
of faith (Sunni or Shia).

New army recruits are already 
predominately from one sect and 
the new enrolment procedure 
appears to lay the foundation for 
this imbalance to continue.

Why would those who are 
recruited to become officers in the 
country’s army need to mention 
their religion and their sect? What 
has their belief got to do with 
their military service to their 
country? One’s faith is not related 
to military professionalism.

We need to ask ourselves why 
one’s faith would be considered to 
be more of a decisive factor than 
traits that matter, such as one’s 
education and knowledge.

Another question is the relation 
between one’s faith and how 
responsive a person would be in 
obeying orders. Does your faith 
affect your bravery in fighting 
foreign enemies or how you will 
execute military plans?

An army that predominately 
belongs to one sect will look at 
fellow citizens of a different faith 
as a potential enemy.

Their partners in the country 
would be seen as rivals, for 
nothing more other than 
belonging to a different branch of 
faith. This would breed feelings 
of more hatred and those who 
dominate the military would look 
at those who hold different beliefs 
as potential traitors. Loyalty 
would no longer be to the country 

or its citizens as a whole.
Selecting military members 

based on sectarian preferences 
would mean that incidents of 
war crimes and crimes against 
humanity would be more likely in 
a multifaith country such as Iraq.

It would be more difficult for 
new officers to report wrongdoing 
in the military. Their loyalty 
would be less towards the law or 
the country but rather towards a 
sectarian collective.

In the army, we should not have 
the sacredness of the sect above 
loyalty to the country.

The Ministry of Defence would 
also be making sure that all 
honourable men who want to 
serve and defend their country 
could not do so if they belong to 
the “wrong” branch of faith. What 
would happen to them?

Marwan Yasin al-Dulaimi is an 
Iraqi writer.

Sectarianism in the army is hazardous to Iraq

Marwan Yasin al-Dulaimi

Baghdad Operations Command’s head Lieutenant-General Abdul Ameer al-Shammari (C) stands with Iraqi army in centre of Falluja, Iraq, last June.                                     (Reuters)

This is the age of 
populist 
demagogues, 
nativist political 
rhetoric and the 
promise of 
physical and 
mental walls.

Why would 
those who are 
recruited to 
become officers 
in the country’s 
army need to 
mention their 
religion and 
their sect?

N
ow that British 
Airways has 
followed Air France 
in resuming direct 
f lights to Tehran, it 
may be appropriate 

to update the Golden Arches 
Theory of Conflict Prevention 
and its successor, the Dell 
Theory. Let’s call it the Air Links 
Theory of Peace and Security. For 
2016, that sounds just about 
right.

The Golden Arches Theory ap-
peared in 1996; the Dell a decade 
later. Both were catchy inventions 
by New York Times journalist 
and best-selling author Thomas 
Friedman. Once upon a time, 
both theories appeared to clearly 
and cleverly sum up the state of 
the world, one that was speeding 
down the globalisation highway 
towards a future filled with happy 
homogenisation, the convergence 
of opportunities, a single market-
place and a shrinking role for the 
nation state.

No longer. This is the age of 
populist demagogues, fierce oppo-
sition to free trade deals, nativist 
political rhetoric and the promise 
of physical and mental walls. It is 
a world of Donald Trump, Marine 
Le Pen, Nigel Farage, Brexit and 
chants of “no TPP”, which is to 
say US President Barack Obama’s 
Trans-Pacific Partnership. Both 
the Golden Arches and the Dell 
Theory are no longer fit for pur-
pose. They are going the way of 
the dodo.

The Air Links Theory is more 

pragmatic. It is premised on the 
assumption that most countries 
will try to establish ways to reach 
each other’s capitals — for busi-
ness and for pleasure — but that 
real or perceived security needs 
may outweigh the prospect of 
peaceful and profitable interac-
tion. That means peace for a time, 
not peace for all time.

It is totally on point in a year 
that has seen flight maps change 
— for good or ill — along with 
dramatic shifts in foreign policy. 
The United Kingdom and France 
have returned to the skies above 
Tehran, marking the steady thaw 
in Iran’s relations with the West 
just more than a year since its 
landmark nuclear agreement with 
six world powers. Commercial 
flights are resuming between the 
United States and Cuba after more 
than half-a-century.

Both developments are consid-
ered positive for building business 
and people-to-people ties. The 
US Department of Transporta-
tion estimates that up to 110 daily 
flights operated by US carriers will 
start flying to Havana, turning 
the Caribbean’s largest island into 
a major holiday destination for 
Americans.

In the negative column of the 
balance sheet is the Brexit vote. 
Technically, it means Britain’s 
eventual exit from the European 
Union will also eject it from the 
historic 2007 open skies agree-
ment between the United States 
and European Union. This would 
limit transatlantic opportunities, 

price points and, ultimately, pas-
sengers.

But the vote, which was driven 
by the British people’s desire for 
an imagined secure zone free of 
foreign control, foreign influences 
and too many foreign people, 
also fits with our updated theory 
of international relations. For 
countries sometimes need their 
comfort blankets, be they in the 
form of border closures or reneged 
regional pacts. Real or perceived 
security needs may take prece-
dence over commercial or political 
gains.

In 2016, it is no longer possible 
to talk blithely about economics 
as an almost permanent guarantor 
against conflict. In 1996, Fried-
man was able to propound his 
Golden Arches Theory as follows: 
“No two countries that both have 
a McDonald’s have ever fought 
a war against each other.” In 
other words, countries can have 
McDonald’s, the world’s biggest 
restaurant chain, only when they 
have reached a sufficient level of 
economic prosperity and political 
stability to make war unattrac-
tive to their people. By the time 
countries get to that level, assured 
Friedman, their people “don’t like 
to fight wars; they like to wait in 
line for burgers”.

At the time, it sounded plausi-
ble. That was the year McDonald’s 
had gone into its 100th country, 
which meant the golden arches 
spanned more than half the 
world’s recognised nation-states. 
About ten years later, Friedman 

was back with the Dell Theory, 
which basically said the same 
thing, only in terms of manufac-
turing and the economic supply 
chains girdling the world.

But the thesis of an ever-
flattening world is misleading. 
It suggests that interconnected 
individuals in disparate countries 
will collaborate and compete in 
a good-natured sprint towards 
development and progress. Un-
fortunately, the mutually reas-
suring presence of McDonald’s 
outlets did not stop the 2008 war 
between Russia and Georgia or 
Russia’s annexation of Crimea. 
A profusion of Dell-style supply 
chains has not forced Israel to 
treat the Palestinians any better or 
even to comply with international 
law. If anything, lifting people up 
from poverty and into the middle 
classes — China and India cases in 
point — can make countries more 
nationalistic and militaristic.

So, could air links between 
countries reduce the possibility of 
conflict? Only up to a point. Even 
though Iran’s president, Has-
san Rohani, said it opened “new 
windows for engagement with the 
world”, the nuclear deal has its 
Iranian critics who are opposed to 
letting in some fresh air.

The world is not flattening; it is 
still Earth-shaped.

Rashmee Roshan Lall is a 
columnist for The Arab Weekly. 
Her blog can be found at www.
rashmee.com and she is on 
Twitter: @rashmeerl.

Can air links prevent conflict?

Rashmee Roshan Lall
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Shimon Peres, an Israeli ‘hawk-turned-dove’, dies

News & Analysis Palestine   Israel

Shimon Peres will be remembered
by Palestinians for more than peacemaking

S hortly after former 
Israeli president Shimon 
Peres died in a Tel Aviv 
hospital after suffering 
a stroke, tributes from 
world leaders and 

officials poured in, mainly 
mourning a man who spent most 
of his life dedicated to peace.

British Prime Minister Theresa 
May called him a “visionary and 
courageous statesman, who 
worked tirelessly for peace”. US 
President Barack Obama praised 
him as not only a “soldier for 
justice” but also as “the essence 
of Israel”.

UN Secretary-General Ban 
Ki -moon described the 93-year-
old politician, who died Septem-
ber 28th, as “an optimist about 
the prospects for peace and 
reconciliation”.

The word “peace” is never far 
from many of the tributes, 
ranging from Britain’s Prince 
Charles to Canadian Prime 
Minister Justin Trudeau, to 
former US presidents Bill Clinton 
and George W. Bush. And for a 
man who later built and encour-
aged his legacy as a peacenik (and 
who had even established a peace 
centre under his namesake), the 

reality could not be further from 
the truth.

Many media outlets described 
Peres as one of the last founding 
fathers of Israel yet did not delve 
much into the mostly one -sided 
violence that resulted in the birth 
of the country that culminated 
into one of the world’s largest 
refugee population today.

While it is true that Peres did 
not have an outstanding or 
illustrious career on the front 
lines in the military, he was a 
member of the Haganah militia, 
the predecessor to the Israeli 
army. The Haganah, along with 
the Irgun and Stern Gang mili-
tias, carried out massacres and 
forced displacements of Palestin-
ian villagers ahead of Israel’s 
establishment in 1948.

After the 1967 Six-Day war, 
which saw Israel occupy East 
Jerusalem, the West Bank and 
Gaza Strip, Peres championed the 
cause for settlement- building in 
the occupied territories. Today, 
there are more than 500,000 
settlers in the West Bank and 
East Jerusalem, located in more 
than 180 settlements and 
outposts that represent a perma-
nent obstacle to any notion of a 
two -state solution.

Yet, ironically, “peace” is what 
Peres is best remembered for in 
the international community. 
After months of secret negotia-
tions with the Palestine Libera-
tion Organisation (PLO), the 1993 
Oslo accords were signed that 

heralded the formation of an 
interim Palestinian Authority 
government that would after five 
years get its own state. Peres, 
then Israeli prime minister 
Yitzhak Rabin and PLO chief 
Yasser Arafat received the 1994 
Nobel Peace Prize.

It is no secret that the accords 
marketed to the world as a 
historic agreement based on 
moderate territorial exchanges 
and mutual economic and 
security agreements proved to be 
disastrous for Palestinians, who 
are reaping the effects to this day 
with no tangible control over the 
aforementioned factors. Many 
have come to regard the Palestin-
ian Authority (PA) as not only a 
corrupt, donor -dependent 
government but also as a subcon-
tractor for Israel’s continued 
occupation.

PA President Mahmoud Abbas, 
whose authority owes much to 
the Oslo accords, commended 
Peres as a “partner in making the 
brave peace with the martyr 
Yasser Arafat and prime minister 
Rabin”.

The Palestinian leader 
expressed “sorrow and sadness” 
over the death of Peres, who 
“exerted persistent efforts to 
reach a just peace from the [1993 
Oslo peace talks] until the final 
moments of his life.”

Abbas’s diplomatic adviser 
Majdi al-Khalidi told The Jerusa-
lem Post: “Shimon Peres was a 
man of peace who worked with 

the Palestinian leadership to 
achieve peace agreements,” 
adding that his death is a great 
loss for humanity and the region.

For many Palestinians, how-
ever, Peres will be remembered 
for a number of unsavoury ways 
that decidedly have nothing to do 
with peace. The 1996 Qana 
massacre in which 106 Lebanese 
civilians sheltering at a UN base 
were killed by Israeli warplanes 
was ordered by Peres as part of 
Operation Grapes of Wrath.

In the second intifada, Peres in 
his capacity as Foreign minister, 
together with the Israeli prime 
minister at the time, Ariel 
Sharon, and Defence minister 
Benjamin Ben  Eliezer, authorised 
planes to drop 1 -tonne bombs on 
PA targets in Gaza City and the 
West Bank cities of Nablus, 
Tulkarem and Ramallah..

And lastly, it should be remem-
bered that Peres’ seven- year 
presidency oversaw three 
invasions on Gaza  in which 
thousands of Palestinian died 
before he retired his position in 
the middle of Israel’s summer 
2014 incursion on the coastal 
enclave.

Shimon Peres was no peace 
dove. He was a calculating, 
shrewd man, driven to protect 
Israel’s identity as a Jewish state 
at the expense of Palestinian 
lives.

Linah Alsaafin is a Palestinian 
writer based in the West Bank.

Linah 
Alsaafin
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Peres is best remembered for 
in the international 
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London

I 

sraeli leader Shimon Peres 
died September 28th at the age 
of 93. He was the last living of 
the three joint recipients of the 
1994 Nobel Peace Prize. The 

other two were former Israeli prime 
minister Yitzhak Rabin, who was 
assassinated by a Jewish extrem-
ist in 1995, and Palestinian leader 
Yasser Arafat, who died in 2004.

The three leaders became Nobel 
laureates for their role in the 1993 
Oslo accords, which set the mo-
tions for a peace process between 
the Israelis and Palestinians, al-
though 23 years later a resolution to 
the conflict has yet to materialise.

Peres’s funeral was attended by 
world leaders who heaped lavish 
praise on one of the founding fa-
thers of the state of Israel. Palestin-
ian Authority President Mahmoud 
Abbas was seated in the front row, 
at the request of Peres’s family.

Israeli President Reuven Rivlin 
said Peres’s death marks “the end 
of the era of giants” in a reference 
to the country’s founders.

Two US presidents attended the 
funeral.

“Now he is gone, leaving only a 
blessed memory and a monumen-
tal example. That is more than 
enough,” former US president Bill 
Clinton, who brokered the Israeli-
Palestinian deal, told mourners in 
Jerusalem September 30th.

US President Barack Obama took 
note of the presence of Abbas, 
which he said was “a gesture and 
a reminder of the unfinished busi-
ness of peace”.

Obama also quoted Peres as hav-
ing said that “the Jewish people 
weren’t born to rule another peo-
ple”.

Critics of Peres point to his re-
cord in the death and displace-
ment of thousands of Palestinians, 
his strengthening of the country’s 
military occupation, his influence 
in acquiring nuclear arms and his 
role in establishing Israel’s first set-
tlements.

His supporters, however, point 

out that inside Israel you needed 
a man with a hawkish record to be 
able to push for peace. They laud 
his bravery, especially when taking 
into account that Rabin was killed 
by an Israeli gunman who objected 
to peace with the Palestinians.

Although Abbas and other Pal-
estinian Authority officials paid 
tribute to Peres upon hearing of his 
death, most Palestinian commenta-
tors were critical of the late Israeli 
leader. Some go further and take 
aim at the Oslo accords.

“If he was committed to peace 
there would have been no need for 
Oslo, simply an implementation 
of UN resolutions would do,” said 
Kamel Hawwash, a UK-based Pal-
estinian university professor and 
writer.  

“Peres and other Israeli leaders 
perfected the art of the deception of 
the peace process, which has been 
used as cover for the entrench-
ment of the occupation,” added 
Hawwash. “In the absence of any 
sanctions by the international com-
munity this will continue and even 
accelerate.”

Ben White, a British journal-
ist and author specialising in the 
Palestinian territories and Israel, 
agreed.

“The death of Shimon Peres 

should be an opportunity to criti-
cally reassess the so-called peace 
process he helped shape, a process 
that he, like Yitzhak Rabin, saw as 
a means to relieve the burden of 
occupation without realising the 
Palestinian people’s rights to self-
determination, decolonisation and 
return,” he said.

Other observers, however, said 
the death of a statesman such as 
Peres leaves a void in Israel’s pro-
peace camp.

“Peres will be missed. He was 
Israel’s voice of hope, Israel’s advo-
cate of a two-state solution,” said 
Tania Ildefonso Ocampos, a Span-
ish political analyst who lived and 
studied in Israel.

“Unlike Peres, current Israeli 
Prime Minister Binyamin Netan-
yahu lacks the willingness to work 
on any peace initiative,” she added.

Ocampos pointed out the short-
comings of Peres’s vision: “His 
conception of peace with the Pales-
tinians did not imply equality. The 
Oslo accords, which embodied Pe-
res’s understanding of peace, also 
embodied Israeli economic domi-
nation of the West Bank.

“This domination has had a det-
rimental impact upon Palestinian 
development, as the latest Word 
Bank report shows.”

But Ocampos also said that Pe-
res’s example is a necessary step 
towards an eventual comprehen-
sive peace.

“Peres was a hawk-turned-dove, 
a man of war who eventually un-
derstood that the long-term securi-
ty of Israel depended on peace with 
the Palestinians,” she said.

“Hopefully, with time, the major-
ity of Israelis will come to under-
stand that, in order to guarantee 
Israel’s long-term security, the cre-
ation of a Palestinian state is of vital 
importance.”

Mamoon Alabbasi is an Arab 
Weekly contributing editor based 
in London.

Palestinian Authority President Mahmoud Abbas (C) sits next to European Council President Donald Tusk, third left, during the funeral of former Israeli president Shimon 
Peres at Mount Herzl Military Cemetery in Jerusalem, on September 30th. Egyptian Foreign Minister Sameh Shoukry (R) also attends.

The death of 
Shimon Peres 
should be an 
opportunity to 
critically reassess 
the so-called peace 
process he helped 
shape.”

British author and journalist 
Ben White

Mamoon Alabbasi

At the funeral, 
Palestinian Authority 
President Mahmoud 
Abbas was seated in 
the front row, at the 
request of Peres’s 
family.
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Z 

ahi Hawass said he has 
a plan to revive Egypt’s 
tourism, bring millions of 
visitors to Egypt and res-
cue the battered economy.

The sexagenarian archaeologist, 
who was once a cherished face of 
Egypt’s antiquities, is back in the 
limelight after years of absence 
since the 2011 revolution. This 
time, he said, he has a plan to bring 
Egypt’s heritage to the internation-
al stage.

“This will rescue our economy, 
bring in much-needed funds and 
bring tourists back to ancient sites,” 
Hawass said. “Ancient Egypt’s an-
tiquities are the strongest magnet 
for tourists.”

Hawass’s tourism stimulus and 
rescue plan mainly depends on 
bringing Egypt’s ancient heritage 
to tourists in their countries by 
organising a series of fairs in im-
portant capitals. He said by taking 
Egyptian relics to tourists in other 
countries, Egypt can bring its civi-
lisation to the centre of tourists’ in-
terest, which should convince them 
to visit Egypt.

“We can invite the media to 
the fairs and seize this chance to 
showcase the security situation in 
our country,” Hawass said. “Tour-
ists need to know that Egypt,  
unlike what they read in the 

 media, is safe.”
His plan is seen as timely as 

Egypt’s tourism sector is suffering. 
Tourism revenues fell 49% to $3.9 
billion in the fiscal year 2015-16, 
from $7.4 billion in the previous 
fiscal year, according to the Cen-
tral Bank of Egypt. In June, tourism 
revenues were off 77%, compared 
with June 2015, according to the 
Central Agency for Public Mobili-
sation and Statistics, the govern-
ment’s research arm.

Tourists shunned Egypt after 
a Russian passenger plane was 
bombed after take-off from Sharm 

el-Sheikh Airport last October.
International travel restrictions 

are starting to ease and tourism ex-
perts say Hawass’s plan could help 
accelerate the return of the tourists.

“Antiquities exhibitions can be 
the best promotion for our coun-
try,” said tourism expert Magdy Se-
lim. “When they visit the fairs and 
see samples of ancient relics, the 
tourists will be ready to go the extra 
mile of visiting Egypt to see more 
relics.”

In 2010, as head of the Supreme 
Council of Antiquities (SCA), the 
agency that supervised antiquities 

before the creation of the Antiqui-
ties Ministry in 2011, Hawass or-
ganised a number of fairs outside 
Egypt. The outcome was astound-
ing, as 14.7 million tourists visited 
Egypt that year.

Hawass’s tourism rescue plan de-
pends on using well-known Egyp-
tians, including the wife of late 
leader Anwar Sadat, to attract tour-
ists. These figures would visit tour-
ist sites on televised tours to invite 
attention to the country’s wonders.

“The government must make use 
of people like me to save tourism,” 
Hawass said. “I will not take money 
for this but I will be happy to see 
Egypt becoming better.”

One reason why the government 
might be distancing itself from Ha-
wass is that he is seen by many as 
belonging to the regime of former 
president Hosni Mubarak. Many 
remember July 11th, 2011, Hawass’s 
last day as Antiquities minister, 
when scores of employees besieged 
his car outside ministry headquar-
ters in Cairo and asked him to leave 
office.

However, Hawass is credited with 
saving Egypt’s heritage at a critical 
time. As SCA’s head, he oversaw the 
building of 60 warehouses to store 
antiquities when Egypt’s security 
system collapsed during Mubarak’s 
last days in power.

Despite those efforts, Hawass 
said almost a quarter of the antiqui-
ties were stolen and smuggled out 
of Egypt in 2011 and 2012. Hawass 
said he was instrumental in the re-

turn of 6,000 ancient relics to Egypt 
and that he has helped hundreds of 
archaeologists receive proper pro-
fessional training.

However, some people say Ha-
wass took credit for the achieve-
ments, denigrating colleagues and 
co-workers.

“He did not build the warehouses 
with his own money but with state 
money,” said Abdel-Halim Noured-
din, a veteran archaeologist and 
the former head of the SCA. “He 
took credit for returning stolen ar-
tefacts, although he did not bring 
them back alone.”

Hawass said he has no time to 
respond to critics, as he is too busy 
writing for newspapers, lecturing 
inside and outside Egypt and trying 
to resuscitate tourism in the coun-
try.

“I have no time to reply to these 
people,” Hawass said. “It is impor-
tant now that we all join hands to 
help our country get over its diffi-
culties. Egypt deserves better.”

Ibrahim Ouf is an Egyptian 
journalist based in Cairo.

Hawass has a plan to rescue Egypt’s tourism
Ibrahim Ouf

Egyptian archaeologist Zahi Hawass speaks in front of the Great 
pyramid, built by Cheops, known locally as Khufu, in Giza, Egypt.
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Tourists need to 
know that Egypt, 
unlike what they 
read in the media, 
is safe.”

Egyptian archaeologist
Zahi Hawass

Is unrest unavoidable in Egypt after IMF loans?
Mahmoud al-Qassass

London

E 

gyptians who lived 
through the 1970s are not 
about to forget the wide-
spread riots and demon-
strations that took place 

in January 1977. Analysts in Cairo 
wonder whether such a scenario 
will be re-enacted after the recent 
International Monetary Fund (IMF) 
loans to Egypt.

The popular uprisings of the ‘70s 
were triggered by unexpected and 
significant hikes in the prices of 
basic staples, including bread, rice 
and sugar. In the face of major pro-
tests, then Egyptian president An-
war Sadat had no choice but to roll 
back the increases and call on the 
military to quell the demonstra-
tions to re-establish order.

The lessons were painfully 
learned by subsequent administra-
tions in Egypt that steered clear of 
raising prices of bread and sugar 
and other commodities deemed 
basic to the daily life of the aver-
age Egyptian citizen. The Egyptian 
government stayed away from the 
IMF until 1991 when Atef Sedki was 
appointed prime minister during 
the Mubarak regime. Sedki’s gov-
ernment took out an IMF loan to 
finance privatisation efforts and 
financial market reforms. Prices 
of basic commodities were not af-
fected.

In the minds of Egyptians, the 
IMF is often associated with re-
moving subsidies, raising prices 
and making worse the misery of the 
poorer classes. In exchange for its 
easy-term loans, the IMF often im-
poses on borrowers the adoption of 
policies that give the private sector 
a wider share in economic activities 
while reducing government inter-

vention in the market and limiting 
the scope of the public sector.

The IMF also recommends the 
speedy privatisation of state-
owned companies, the liberalisa-
tion of currency prices and the 
gradual phasing out of subsidies 
from the state budget.

The IMF’s policies are not per-
ceived as taking into consideration 
the huge effect of those measures 
on the lives of the middle and poor 
classes nor of paying enough atten-
tion to issues of social justice.

Egyptians of modest income fret 
over the measures their govern-
ment is likely to introduce follow-
ing its recent agreement with the 
IMF over a $12 billion, four-year 
loan. The disbursement of the first 
instalment of $1 billion was an-
nounced on September 9th.

The Egyptian government is ex-
pected to take drastic and effective 
measures to reduce the enormous 
budget deficit, which is estimated 
at 12% of gross domestic product 
(GDP) in the 2016 budget. Egypt’s 
debt has reached more than $250 
billion in internal debt and about 
$53 billion in foreign debt, despite a 
generous flow of financial aid from 
Gulf countries, particularly from 
the United Arab Emirates and Saudi 
Arabia.

A major step towards this end 
will be the reduction of subsidies 
in the energy sector. The Egyptian 
government has announced an in-
crease of 40% in electricity prices. 
Natural gas costs have also been 
substantially increased.

The plan is to do away with sub-
sidies in the energy sector in three 
or four years. Egyptians will then 
be paying market prices for their 
energy needs.

Energy subsidies to many public 
sector companies, such as the rail-
way company, will also be gradu-
ally lifted. All of these reductions 
in public expenditures will be 
combined with measures to in-
crease state revenues. Recently, 

the Egyptian government enacted 
a value-added tax (VAT) on a long 
list of goods and services, which is 
expected to account for a 13% in-
crease in tax revenues.

The IMF has asked the Egyptian 
government to switch to more 
flexible foreign exchange policies 
based on offer and demand. The 
Financial Times recently quoted 
Chris Jarvis, the IMF mission chief 
for Egypt, as saying that his institu-
tion has asked the Egyptian gov-
ernment to apply for an additional 
$5 billion-$6 billion in facilities to 
shore up the country’s reserves in 
foreign currency before the expect-
ed drop in the value of the Egyp-
tian pound.

The official exchange rate in 
Egyptian banks is 8.88 pounds to 
one US dollar. It is 13 pounds to the 

dollar on the black market. If the 
Egyptian Central Bank adopts liber-
al foreign exchange policies driven 
by offer and demand, it will result 
in the devaluation of the Egyptian 
pound.

The natural consequence of such 
a step is a substantial increase in 
the prices of most goods and ser-
vices because Egyptian industries 
rely heavily on imports of machin-
ery, spare parts and raw materials.

All of these measures will inevi-
tably remove subsidies from some 
basic services for Egyptians, such 
as electricity and transport. With 
VAT, the majority of goods and ser-
vices will become very expensive. 
The continuing devaluation of the 
Egyptian pound against the dollar 
means Egyptians will be earning 
less, not more.

In a country where 40% of the 
population live below the poverty 
line, the majority of the remaining 
60% have limited incomes and the 
per person daily income is $1 and 
an estimated 40% of job-seeking 
young people are unemployed, 
such drastic measures will place 
tremendous pressure on the major-
ity of Egyptians.

Recently, spontaneous demon-
strations by hundreds of parents 
flared up after subsidies of infant 
milk formula were lifted. Prices 
doubled in an instant. These par-
ents were not exercising any politi-
cal activity but were spontaneous-
ly reacting to their sudden inability 
to provide milk for their children.

Mahmoud al-Qassass is an 
Egyptian writer based in London.

An Egyptian vendor arranges his goods at a market in the neighbourhood of Sayeda Zeinab, in Cairo.

Egyptians of modest 
income fret over the 
measures their 
government is likely 
to introduce after its 
recent agreement 
with the IMF over a 
$12 billion loan.

In the minds of 
Egyptians, the IMF is 
often associated with 
removing subsidies 
and raising prices.
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An economic or a military deal for Libya? 

T
here is potential to 
open a new phase of 
cooperation in Libya 
between opposing 
parties by focusing on 
the economy. The 

factions are highly fragmented 
with the major friction between 
the internationally recognised 
government in Tripoli and 
headed by Fayez al-Sarraj and the 
internationally recognised 
parliament, the House of Repre-
sentatives sitting in Tobruk and 
its military leader Khalifa Haftar.

Haftar’s forces led a quick 
offensive in mid-September on 
the oil terminals of the Oil 
Crescent, east of previously 
Islamic State (ISIS)-controlled 
Sirte. Haftar has handed over the 
terminals to the National Oil 
Corporation (NOC) in Tripoli, at 
least nominally loyal to the 
government in the capital.

While Haftar seems to be 
gaining political and military 
momentum, Sarraj is living 
through his toughest weeks since 
he was designated prime minister 
ten months ago. The head of the 
Petroleum Facilities Guard 
Ibrahim Jadhran, previously in 
control of the terminals and a 

controversial backer of his 
government, was the big loser of 
Haftar’s offensive, a situation 
that has weakened Sarraj’s 
Minister of Defence Mahdi 
Bargathi, who was the other 
eastern “pillar” of the coalition 
that supports the prime minister.

Sarraj’s government has been 
unable to deal with the issues 
that most Libyans care about: 
long power cuts, absence of cash, 
public services, lack of security 
and abuses by militias. Sarraj has 
failed to reach out to eastern 
Libya and offer political and 
social reconciliation, relying 
mostly on acquiescence towards 
the existence of parallel eco-
nomic institutions to keep 
communication open with the 
House of Representatives in 
Tobruk.

Haftar’s camp is trying to 
capitalise on this situation and 
the member of the Presidential 
Council who is closest to him, Ali 
Gatrani, has suggested the 
formation of a five-member 
military council that would settle 
the issue of who controls Libya’s 
sprawling security sector. 
Gatrani’s proposal calls for 
Haftar’s inclusion among the five 
members, along with three 
members of the Presidential 
Council and the Speaker of the 
House of Representatives Aguila 
Saleh Issa.

Gatrani’s proposal, or varia-
tions thereof, is backed by Egypt 
and the United Arab Emirates and 

could find interested ears in 
Europe, where the French and 
Italian foreign ministers stated 
that Haftar needs to be included 
in the solution.

However, it is unclear whether 
all the forces that support Sarraj, 
including Islamists and anti-Haf-
tar forces, would back this idea, 
given that it is apparent that 
Haftar does not see the military 
under the civilian government 
but rather independent of it.

For this reason, it is hard to 
predict whether the military track 
will yield results soon, and it is 
worth questioning whether 
pursuing it will split the camp 
that supports Sarraj.

Yet Haftar’s handover of the oil 
terminals to the NOC in Tripoli 
has created an opportunity for 
dialogue. If the oil money goes to 
one bank account — and that is a 
big if — then Libyans will be like a 
divided family that shares a 
house: The bickering could lead 
to the destruction of the place or 
the members of the family could 
find a way to share the house 
without killing each other.

This means that either Libyan 
or international mediation should 
focus on preserving the shared 
house by brokering an economic 
agreement between the leader-
ship of the House of Representa-
tives and the forces that support 
the Sarraj government.

This agreement should revolve 
around three instruments: a new 
budget to be approved by the 

House of Representatives, 
addressing the economic and 
humanitarian crisis of the 
country; guarantees that oil 
money will go through the NOC 
and the Central Bank and would 
be spent according to the budget; 
and guarantees against corrup-
tion and embezzlement, with 
respect for rule of law and 
transparency.

The strengthening — or, in some 
cases, the building from scratch 
— of monitoring mechanisms 
should be a relevant part of the 
package.

An economic deal could be a 
key factor in de-escalating a 
conflict that has often revolved 
around control of economic 
resources and would address the 
grievances of parts of the country, 
in the east and beyond, that have 
felt neglected. The deal should 
aim to stop the humanitarian and 
financial crisis that is affecting 
the lives of millions of Libyans, 
restoring the trust between the 
parties and between the govern-
ment and its citizens.

A shared bank account and a 
shared budget do not sound 
romantic ways to hold Libya 
together but it is worth exploring 
whether a shared economic 
governance could work as the 
most effective tool to de-escalate 
and stabilise Libya.

Mattia Toaldo is a senior policy 
fellow at the European Council on 
Foreign Relations.

Mattia Toaldo

View point
An economic 
deal could 
be a key 
factor in de-
escalating a 
conflict.

Tunis

C
onfusion about 
which entity is 
entitled to 
manage Libya’s 
investments is 
making problems 
of mismanage-
ment and corrup-

tion worse in the country, 
financial experts say.

With rival boards, some that 
include people with no clue about 
the technical aspects of the Libyan 
Investment Authority (LIA) and 
three chairmen, the LIA is seen to 
be mismanaged, subject to allega-
tions of corruption and uncertain-
ty about investment returns that 
are crucial to rebuilding Libya, 
they argue.

“Corrupt people want to control 
the LIA because it is the only 
source of cash and it will finance 
projects to rebuild Libya when 
embargo will be lifted,” said Fawzi 
Omran Farkash, the LIA chairman 
who draws his authority from 
Abdallah al-Thinni’s government, 
which is backed by the inter-
nationally recognised House of 
Representatives (HoR) parliament 
based in the east.

LIA has invested at least $67 
billion abroad to cushion Libya’s 
economy against changing oil 
prices and secure the well-being of 
future generations.

Comparing corruption now 
within LIA with the Muammar 
Qaddafi era, Farkash said: “Cor-
ruption was controlled in the time 
of Qaddafi but now corruption is 
top down, down top and by the 
sides.

“Qaddafi was in his own ways 
very protective of public money. 
His son Saif al Islam ruined LIA 
with corruption and mismanage-
ment by endorsing people on 
leadership positions with no skills 
and no knowledge.” he added.

Hassan Bouhadi also claims 
to be stewarding the sovereign 

fund and called his rivals “rogue” 
chairmen. Bouhadi, based in 
Malta since being forced out of 
Tripoli because of violence among 
militias, is challenging the leader-
ship of LIA’s previous chairman, 
AbdulMagid Breish.

The UN-brokered government 
of Prime Minister-designate Fayez 
al-Sarraj appointed an additional 
rival chairman — Mahmoud Has-
san Mohamed — to lead a steering 
committee to manage LIA, adding 
another layer of uncertainty about 
who is in control.

“Lack of unified leadership is 
harmful for the body’s interests. It 
contributes to worsening corrup-
tion and unaccountability within 
LIA’s subsidiaries and portfolios,” 
Farkash said.

“We want to reach out to a 
portfolio manager or a subsidi-
ary of the body they tell us they 
do not belong to us and are not 
under our watch. When Breish 
and his people do the same they 
get answers telling them that they 
follow orders of the rival boards 
and chairman,” he added.

“That obviously encourages 
mismanagement and corruption,” 
said Farkash, giving examples 
of a firm that had sold 30% of its 
shares and no one is aware where 
the sale receipts have gone and 
why a company relocated from 
Tunisia to Turkey.

UN reports and a London court 
ruling precedent appear to back 
Farkash against his rivals but 
international backing for Sarraj’s 
government might guarantee 
more support for Hassan Moham-
ed as chairman at a time when LIA 
needs unity to follow multibillion-
dollar cases in courts against 
finance titans such as Societé 
Générale and Goldman Sachs.

A 215-page report by UN experts 
last year recognised the authority 
of Thinni’s government to access 
LIA funds. The report came after 
Britain’s High Court put off a judg-
ment over who has the legitimacy 
to control the Libyan fund.

LIA’s assets have been frozen 
since September 2011 at the 
request of the Libyan authori-

ties and the LIA until a transition 
period had ended after Qaddafi’s 
ouster. It was assumed the freeze 
could not extend beyond two 
years.

Many experts said that, after six 
years, the freeze is damaging the 
value of the assets.

Experts also said bonds had 
matured and the cash from the 
return is setting idle in bank 
accounts while currency move-
ments needed quick management 
intervention or the money would 
sit without improved earnings.

A typical chairman would have 
the records of all deposits and as-
sets, the contacts of fund manag-
ers and have the power to appoint 
top managers for subsidiary com-
panies under LIA umbrella.

There seems to be hope for the 
unification of LIA’s top leadership 
as Breish and Farkash are near-

ing an understanding about the 
necessity of unity. Both are backed 
by influential people in the HoR 
and Sarraj’s government umbrella 
Presidential Council, such as 
council deputy head Ali al-Qatra-
ni, who faulted Sarraj for setting 
up the steering committee.

“We had talks with Mr Breish 
and we reached agreement over 
90% of the issues,” Farkash said.

Breish said: “I agree with chair-
man Fawzi Omran Farkash that 
appointing of the so-called steer-
ing committee by the Presidential 
Council is illegal.

“It is possible to ensure the 
success and progress of the LIA 
only by appointing people with 
technical expertise to master com-
plexities of managing a sovereign 
fund with a value estimated at $67 
billion and following very sophis-
ticated legal issues.”

I n t e r v i e w

Lamine Ghanmi

A 215-page report by UN 
experts last year 
recognised the 
authority of Thinni’s 
government to access 
LIA funds.

Libyan Investment Authority woes mirror Libya’s chaos
Lack of unified 
leadership 
contributes to 
worsening 
corruption and 
unaccountability 
within LIA’s 
subsidiaries and 
portfolios.”

LIA Chairman 
Fawzi Omran Farkash

Haftar does not see the 
military under the civilian 
government but rather 
independent of it.
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everal Algerian former Ed-
ucation ministers, includ-
ing intellectual Mostefa 
Lachraf, quickly gave up 
their attempts at reform-

ing the country’s education system 
after hitting roadblocks erected by 
Islamists and other conservatives 
well-entrenched in the country’s 
institutions.

Current Education Minister 
Nouria Benghabrit, however, has 
taken a different course. She has 
stood up to the Islamists since 
she took office in May 2014, try-
ing to help the country’s 8.6 mil-
lion schoolchildren succeed in a 
redesigned system that encourages 
creative thinking instead of rote 
learning.

Her performance is widely seen 
by reform-minded politicians and 
intellectuals, as well as trade un-
ions and parent groups, as a test for 
the country’s ability to introduce 
meaningful change.

Former prime minister Mouloud 
Hamrouche stressed the interests 
of Algeria’s elites in reforming the 
education system by telling a Sep-
tember 24th gathering of young 
people in Algiers: “We must stop 
the process of degradation of our 
education and learning system. In-

telligence is the key to success.”
Islamists assailed Benghabrit as 

a “Jew” bent on dismembering Al-
geria by encouraging the use of the 
country’s seven main dialects — 
Chawi, a mix of Arabic and Berber;  
three Amazigh-Berber languages in 
the south and Mozabite areas; and 
two Targui native tongues in south-
ern Tuareg-inhabited regions — in 
schools instead of the Arabic lan-
guage, which they see, along with 
Islam, as a cornerstone of the coun-
try’s national unity.

Benghabrit’s critics, mainly Is-
lamists, point out her struggle to 
speak Arabic fluently in official 
meetings and interviews.

She is not the first top Algerian 
government official to stumble on 
the use of Arabic at public events. 
Others, including Prime Minister 
Abdelmalek Sellal, have done so as 
well. Algerian law obliges officials 
to communicate in Arabic, the offi-
cial state language, even if they are 
not proficient in the language.

Benghabrit’s political back-
ground as a sympathiser of the 

former Algerian Communist Party, 
in which her husband, historian 
Hassan Remaoun, had a leading 
position, shields her against Islam-
ist accusations that she could be a 
member of Hizb França (the Party 
of France) — a damning label with 
which anti-Islamist liberals are tar-
nished.

Under a bold but gradual plan, 
the Education Ministry is expand-
ing the place of scientific subjects 
and foreign languages in the curric-
ulum. Islamists see the move as un-
dermining the Arabic language and 
Islamic religion, which they see as 
the pillars of the country’s identity.

Islamist critics have accused 
Benghabrit’s reforms as spreading 
apostasy. They insisted that ex-
panding the learning of chemistry, 
physics and mathematics was “an-
ti-Islamic”.

Benghabrit has had to deal with 
leaks of the university entrance 
exam and “Israel” being printed 
instead of “Palestine” in primary 
school textbooks. The latter inci-
dent would have been a serious po-
litical blow for any Algerian official 
as support for the Palestinian cause 
is sacrosanct to a majority of Alge-
rians.

A worker in a government print-
ing office made the “Palestine” mis-
take but backers of the minister say 
her opponents are out to get her.

“Her detractors are always out 
attacking her. All subjects are good 

pretexts in dirty campaigns against 
the minister,” said Khaoula Taleb 
Ibrahimi, a former university col-
league of the minister.

Algerian writer Kamel Moulfi 
said: “The Islamists, with their lies 
and misleading propaganda, want 

to make people believe that the 
minister and the political and social 
forces backing her do not want a 
way out of the mediocrity but want 
to abandon the national identity, 
which for them means Arabism and 
Islamism.”

Rabat

L 

oyalists of Morocco’s 
reform-minded King Mo-
hammed VI have been at 
loggerheads with Islamists 
during the final stages of 

the campaign before the October 
7th parliamentary elections.

More than 30 political parties, in-
cluding the Istiqlal Party, the Con-
stitutional Union and the Socialist 
Union of Popular Forces, are tak-
ing part in the elections. But two 
parties — the Authenticity and Mo-
dernity Party (PAM), reputed to be 
close to the palace, and the Justice 
and Development Party (PJD) — 
have dominated the campaign and 
are expected to lead after the vote.

Neither is likely to win a comfort-
able majority that would allow for 
control of the next government, 
however.

Islamists of the PJD led the vote 
tally in the 2011’s legislative polls as 
the kingdom weathered the “Arab 
spring” unrest. The more radical 
Islamists of Al Adl Wal Ihssane and 
their allies on the radical left led 
demonstrations in 2011 in more 
than 30 cities across Morocco. The 
PJD did not take part in the protests 
but politically benefited from them 
as its leaders cast the party as best 
capable of defending the palace’s 
legitimacy and popularity.

The king subsequently enacted 
political reforms that included giv-
ing more power to the elected prime 
minister, based on a new constitu-
tion endorsed by referendum.

This year, Abdelilah Benkirane, 
the PJD’s leader and outgoing prime 
minister, has voiced unprecedent-
ed criticism of the palace’s role 
in running the state, arguing that 
there were “two governments” in 
the country. His criticism prompted 
a rebuke from the palace.

It remains to be seen whether 
Benkirane maintains or improves 
the PJD’s poll results and, if so, 
whether he will seek to expand the 
prerogatives of a PJD-led govern-
ment.

The PJD holds 107 seats in the 
395-member parliament and leads 
the current governing coalition 

along with the Party of Progress 
and Socialism, the National Rally 
of Independents and the Popular 
Movement. PAM has 47 seats.

However, PAM leaders see the 
upcoming elections going their 
way. “We will obtain more seats 
than the rival party and we will 
be the first political party in these 
elections,” said Abdellatif Ouahbi, 
a leading human rights lawyer and 
top official in PAM.

“Our proposals were well re-
ceived by citizens, which indicates 
we will probably lead in these elec-
tions and that we have all the re-
quired potential to rule in the fu-
ture.”

PAM is the brainchild of the 
king’s former adviser Fouad Ali el-
Himma, who created the party in 
2007 based on the idea that Mo-
rocco could face a crisis by 2010 
and the movement could help the 
country’s political system make the 
necessary transition.

PAM’s leader Ilyas el-Omari, 
spearheaded the party’s current 
campaign behind the slogan “We 
want change now”, working on the 
impatience of modernist politicians 
close to the palace. Benkirane has 
quoted extremist Salafist spiritual 
leader Ibn Taymiyyah in campaign 
speeches that glorified martyrdom. 
He has also sought the support of 
radical Salafists.

Commenting on the rejection of 
the candidacy of a Salafist sheikh 
on an electoral list of the PJD, Ouah-
bi said: “There is danger because 
the majority of Salafists are sup-
porting statements that may impair 
the democratic process, curb the 
freedom of others and distress the 
Moroccan principles.

“With the proliferation of terror-
ist groups and the spread of Salafist 
thought, the leftist movements 
should revamp their considerations 
to defend freedom and democracy 
and build the nation of rightfulness 
and justice.”

Ouahbi said PAM owes its success 
to attracting middle-class voters 
and a large number of businessmen 
and elites. The party dismissed ac-
cusations of using tainted money 
in electoral campaigns and being a 
political tool for the monarchy.

PAM brands itself as a centre-left 
party promoting social democracy 

but its perceived ties to the monar-
chy led Progress and Socialist Party 
Secretary-General Mohamed Nabil 
Benabdallah to say “our problem 
is not with PAM as a political party 
but with those who are behind it 
and the man who founded it, and 
all this exactly embodies the idea of 
dominance”.

In response, Ouahbi said: “All 
political parties in Morocco are par-
ties of the state and common sense 
stipulates that the state is here to 
strengthen the political parties in 
moments of weakness and vice 
versa.

“The real ones who are pursu-
ing ‘dominance’ are those who are 
using religion to exert control,” he 
said in reference to the PJD party.

Fatima Ezzahra Karimallah is a 
Moroccan writer.  Lamine Ghanmi, 
an Arab Weekly correspondent in 
Tunis, contributed to this report.

Islamists challenge attempts
at educational reforms in Algeria

A contentious campaign sets the stage for Morocco elections

Lamine Ghanmi

Fatima Ezzahra Karimallah

A 2015 file picture shows Algerian Education Minister Nouria 
Benghebrit speaking in Algiers.
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Abdellatif Ouahbi, a leading 
human rights lawyer and top 
official in PAM.

We will obtain 
more seats than 
the rival party and 
we will be the first 
political party in 
these elections.”

Ilyas el Omari, vice-secretary-general of Morocco’s Party of Authenticity and Modernity (PAM), speaks during a press conference on 
September 23rd, in Casablanca.

The Education 
Ministry is expanding 
the place of scientific 
subjects and foreign 
languages in the 
curriculum.
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Morocco getting ready for climate conference
Saad Guerraoui

London

M 

orocco is increas-
ing preparations for 
a round of interna-
tional negotiations 
on climate change 

to convene November 7th-18th in 
Marrakech.

Cherki Draisa, minister delegate 
to Morocco’s Interior minister, de-
clared that the country would have 
all of its preparations complete 
ahead of the biggest international 
event on climate change.

“Morocco is within the deadline. 
All the arrangements have been 
made and preparations are under 
way to host the 22nd session of the 
Conference of the Parties (COP 22),” 
said Draisa.

Morocco and France have been 
working since COP 21 climate con-
ference in Paris on the finances for 
developing countries to make Mar-
rakech a conference of action rather 
than words.

French Foreign Minister Ségolène 
Royal said Moroccan and French of-
ficials were working to integrate 
renewable energy into develop-
ment policies and speed up the 
process of ratification of the Paris 
agreement.

Moroccan Foreign Minister Sala-
heddine Mezouar, who serves as 
COP 22 president, said he expects 
to announce at the conference that 
countries accounting for more than 
55% of the world’s greenhouse gas 
emissions have formally joined 
the treaty. That percentage is the 
threshold needed to trigger the 
Paris agreement, which calls on all 
countries to curb the rise in tem-
peratures.

The agreement asks governments 
to present national plans to reduce 
emissions to limit global tempera-
ture rise to less than 2 degrees Cel-
sius.

Morocco is making important 
strides in reducing carbon dioxide 
emissions by building the world’s 
largest solar power plant, which 
will help provide almost half of the 
Morocco’s energy needs by 2020. 
It also banned the production and 

selling of plastic bags.
Hakima el-Haite, special envoy 

for the mobilisation of COP 22 and 
minister delegate in charge of envi-
ronment of the Ministry of Energy, 
Mining, Water and Environment of 
Morocco, said the priority of the 
Moroccan presidency of COP 22 
was to increase the proportion of 
the financial flow dedicated to the 
adaptation to climate change.

“This fraction of financing is be-
tween 16% and 18% of global cli-
mate financial flows and we hope 
it will be increased to 30% and 
that this decision will be taken at 
the end of COP 22,” said Haite in a 
statement at the end of two-day 
informal consultations between 
chief negotiators of foreign delega-
tions in preparation for the climate 
change conference.

Rich countries are expected to 
come up with $100 billion a year 
by 2020 in climate financing. Half 

of the amount would be dedicated 
to helping countries adapt to green 
energy and the other half to miti-
gating the effects of climate change. 
Non-governmental organisations 
and developing countries, how-
ever, say four times that amount is 
needed to stop climate change.

She said that a consensus has 
been reached on the pre-2020 
agenda, which should be realised 
in the form of a decree of the ap-
plication of the Paris agreement in 
Marrakech. This agenda is crucial 
for the most vulnerable countries, 
especially those in Africa.

The Paris agreement, which must 
be ratified by 55 countries responsi-
ble for 55% of greenhouse gas emis-
sions to take effect, would enter 
into force the following year, an un-
precedented move that would signif-
icantly help curb carbon pollution.

More than 140 delegates from 50 
countries took part in closed infor-

mal consultations in Skhirat, near 
Rabat, to discuss priority issues to 
better prepare the early work in 
Marrakech and the success of COP 
22.

They also discussed issues re-
lated to the implementation of the 
Paris agreement and the accelera-
tion of climate action by 2020.

Moroccan Foreign Minister Sala-
heddine Mezouar, president of 
COP 22, and Richard Kinley, UN 
Framework Convention on Cli-
mate Change deputy executive 
secretary, led a two-day session in 
August in Rabat aimed at “harmo-
nising and refining” collaboration 
between the two bodies and boost-
ing political momentum ahead of 
the event.

The overall budget of COP 22 is 
estimated at $82 million-$87 mil-
lion, according to a source in the 
COP 22 Steering Committee. About 
$32 million has been allocated from 

the state budget and $20.6 million 
was expected from the private sec-
tor. The rest is to be financed from 
abroad.

Morocco, which foiled several 
terrorist attacks in recent months, 
has taken extra security measures 
to ensure a safe COP 22 meeting.

Draisa said Morocco was well-
prepared to ensure the security of 
this global event.

“The Moroccan security services 
have been facing, for quite some 
time, terrorist projects and we are 
well-equipped to ensure a normal 
running of the COP 22,” he said, 
adding that “all measures, scenar-
ios and challenges we could face 
have been considered by the Mo-
roccan security services”.

Saad Guerraoui is an
 Arab Weekly correspondent 

covering developments in 
Morocco.

Rabat

A 

few weeks before it 
hosts the 22nd Confer-
ence of the Parties (COP 
22) climate conference, 
Morocco is launching 

an ambitious project to turn its 
mosques “green” as a commitment 
to clean energy.

The Moroccan Ministry of En-
dowments and Islamic Affairs an-
nounced a tender to modify 64 
mosques in six of the kingdom’s 
cities to reduce the amount of en-
ergy they consume.

Its goal is a 40% reduction in 
energy costs at 15,000 mosques 
around the country that consume 
an average of 90 kilowatts a day, 

said the Energy Investment Com-
pany (SIE), which represents the 
state in energy strategies.

Studies have shown that energy 
consumption can be cut 60%, with 
estimates showing savings of as 
much as 68% at Rabat’s majestic 
As-Sunna mosque.

This can be achieved through 
energy-saving lighting, photo-
voltaic electricity generation and 
solar water heating and without 
harming the appearance of the 
mosques.

The upgrades will also benefit 
the faithful, with access to hot wa-
ter for washing and air condition-
ing available in prayer rooms, said 
SIE.

Another upshot would be the 
“strong social impact” through the 
creation of 5,000 jobs and a new 
growth market, it said. “The re-
turn of the investment made will 
be based on the energy savings 
achieved.”

German development organisa-
tion GIZ, which supports the pro-
ject, describes it as a “win-win” 
situation that will also raise aware-
ness of renewable and efficient en-

ergy in Morocco.
“It is based on the idea that 

Moroccan companies… involved 
in these mosques will be repaid 
through savings made by the 
building manager,” said GIZ’s Jan-
Christoph Kuntze.

All of the technology needed 
is “already available on the local 
market”, he said, adding that this 
gave the project the potential to 
create jobs.

“The mosques can play a mul-
tiplier role” of raising awareness 

about the need to save energy and 
adapt to cleaner sources.

Moroccan King Mohammed VI 
has pushed a proactive policy of 
environmental awareness in the 
North African country of nearly 34 
million people, 99% of whom are 
Muslim.

Marrakech is to be the site of COP 
22, the next world climate confer-
ence, from November 7th-18th.

Central to this was the opening 
of Noor I — the first stage of what 
will be the largest solar power 

plant in the world — near Ouarzaz-
ate on the edge of the Sahara.

As Morocco counts down to COP 
22, its people are being exposed 
more and more to events and ini-
tiatives showcasing the country’s 
involvement in protecting the 
planet.

Its “green mosques” project is 
expected to take centre stage in 
the drive for change being high-
lighted at the conference.

(Agence France-Presse)

Hervé Bar

The As-Sunna mosque in the Moroccan capital Rabat.                                                                                      (AFP)

Moroccan mosques 
are becoming 
environment friendly

Moroccan Foreign Minister Salaheddine Mezouar delivers a speech during a Global Climate Action Forum meeting last June in the 
Moroccan capital, Rabat.

Environment

The overall budget of 
COP 22 is estimated at 
$82 million-$87 
million.

Marrakech is to be the 
site of COP 22, the next 
world climate 
conference, from 
November 7th-18th.
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Egypt applies new strategy to get rid of street garbage
Ahmed Megahid

Cairo

E 

gypt is trying to clear 
its streets of millions of 
tonnes of garbage that 
have accumulated over 
years by turning the waste 

into a source of income.
The plan calls for buying rubbish 

and sending it to Cairo for recycling.
“We have started receiving gar-

bage from citizens in different 
areas,” said Ibrahim Moussa, the 
head of the council of Fayoum city, 
120km south of Cairo. “We are talk-
ing to everybody to spread the word 
that rubbish can now be sold for 
money.”

Fayoum is among the cities where 
garbage is being turned into a com-
modity and a means for Egyptians to 
earn a living. The longer-term plan 
is to apply the strategy throughout 
the country.

Garbage has been a problem 
throughout Egypt since private 
companies commissioned by the 
government to clean the streets 
failed in doing their jobs. The gov-
ernment said tens of millions of 
tonnes of garbage accumulated on 
the streets, turning some Egyptian 
neighbourhoods into major rubbish 
dumps.

A staggering 47,000 tonnes of 

rubbish, including 19,000 tonnes 
in Cairo, are thrown onto Egypt’s 
streets every day, according to the 
Egyptian Ministry of Environment. 
Environmentalists said such huge 
amounts of refuse could lead to an 
environmental catastrophe.

“You are talking about tens of 
thousands of tonnes of pollutants 
that are thrown on the streets every 
day,” said environmentalist Magdi 

Allam. “These pollutants can cause 
an endless list of diseases to people 
living nearby or passing by them.”

Instead of recycling the garbage, 
Egyptians often try to burn it, which 
reduces air quality, environmental-
ists said

The new strategy, its advocates 
say, turns the garbage into a source 
of income.

Special collection centres buy the 

garbage and sell it to recycling com-
panies in Cairo.

Now, there are a handful such 
centres in Fayoum city but the city 
council plans to establish 1,000 rub-
bish collection centres in the com-
ing months to keep up with growing 
demand.

The centres buy empty cans for 
about 40 US cents a kilogram. They 
buy plastics for about 20 cents per 
kilogram.

Amr Mahmoud, a 47-year-old 
teacher from Fayoum, said the 
strategy encourages people to stop 
throwing waste on the streets and 
helps them earn money.

“Now, everybody views gar-
bage as a valuable commodity, not 
something they need to get rid of,” 
Mahmoud said. “Some people are 
starting to even collect rubbish 
from the streets and sell it to the 
centres to earn a living.”

Before taking it to the collection 
centres, Fayoum city residents sort 
the rubbish and put organic waste, 
cans, plastics, wood, aluminium 
and glass each in a bag specified for 
it.

Moussa said when he and his col-
leagues started applying the strat-
egy in June, few residents sold their 
garbage to the collection centres. 
Now there are so many people sell-
ing rubbish that the few collection 
centres available cannot keep up.

“Everybody wants to earn money 

by selling the garbage that was once 
a problem to the centres,” he said.

The Fayoum city council also 
earns money. The council buys 1 
tonne of empty cans for around 
$337 but sells it to recycling facto-
ries for $585. It also earns money 
from other waste.

“This strategy can bring a lot of 
money to the different provinces,” 
Moussa said. “Garbage will turn into 
a major source of national income.”

To turn garbage into a source of 

national income, Egypt needs to 
establish more recycling factories, 
environmentalists said.

About 5% of the 47,000 tonnes of 
rubbish that ends up on the streets 
every day is recycled.

“Recycling factories must not 
be concentrated in Cairo alone but 
each province must have its own re-
cycling factories,” Allam said. “If we 
do this, garbage will disappear from 
the streets in few days.”

Ahmed Megahid is an Egyptian 
reporter based in Cairo.

A worker picks through rubbish in garbage dump at a small 
recycling factory near Zaraeeb in the shanty area known also 
as Zabaleen or “Garbage City” on the Mokattam Hills in eastern 
Cairo, Egypt.                                                                                           (Reuters)

The aflaj, Oman’s water lifelines
Khaled Abdel Malek

Muscat

T 

hey are like the veins 
keeping the body alive. 
For thousands of years, 
Oman’s ingenious an-
cient water irrigation 

system known as aflaj has kept the 
arid country’s fields and date palm 
groves green. The traditional sys-
tem of narrow, mud-walled under-
ground and surface canals, listed as 
a UNESCO World Heritage Site, is in 
northern parts of Oman and consti-
tutes the backbone of agriculture.

Omanis have survived through 
the ages by managing and sharing 
water in fair and effective ways 
through use of the aflaj, the only 
irrigation resources that existed in 
Oman before the introduction of 
pumps in the second half of the last 
century.

The aflaj may date to 500AD but 
archaeological evidence suggests 
that irrigation systems existed in 
the extremely arid area as early 
as 2500BC. Using gravity, water 
is channelled from underground 
sources or springs to support agri-
culture and for domestic use. The 
management and sharing of water 
in villages and towns are under-
pinned by mutual dependence and 
communal values and guided by 
astronomical observations.

Managing and distributing wa-
ter in ancient times was specific to 
every village that had a wakil, the 
person in charge of equitably dis-
tributing water.

“In the old days we had no watch-
es so during the day we were using 
the sundial to divide the time of 
irrigation for each family and dur-
ing the night it was the position of 
some specific stars with the peaks 
of the mountains surrounding the 
village,” said Hmeid al-Hattali, the 
wakil of Al Hijir, a village in Wadi 
Bani Kharus in Al Batinah governo-
rate.

“For example when the star Al 
Thanab touches the peak of Al 

Ruus, we open the water for Mo-
hamed bin Salim and we stop it 
when Al Thanab reaches Al Aaqbah 
and direct it to another family and 
so on,” he added.

Hattali’s father was the wakil of 
the village before him. “He taught 
me everything — the names of all 
the stars we observe and the way 
to make the calculation of the time 
of use of the water of the falaj for 
each house in the village. All of this 
is registered in my head, nothing is 
written.”

Hattali said he fears the old 
knowledge will disappear with him 
when his son Yusuf takes over. “He 
will not need this science anymore 
because he will be relying on his 
smart phone,” Hattali said.

More than 3,095 aflaj are be-
lieved to exist in Oman, according 
to a 1997 survey, of which many are 
in use. Every now and then, the vil-
lagers do maintenance of the falaj, 
clearing the channel of leaves and 
other litter.

There are three main types of 
aflaj in Oman, said Abdullah al-
Ghaffri, director of Aflaj Research 
Unit and assistant professor at Ni-
zwa University.

“The Dawoodi falaj is a long 
channel dug underground that 
runs for several kilometres with a 
depth reaching usually tens of me-
tres and the water is present in this 
kind of channel all year round,” 
Ghaffri said.

“Al Awabi falaj runs more than 10 
kilometres under the wadi bed at a 
depth of more than 20 metres in 
some sections. Whereas, the Ghaili 
falaj receives water from ponds 
or running water and their depths 
do not exceed 3 to 4 metres. Water 
quantities increase in these aflaj di-
rectly after rainfall and usually dry 
up quickly during extended dry pe-
riods.”

The importance of the falaj de-
pends on water quality, which 
varies between hot and cold and 
between fresh drinking water, sa-
line water and between alkaline 
water mixed with valley water, 
considered suitable for agriculture, 

 Ghaffri said.
He said there is also the Ayni falaj, 

which draws water directly from 
the springs. One kind of spring wa-
ter contains varying proportions 
of mineral salts and is suitable for 
medical treatment.

The aflaj represent a major water 
resource for meeting water needs in 
Oman. They play a large role in the 

economy of Oman’s rural areas. As 
such, experts and officials are en-
gaged in a broad effort to preserve 
the institution, along with the way 
of life it has made possible.

The geographic distribution of 
water resources and aflaj help ex-
plain the pattern of scattered small 
habitations in the country’s heart-
land. A falaj can support only a 

limited number of people and the 
cooperation it demands for mainte-
nance and operation has helped to 
organise life in the isolated, tightly 
knit communities of Oman’s inte-
rior.

Khaled Abdel Malek is an
 Arab Weekly contributor
 in Oman.

Falaj in Maseerat al Shreeqiyeen in al dakhiliyah governorate.

Environment

Oman’s ingenious 
ancient water 
irrigation system 
known as aflaj has 
always kept the arid 
country’s fields green.

A staggering 47,000 
tonnes of rubbish, 
including 19,000 
tonnes in Cairo, are 
thrown onto Egypt’s 
streets every day.

Using gravity, water is 
channelled from 
underground sources 
or springs to support 
agriculture and for 
domestic use.
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Beirut

W 

hen Hezbollah en-
gaged in the Syria 
war, it was in a bat-
tle for its own exist-
ence. The collapse 

of the regime of Syrian President 
Bashar Assad would result in Hez-
bollah losing a major ally that se-
cured a much-needed supply route 
from its sponsor, Iran.

More than five years later, Assad 
is still in power due to Russia’s di-
rect military intervention in the 
war but Iran’s influence in Syria — 
like that of all the other regional 
players — seems in decline, with 
Moscow and Washington emerging 
as the major actors.

A political settlement will be 
needed to end the war in Syria. Al-
though it is premature to speculate 
how and when it will be implement-
ed, the day will come for Hezbollah 
to pull its fighters back to Lebanon 
and this is a major concern.

“If Hezbollah, which awaits a dra-
matic change in Syria in its favour, 
thinks that it will have an influen-
tial role in [a] future Syria in a way it 
will benefit from to later have great-
er influence in Lebanon, it would be 
gravely mistaken,” said Amin Kam-
mourieh, a political analyst. “The 
maximum it can achieve is to have 
an ally or rather a non-hostile re-
gime in Syria that could somehow 
protect it… but it won’t be like it 
was in the past [when Syria had a 
free hand in Lebanon].”

The heavily armed Shia Hezbol-
lah is the most powerful group in 
Lebanon, with a strong military 
structure, well-established social 
institutions and representatives 

in the parliament and cabinet. It 
has become a key power broker in 
Lebanon’s political system, with its 
critics accusing it of controlling the 
country.

However, Hezbollah’s formida-
ble strength proved to be limited 
in Lebanon’s delicate confessional 
system, made up of 18 religious 
sects, with many political and so-
cial agendas as well as regional af-
filiations. The group has failed to 
impose the election of its favour-
ite candidate for president, Michel 
Aoun, to formulate a new electoral 
law that would strip its Sunni ri-
val of majority in parliament or to 
change the constitution.

“These are all signs of weakness 
and not strength. Hezbollah proved 
that it can obstruct but cannot im-
pose,” Kammourieh said.

Riad Tabbarah, a political ana-
lyst and head of the Beirut-based 
Centre for Development Studies 
and Projects research institute, said 
Lebanon is like the UN Security 
Council in which Hezbollah and 
other major political groups “have 
the veto power but not the power of 
decision”.

“Although Hezbollah is the most 
powerful, it is not allowed to use its 
weapons in any internal civil war in 
Lebanon because billions of dollars 
were spent to acquire these weap-
ons, including missiles, for the sake 
of confronting Israel and deter it 
from striking Iran,” Tabbarah said.

On May 7th, 2008, Hezbollah 
fighters, along with other pro-Syri-
an militiamen, took control of Bei-
rut’s largely Sunni areas and tried 
to expand their reach to Druze-con-

trolled Mount Lebanon, triggering 
fierce clashes and almost plunging 
the country into another civil war. 
The Hezbollah coup came two days 
after the government declared a 
private telecommunications net-
work set up by the militant group 
illegal.

“Hezbollah used its weapons dur-
ing the May 7th events to frighten 
its [Sunni-Druze] rivals and it was a 
mistake,” said Tabbarah.

Now heavily engaged in the Syria 
war, Hezbollah appears more cau-
tious and keen to avoid any internal 
strife that could degenerate into a 
Sunni-Shia war in Lebanon.

“The Syria war has created new 
realities and introduced new fac-
tors… The presence in Lebanon 
of 1.5 million Syrian refugees, the 
majority of whom are Sunni and 
support the opposition, is a ma-
jor concern for Hezbollah,” noted 
Kammourieh. “Many of those refu-
gees, who are already trained to 
carry weapons from their military 
service time, could be armed and 
engage in a war here if provoked [to 
support the Lebanese Sunnis].”

Hezbollah is facing solid resist-
ance from its mainly Sunni rivals, 
who are refusing to bow to its de-
mands and pressures to secure 
more political gains for the Shias in 
Lebanon at their own expense.

“If Hezbollah returns from Syria 
weakened, some call for embracing 
it. If it comes back strong, it will not 
be able to exercise such a strength 
because of the existing balance in 
the country,” Kammourieh said.

Hezbollah’s fate is undoubtedly 
linked to a settlement that would 
end the war in Syria and define 
Iran’s future posture in the region. 
This is related to the yet-to-be-
achieved successful implementa-
tion of Iran’s nuclear deal.

“If Iran gets enough of what it 
wants and is rewarded in exchange 
for stopping its interference in the 
region, it would disband Hezbollah 
and the other Shia militias operat-
ing in the region,” said Tabbarah.

One scenario, he said, is Hezbol-
lah becoming a political party en-
gaging in a “democratic debate” to 
secure a larger share in the political 
system.

“But really, we don’t know what 
will happen when Hezbollah re-
turns from Syria,” he added. “I 
don’t think they (Hezbollah and 
Iran) have plans or can say what 
will happen five years from now. 
They are playing that by ear now.”

Lebanon’s experiences have re-
vealed that no party, no matter how 
strong it might become, could ever 
eliminate the other constituents in 
the country.

“We all reached this conclusion. 
I think Hezbollah understands this 
equation and knows that despite all 
its strength and its ability to stretch 
beyond the border, it cannot touch 
the co-existence formula; other-
wise, Lebanon will sink into more 
rounds of violence, which would 
be in no one’s interest,” said Rami 
Rayess, spokesman for the Progres-
sive Socialist Party, one of the main 
armed groups during Lebanon’s 
1975-90 civil war.

Dalal Saoud is the Deputy 
Editor-in-Chief of The Arab 
Weekly. She is based in Beirut.

Beirut

O 

bservers in Beirut have 
noticed momentum 
waning in the campaign 
pushing for the election 
of Michel Aoun as presi-

dent of Lebanon. This lull in the 
campaign is due to opposition from 
inside the Future Movement and 
the absence of a clear Saudi position 
regarding Aoun’s candidacy.

Lebanese Health Minister Wael 
Abou Faour was sent to Riyadh by 
Druze leader Walid Jumblatt on 
a sounding mission but returned 
“puzzled” with no definitive answer 
as whether to push for Aoun’s elec-
tion or not. Some sources reported 
that he had heard from his Saudi in-
terlocutors that Riyadh would rath-
er not have a president who is allied 
with Iran, so it is up to the Lebanese 
people to decide.

Political circles in Lebanon are 
waiting for Jumblatt to clarify his 
position. Known for his capac-
ity to read international moods 
and contexts, Jumblatt might find 
in the Saudi silence an incentive to 
choose Aoun, which might explain 
the sudden fervour inside the Saad 
Hariri camp. He might also choose 
to quench this entire clamour by co-
operating with his ally Nabih Berri, 
speaker of the Lebanese parliament.

Sources in parliament have point-
ed out that the Saudi non-decision 
regarding the presidential elections 
in Lebanon is congruent with its re-
gressing on the Saudi agenda and 
reflects the Saudi wish not to “get 
entangled” in the choice and thus 
influence the current political ma-
noeuvres locally.

Sources following Saudi affairs, 
however, added that Riyadh’s dis-
missal of the elections in Lebanon 
might be the consequence of infor-
mation in Riyadh’s possession indi-
cating that the presidential race in 
Lebanon has not yet reached a point 

warranting its intervention.
Observers in Lebanon agree that 

there are precise indications that 
Hariri and the Future Movement 
have placed Aoun’s candidacy as a 
possible choice for them. There are, 
however, other precise indications 
that the issue has not been decided 
and that negotiations inside the 
Future Movement, as well as with 
allies and foes, might spell an un-
happy ending for Aoun’s bid for the 
presidency.

People inside the Future Move-
ment have questioned the wisdom 
of asking Hariri to side with Aoun’s 
candidacy while no such thing is 
asked of Berri, who is an ally of 
Lebanese Hezbollah, the first po-
litical force to support Aoun. These 
same people wonder whether the 
Shia “sisters” Hezbollah and Amal 
Movement have agreed to inter-
changeably play the roles of pros 
and cons with the aim of reducing 
Aoun’s chances and delaying the 
presidential elections in Lebanon 
until the dust from the wars in Syria 
has settled.

Observers point out that Berri 
has fixed October 31st as the next 
date for the parliamentary session 
dedicated to the presidential elec-
tions. They see Berri’s reluctance 
to support Aoun’s candidacy in this 
manoeuvre. Sources close to Aoun, 
however, consider the long delay 
necessary to complete negotiations 
and remove opposition.

While the Lebanese people are 
joking about the possibility of hav-
ing a “made in Lebanon” president, 
followers of Lebanese affairs find it 
strange that a constitutional entitle-
ment as important as the presiden-

tial election is being delayed in such 
critical times. The outcome of the 
situation in Syria is still confused 
and Lebanon’s next president will 
have to deal with whatever regime 
will come out of the confusion. The 
world is watching the American 
elections, eager to know who the 
next occupant of the White House 
will be so as to adjust its policies ac-
cordingly.

It is well-known that all Lebanese 
presidents since independence in 
1943 were elected following inter-
national and regional compromises 
that dictated election results to 
the Lebanese people. The only ex-
ception to this trend was the elec-
tion of Suleiman Frangieh in 1970 
and this was because the outside 
powers had no reservations about 
any of the candidates. Observers, 
however, say that, even though in-
ternational attention to Lebanese 
internal affairs is decreasing, it will 
not reach a level so as to allow lo-
cal dealings alone to put a tenant in 
Baabda Palace.

Western diplomats in Beirut have 
indicated that their respective gov-
ernments are taking a neutral stand 
towards the presidential elections 
in Lebanon. The same sources do 
not discard the possibility that 
the fervour created locally by the 
elections can eventually focus the 
world’s attention on Lebanese af-
fairs. The elections are becoming 
crucial to Lebanon and the Leba-
nese who have never witnessed 
such crisis levels in their daily life 
and administrative affairs. The pil-
ing up of waste around them is but 
the visible tip of the iceberg.

While some Future Movement 
and March 14 coalition circles op-
pose Aoun for president, the Leba-
nese people fear that with Aoun’s 
election the Lebanese state and re-
gime will simply dissolve under the 
regional influence of the Iranian re-
gime. This fear springs from the fact 
that Aoun and Lebanese Hezbollah 
are allies. They signed a memo of 
understanding in February 2006. 

Aoun remained allied to the pro-
Iranian party regardless of the op-
position stances he took against it 
during the war of June 2006, Hez-
bollah’s attacks of May 7th, 2008, 
and the group’s sending fighters to 
Syria.

Those who staunchly oppose a 
probable Iranian hegemony think 
that to become president Aoun has 
chosen to align himself with Iran, 
Damascus and Hezbollah and has 

distanced himself from the Saudi-
led moderate trend. Without Arab 
and international backing, Aoun as 
president will have no choice but to 
submit to the Iranian agenda. The 
result will be that Lebanon will be 
stripped of its political pluralism 
and of its various Arab and regional 
relations.

Mohamad Kawas is a Lebanese 
writer.

Hezbollah’s post-Syria war scenarios

Campaign to elect Aoun wanes in Lebanon

Dalal Saoud

Mohamed Kawas

A 2015 file picture shows a supporter of Lebanese Christian leader 
Michel Aoun’s opposition Free Patriotic Movement (FPM)  during 
a protest, in Beirut, demanding presidential elections.
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Hezbollah fighters hold their group’s flags during a ceremony, last 
May.

The day will come for 
Hezbollah to pull its 
fighters back to 
Lebanon and this is a 
major concern.

Berri has set October 
31st as the next date 
for the parliamentary 
session dedicated to 
the presidential 
elections.
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P 

rotests and condemnation 
over the killing of Jorda-
nian writer Nahed Hattar 
have been largely directed 
at the government, which 

is accused of not providing him 
with adequate security despite his 
reportedly receiving death threats.

There is also continuing anger 
over Hattar’s arrest and trial on 
charges relating to defamation of 
religion. Hattar was killed outside 
an Amman courthouse on Septem-
ber 25th.

He was facing charges over a 
Facebook post of a caricature of a 
bearded man in bed with women 
asking God to bring him food and 
wine.

Hattar’s supporters are calling for 
the resignation of Prime Minister 
Hani Mulki, the suspension of pros-
ecutions for defamation of religion, 
the law’s removal from the penal 
code and wider reforms on freedom 
of expression.

Hattar’s relatives said he did not 
receive protection by the authori-
ties despite receiving death threats 
over the cartoon. “We handed over 
200 names [of people who had 
threatened the writer] to the gov-
ernor [of Amman], including that 
of the assassin, and demanded pro-
tection,” Hattar’s brother, Khaled, 
said, adding that authorities said 
they did not believe Nahed Hattar  
was under threat.

One of the writer’s cousins, Mary 
Hattar, said: “He asked for protec-
tion but when he was released from 
prison he was asked to sign a docu-
ment [stating] that he was respon-

sible for his own safety.”
Three days after Hattar’s assassi-

nation, King Abdullah II swore in a 
new government headed by Mulki, 
who had ordered the investigation 
into Hattar that led to his arrest.

Hattar’s killing was condemned 
by government spokesman Moham-
mad Momani as a “heinous crime”. 
“The government will strike with 
an iron hand all those who exploit 
this crime to broadcast speeches of 
hatred to our community,” Momani 
told the Petra news agency.

Dropping defamation of religion 
from the penal code could alienate 
the conservative, tribal bedrock of 
the monarchy’s support base, play 
into the hands of the opposition 
Muslim Brotherhood and lead to 
accusations that authorities were 
caving in to terrorism.

There are concerns shared by au-
thorities and large segments of the 
public that going soft on defama-
tion of religion could exacerbate 
sectarianism and extremism, both 
of which Jordan has avoided rela-
tive to much of the region. How-
ever, human rights organisations 
say these laws contribute to the 
extremism and violence they are 
supposed to curtail.

 “Arbitrary prosecutions for defa-
mation of religion stigmatise indi-
viduals and make them targets for 
vigilante reprisals,” said Sarah Leah 
Whitson, Middle East director at 
the New York-based Human Rights 
Watch. “Jordanian authorities 
should recognise that ‘defamation 
of religion’ laws and prosecutions 
effectively contribute to violent ex-
tremism.” The government should 
“allow citizens to engage in peace-
ful debate even of ‘taboo’ sub-
jects”, she added.

“The Jordanian authorities must 
make it clear that attacks against 
people who peacefully express 
their views, however unpopular, 
will not be tolerated,” said Philip 
Luther, research and advocacy 
director for the Middle East and 
North Africa at Amnesty Interna-
tional.

Refusing to heed calls for wider 
reforms may be seen by some as 
callous and provocative at a sensi-
tive time for the country. However, 

the monarchy will privately want 
to avoid Hattar’s death being used 
as a call for reforms that may di-
lute its power. As with most Arab 
monarchies, reforms over the years 
have been slow and limited in Jor-
dan.

Jordanian authorities said the 
alleged killer has reportedly con-
fessed and could be put to death. 
They will also now likely crack 
down on disseminators of extrem-
ist sentiment.

However, while this may be 
cheered on by Hattar’s supporters, 
it could, depending on how nar-
rowly the state defines extremism, 
contradict calls for greater freedom 
of expression and lead to more 
radicalism. This is of particular 

concern given the recent string of 
violent incidents in Jordan.

Previous promises of reform 
have not been followed by drastic 
or swift changes and the aftermath 
of Hattar’s assassination is likely to 
be no different. In this respect, the 
monarchy may be banking on three 
things.

First, Jordanians are too wary 
of post-“Arab spring” regional 
conflict to form a national protest 
movement that could destabilise 
the country.

Second, protests that have oc-
curred have been aimed at the gov-
ernment rather than the monarchy 
and there is no reason to expect a 
change in that regard.

Third, Hattar’s outspoken views 

upset Islamists, conservatives, 
monarchists (he had faced charges 
of insulting the king), Jordanians 
of Palestinian descent and support-
ers of Syria’s revolution by backing 
President Bashar Assad. According 
to a Pew Research Center poll, 86% 
of Jordanian respondents, whose 
country is shouldering a massive 
Syrian refugee burden, said Assad 
should step down.

That is a very wide spectrum of 
society for one person to have of-
fended, thus the pressure on the 
government may be less than it 
might be under different circum-
stances.

Sharif Nashashibi is a journalist 
and analyst on Arab affairs.

Jordan government faces criticism over Hattar’s death
Sharif Nashashibi

Relatives of Jordanian writer Nahed Hattar protest in front of the Jordanian Prime Ministry in 
Amman, Jordan, on September 26th. The banner reads: “No to assassinations. No to violence. No to 
extremism.”
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Who killed Nahed Hattar?

J ordanian journalist 
Nahed Hattar was 
assassinated outside a 
court in Amman. The 
reason behind both his 
shooting and his trial was 

that he had shared a cartoon on 
Facebook that was deemed 
offensive.

Hattar, an atheist of Christian 
origin, was charged with inciting 
sectarian strife and insulting 
Islam. He insisted that he was not 
mocking the Islamic faith but, 
rather, the way extremists 
“envision God and heaven”.

The cartoon shows a bearded 
man in bed with two women, 
appearing to be in heaven and 
ordering God to bring him alcohol 
and take away empty dishes he 
had finished.

The issue, however, is not 
connected solely to the cartoon 
posted on Hattar’s Facebook 
account. One can see in Hattar’s 
act was an idea he had wanted to 
express in a form he deemed 
appropriate. The form chosen, 
however, is nevertheless contro-
versial given the immediate effect 
of visual media.

This particular aspect is 
particularly important to Salafist 
thinking. Had Hattar chosen to 

express his idea in a written 
article, it would have probably 
gone unnoticed because readers 
are scarce, especially those with a 
murderous bent.

The assassination was carried 
out because of the idea in the 
sense that the killer apparently 
believed that by eliminating the 
victim he would wipe out the 
writer’s legacy. That was utterly 
stupid.

Hattar’s killing is a first of this 
kind in Jordan, as documented by 
UNESCO’s list of countries having 
been the site of assassinations of 
journalists.

Hattar’s tragedy sets a prec-
edent in Jordan for the elimina-
tion of journalists for their 
opinions. He was, with his 
middle-aged body and large 
glasses, the first victim to fall in 
front of the Palace of Justice in 
Amman as he was completing 
procedures for his release on bail 
in the case. The cartoon he 
published on his Facebook page 
was judged offensive to the 
Divinity even though it simply 
depicted  life in paradise as 
imagined by Salafist Jihadists.

Jordanian justice had found 
Hattar guilty and fined him but 
then let him go free on bail, which 
displeased some who then turned 
into assassins. The judicial 
system had confirmed the 
journalist’s guilt and that was 
enough for the extremists to 
condemn him to death.

We cannot blame the judge. We 
have to believe that he had tried 

his best to mitigate Hattar’s guilt. 
The real problem is that the case 
came under the umbrella of a 
heavy and complex web of laws 
and regulations that places 
writers at the mercy of a huge 
heritage of religious dogma and 
short-sighted narrow mentality.

The reason behind the killing of 
the Jordanian writer and journal-
ist is the same as the ones behind 
the assassination of journalists, 
writers and intellectuals in Egypt, 
Lebanon, Iraq, Tunisia, and 
Algeria: It is freedom versus 
darkness.

From 1993-96, Islamic extrem-
ists in Algeria killed 39 journal-
ists. During a dark (or bloody) 
decade, the Algerian Islamic 
Salvation Front and its satellite 
groups have committed horrible 
crimes against hundreds of 
victims.

In Egypt, intellectuals, leftists, 
writers and journalists recall with 
amusement an incident in the 
trial of Egyptian intellectual Farag 
Foda’s assassin. The judge had 
asked the accused: “Why did you 
kill Farag Foda?” The man 
responded that the victim was a 
kafir. “How did you know he was 
a kafir?” asked the judge. “Did 
you read any of his writings?” 
“I’m illiterate” responded the 
accused. “I don’t know how to 
read and write.”

It would be a frightening 
prospect if Hattar’s assassin 
turned out to be illiterate as well. 
In fact, he must be because the 
killing of the writer can only be 

motivated by ignorance.
History, too, killed Hattar; that 

recurrent history that resurfaces 
every time the Arab Man goes 
through another one of his 
habitual crises.

Hattar’s case is but the latest 
link in a long chain of assassina-
tions of ideas, dreams, visions 
and projects. The victim takes his 
place in a long line of those killed 
in the name of Allah, beginning 
with Ibn al-Muqaffa’ and the 
rationalists of the Mu’tazila 
movement and progressing to Ibn 
Rushd (Averroes) and many other 
luminaries.

Many people could disagree 
with Hattar’s views and many 
others would not. Judgments 
related to ideas and points of view 
are necessarily relative but to 
come to murder because of 
differences of opinion is patho-
logical.

The disease threatens to 
propagate and we should never 
accept it.  As we mourn the death 
of a fellow journalist, we have to 
deal with these nagging ques-
tions: Where are our history and 
heritage taking us? Do we have to 
sever ourselves from them to be 
in tune with the times? What 
would happen if we declared for 
example that it was time to think 
about limiting the sphere of 
influence of religion in Arab 
societies and reappraise its role? 
Will we be shot, too?

Seifeddine El-Ameri is a Tunisian 
journalist.

Seifeddine 
El-Ameri

View point
The reason 
behind 
the killing 
of the 
Jordanian 
writer and 
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is that of 
freedom 
versus 
darkness.

Hattar’s case is but the latest 
link in a long chain of 
assassinations of ideas, 
dreams, visions and projects.

Dropping defamation 
of religion from the 
penal code could 
alienate the 
conservative, tribal 
bedrock of the 
monarchy’s support 
base.
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Clinton-Trump debate offers no new insights 
but reveals stark contrast
Mark Habeeb

Washington

T 

he hype over the debate 
between Republican Party 
nominee for president 
Donald Trump and his 
Democratic Party rival 

Hillary Clinton reached World Cup 
Final dimensions, as did the view-
ership — an estimated 84 million 
Americans watched on television 
and that does not include those 
who streamed it online or listened 
on radio.

Despite the hype, the debate re-
vealed little new about the candi-
dates’ policies and positions. Both 
frequently relied on remarks used 
on the campaign trail over the past 
several months.

The debate focused principally 
on economic and domestic issues. 
Trump said the United States is 
“losing” to the rest of the world 
and pledged to stop outsourcing of 
American jobs and deal more ag-
gressively with competitors, espe-
cially China. Clinton stressed the 
need to provide more and better 

jobs by making college more afford-
able for young Americans and clos-
ing the income gap by raising the 
minimum wage and raising taxes on 
the wealthiest.

On race relations, an always vola-
tile subject in the United States, 
Trump called for a nationwide 
“stop-and-frisk” policy as adopted 
in New York for several years. Such 
a policy allows the police to stop 
anyone and search them for weap-
ons — even if they display no threat-
ening behaviour. African Americans 
and Latinos were overwhelmingly 
the targets of New York’s “stop-
and-frisk”, which was declared 
unconstitutional by a judge and 
halted by the city’s current mayor. 
Clinton called for building stronger 
community-based ties between law 
enforcement agencies and citizens.

Clinton reminded viewers that 
Trump spearheaded the “birther” 
movement by suggesting that US 
President Barack Obama was not 
born in the United States and thus 
not eligible to be president, an argu-
ment that deeply offended African 
Americans. Trump, who publicly 
renounced this claim only recent-
ly, retorted that it was Clinton’s 
campaign that first investigated 
Obama’s birth records when she 
ran against him for the Democratic 
Party nomination in 2008.

The short amount of time de-
voted to foreign policy and national 
security issues was largely a restate-
ment of previously announced po-
sitions. Clinton said her plan to de-

feat the Islamic State (ISIS) involved 
continued air strikes, “supporting 
our Arab and Kurdish partners” 
and “doing everything possible to 
take out their leadership”, mention-
ing ISIS’s self-professed leader Abu 
Bakr al-Baghdadi by name and re-
minding viewers of her role in the 
operation that killed Osama bin 
Laden.

Clinton said the goal of her plan 
would be to “push ISIS out of Iraq 
and really squeeze them in Syria” 
before the end of her first year in of-
fice.

She also said that she would work 
closely with US technology com-
panies to prevent ISIS and its op-
eratives from using the internet to 
radicalise others.

Trump repeated his claim that he 
has a “secret plan” to “knock the 
hell out of ISIS” but that he does not 
want to reveal it to the enemy. He 
accused Clinton and Obama of pull-
ing US forces out of Iraq in a way 
that “created a vacuum” that led 
to the creation of ISIS. He said US 
forces should have seized Iraq’s oil 
fields: “Had we taken the oil… ISIS 
would not have been able to form 
because the oil was their primary 
source of income.”

Domestic terrorism has been 
prominent in voters’ minds after re-
cent lone-wolf attacks in New York, 
New Jersey and Minnesota. Clinton 
called for “an intelligence surge” 
and said she was proud of the work 
of law enforcement in New York and 
New Jersey who quickly identified 

and arrested the alleged perpetrator 
of these attacks.

She said Trump “insulted Muslims 
abroad, Muslims at home, when we 
need to be cooperating with Muslim 
nations and with the American Mus-
lim community. They’re on the front 
lines.”

Curiously, Trump did not respond 
to this accusation, instead turning 
the topic to the Iran nuclear deal. 
He said that before the deal Iran 
was “choking on the sanctions” but 
that now “they’re going to be actu-
ally probably a major power at some 
point pretty soon”.

The issue of the Palestinians did 
not arise but the day before the de-
bate each candidate had a private 
meeting with Israeli Prime Minister 
Binyamin Netanyahu and issued the 
routine US presidential candidate’s 
unwavering support for Israel.

To the surprise of many, the issues 
of immigration from Mexico and 
Trump’s proposal to ban Muslims 
from entering the United States did 
not surface in the debate.

The post-debate consensus 
among analysts was that Clinton 
was the big winner. She maintained 
a calm demeanour and was able at 
times to unsettle Trump, such as 

when she questioned the true extent 
of his business success. Her strategy 
of keeping Trump on the defensive 
appeared to work. Quick-reaction 
polls after the debate revealed that a 
majority of viewers said Clinton had 
won.

Perhaps Trump’s best lines were 
the many times he reminded view-
ers of Clinton’s 30-year involvement 
in politics, portraying her as the ul-
timate “establishment candidate”, a 
message that could resonate among 
young voters and others who are 
frustrated by the gridlocked Ameri-
can political process.

Even many Republican strategists 
acknowledged that their candidate 
had not fared well. Trump accused 
the moderator of being unfair and 
said there was a problem with his 
microphone, although this was not 
apparent to anyone listening. For-
mer New York mayor Rudy Giuliani, 
one of Trump’s closest supporters, 
suggested that Trump skip the next 
debate.

That is unlikely to happen. The 
next debate, scheduled for October 
9th, will be in a town-hall format 
during which half of the questions 
will be posed directly by members 
of the audience. This format may be 
more conducive to Trump’s uncon-
ventional style.

Mark Habeeb is East-West editor 
of The Arab Weekly and adjunct 
professor of Global Politics and 
Security at Georgetown University 
in Washington.

US Democratic Party presidential nominee Hillary Clinton (R) on stage with Republican Party presidential nominee Donald Trump during the presidential debate at Hofstra 
University in Hempstead, New York, on September 26th.

Is American leadership of the world irreversibly in decline?

I s American leadership of 
the world irreversibly in 
decline? Certainly the two 
people running for US presi-
dent seemed to pay it little 
heed during their first 

debate.
American exceptionalism, the 

concept that has generally been 
the chief justification for US 
leadership of the world for more 
than 70 years, was not mentioned 
by Democratic Party nominee 
Hillary Clinton or her Republican 
rival, Donald Trump. Nor were 
the usual nostrums of aspiring 
presidents: exporting American 
values; spreading freedom; 
democracy and human rights; 
leading the world towards peace 
and prosperity.

Clinton and Trump argued 
about fighting the Islamic State 
(ISIS), the Iran deal, NATO’s 
obligations, North Korea’s 
belligerence, China’s trade 
practices, Russian hackers and US 
nuclear first-use policy. However, 
they stayed off hot-button 
foreign subjects, such as Syria’s 
brutal war, Yemen’s agony, 
Libya’s chaos and the continuing 
refugee crisis.

Neither candidate offered to 
lead the fashioning of a new 
international order for the 21st 
century, organised around big 

ideas and big institutions.
Clinton did not reprise her 

stirring manifesto from six years 
ago for American leadership of 
this “new century”. In September 
2010, when she was secretary of 
State, Clinton discerned “a new 
American moment (yielded by) 
the complexities and connections 
of today’s world… a moment 
when our global leadership is 
essential, even if we must often 
lead in new ways”.

But on the presidential debate 
stage, the idea of American 
leadership was noticeable by its 
absence. Why?

Blame the temper of the times. 
And partly, the dark and isola-
tionist vision for the United 
States propounded by Trump. 
Wearied by war and the human 
and financial cost of projecting 
American power, there is no 
longer much public appetite for 
the long-standing US role of 
global policeman. Trump has 
seized on the miasma of public 
doubt and disinclination with his 
populist “America First” mes-
sage. Add to that US President 
Barack Obama’s policies of 
retrenchment and the bipartisan 
political consensus for American 
leadership may be fracturing 
before our eyes.

Some of Obama’s disengage-
ment made sense. He could 
hardly be blamed for picking his 
way through the blowback from 
George W. Bush’s ill-judged 
invasion of Iraq but Obama made 

his own mistakes, too.
The most glaring of these was 

his refusal to enforce the red line 
he had drawn for Syrian President 
Bashar Assad. There was also the 
appalling failure to plan for a 
post-Qaddafi Libya. There was 
his determination to spell out a 
clear withdrawal strategy, 
complete with a timeline, for 
Afghanistan, which may have led 
the Taliban to simply hunker 
down and resolve to wait out the 
Americans.

Finally, Obama repeatedly 
acknowledged the limits of 
American power, prompting 
snarky comments that the world 
could hardly be blamed for taking 
him at his word.

That was then but in the closing 
months of Obama’s tenure the 
question must be about the 
future. Is US disengagement 
irreversible? Is Obama’s retrench-
ment more than the usual dip in 
the traditional Cold War cycle 
between US assertiveness and 
retreat? Does it signal the begin-
ning of a longer turning inward?

It is undeniable that the 
international landscape has 
changed dramatically over the 
past 60 years. The Cold War has 
come and gone. American 
supremacy rose to great heights 
and is waning. Developing 
countries are gaining power and 
building multilateral institutions 
without the United States, not 
least the China-led Asian Infra-
structure Investment Bank.

The projection of American 
power has mostly been in sync 
with the temperament of its 
president. George W. Bush had a 
markedly Manichean worldview, 
prompting misguided overreach 
strategies such as the 2004 
Greater Middle East Initiative. 
The more judicious and cerebral 
Obama justified inaction on Syria, 
even as it descended into a 
humanitarian catastrophe unlike 
any since Rwanda, by insisting on 
America’s inability to influence 
overseas events for the better.

If Trump becomes president, 
his response to Russia’s meddling 
in Ukraine may indicate the 
approach he would adopt for 
American leadership. “Ukraine is 
a problem,” he acknowledged late 
last year, “and we should help 
them but let Germany and other 
countries over there that are 
directly affected — let them work 
it. We’ve got enough problems in 
this country.”

A Clinton presidency would be 
somewhere in between. Even 
though she did not raise it in the 
debate, Clinton is known to 
favour a new America-led 
internationalism, as well as a 
no-fly zone in northern Syria and 
the intensification and expansion 
of the fight against ISIS in Iraq 
and Syria.

Whether or not the age of 
American world leadership is 
ending before our eyes, a Presi-
dent Trump would probably 
hasten it.

Rashmee 
Roshan Lall

View point
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the limits of American power.
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“knock the hell out of 
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US Congress overrides Obama’s veto of 9/11 bill
Washington

T 

he US Congress overrode 
by a wide bipartisan mar-
gin US President Barack 
Obama’s veto of the Jus-
tice Against Sponsors of 

Terrorism Act (JASTA), a bill that 
allows US citizens to sue the Saudi 
government for damages related to 
the 9/11 terrorist attacks.

Obama vetoed the bill, saying it 
would “invite consequential deci-
sions to be made based upon incom-
plete information and risk having 
different courts reaching different 
conclusions about the culpability 
of individual foreign governments 
and their role in terrorist activities 
directed against the United States”.

He concluded that JASTA was 
“neither an effective nor a coordi-
nated way for us to respond to in-
dications that a foreign government 
might have been behind a terrorist 
attack”.

Obama and other administration 
officials also argued that JASTA 
could encourage foreign citizens 
to sue the US government for dam-
ages.

The US constitution gives Con-
gress the power to override a presi-
dent’s veto if each house of Con-
gress votes by a two-thirds majority 
to do so. In the case of JASTA, the 
Senate override vote was 97-1 and 
the House of Representatives vote 
was 348-77.

JASTA was conceived by mem-
bers of Congress who have argued 
that Saudi government officials aid-
ed and abetted the Saudi nationals 
who hijacked aeroplanes on Sep-

tember 11th, 2001, and flew them 
into the World Trade Center towers 
in New York and the Pentagon in a 
Washington suburb. Another plane, 
likely headed to another target in or 
near Washington, crashed in Penn-
sylvania killing all on board.

On July 15th, 28 formerly classi-
fied pages that were part of a 2002 
congressional inquiry into the 9/11 
attacks were made public. There 
had been claims the documents 
would provide evidence that the 
Saudi government was implicated 
in the attacks. While the pages re-
vealed minimal contact between 
a low-level Saudi consular official 
and two of the 15 Saudi hijackers, 
there was no indication that either 
the consul or the Saudi government 
knew of the intended attacks or 
helped to orchestrate them.

The advocates of JASTA were not 
convinced, however, by the lack of 
evidence in the 28 released pages 
and made a point of pushing the 
legislation through during an elec-
tion year, when members of Con-
gress are more vulnerable to criti-
cism from political opponents.

A congressional staff member, 
speaking on condition of anonym-
ity, said, “Most people up here [in 
Congress] think this is a really stu-
pid bill but it’s all about politics.”

Obama, speaking after the veto 
override, said “I wish Congress had 
done what’s hard. I didn’t expect it, 
because if you’re perceived as vot-
ing against 9/11 families right before 
an election, not surprisingly, that’s 
a hard vote for people to take. But 
it would have been the right thing 
to do.”

The Washington Post, in a lead 
editorial, harshly condemned JAS-
TA and encouraged Congress not 

to override Obama’s veto. David Ot-
taway, a former journalist and long-
time analyst of the Middle East who 
is a senior fellow at the Woodrow 
Wilson Center in Washington, said: 
“This hardly seems the moment for 
America to be acting to discredit 
the most important Arab and Mus-
lim country enlisted in the US-led 
coalition of 67 nations fighting to 
put an end to the Islamic State of 
Iraq and Syria (ISIS).”

The passage of JASTA means 
that individual Americans — more 
likely joined together in a class ac-
tion lawsuit — will be able to sue the 
Saudi government in US courts for 
damages related to the 9/11 attacks.

If a lawsuit appears to be moving 
forward, the Saudis could respond 
by selling tens of billions of dollars 
in liquid assets held in the United 
States to protect them from pos-
sible court seizure. According to 
the US Treasury Department, the 
Saudis hold more than $95 billion 
in US Treasury securities. A sud-
den and large withdrawal of assets 
could have a negative effect on US 
markets.

The Saudis could also express 
their displeasure by reducing coop-
eration with the United States on a 
host of issues, including terrorism 
intelligence.

Most importantly, the passage 

of JASTA sends another signal to 
Saudi Arabia that the United States 
is no longer as reliable a partner 
as it once was perceived to be. Al-
though Obama vetoed the bill and 
made strong arguments against it, 
his two terms in office have seen a 
deterioration in US-Saudi relations 
and JASTA continues that process.

Some Obama administration of-
ficials suggested that JASTA could 
perhaps be modified after the elec-
tions. This would require passage 
of a new bill, one that Obama (or, 
after January 20th, the new presi-
dent) would sign. Congressional 
advocates of JASTA say this will not 
happen.

Large US aid deal for Israel helps shield
Clinton from Republican attacks

T he unprecedented $38 
billion aid deal 
between US President 
Barack Obama’s 
administration and 
the government of 

Israeli Prime Minister Binyamin 
Netanyahu is likely to protect 
Democratic Party candidate for 
president Hillary Clinton from 
charges that she, as former top 
diplomat, has been too critical of 
Israel.

Although Donald Trump and 
other Republicans may attack 
Clinton for supporting Palestinian 
statehood, that position enjoys 
the support of a majority of 
Democrats and independents and 
will not hurt her politically.

The historic aid deal would start 
in fiscal year 2019 and last ten 
years, providing Israel with $3.3 
billion annually for the purchase 
of US military hardware and 
services and $500 million annu-
ally for Israel’s missile defence 
systems.

As part of the deal, Israel agreed 
to forgo lobbying Congress for 
additional aid except in time of 
war and to phase out the practice 
of using a portion of the US aid on 
purchases from its own defence 
industry.

Although some pro-Israel 
supporters opposed the prohibi-
tion on Israel lobbying for more 
assistance, the aid package is a 
huge boon to Israel no matter how 
one looks at it. Israel, for example, 
will be able to purchase many F-35 
fighter jets, the most advanced in 
the Pentagon’s arsenal, helping 
Israel to maintain its qualitative 
military edge in the region.

Netanyahu, despite his frosty 
relationship with Obama, praised 
the deal as a great accomplish-
ment. At their recent meeting in 
New York during the UN General 
Assembly, the two leaders lauded 
it as an example of the close 
US-Israel strategic ties while 
sweeping under the rug profound 
differences that remain over the 
Iran nuclear deal and Israeli 
settlement building in the West 
Bank.

One of the reasons Obama 
wanted the deal finalised before 
the presidential election was to 
give Clinton a leg up on Trump. 
During her tenure as secretary of 
State in Obama’s first term, 
Clinton was in lockstep with 
Obama in calling on Netanyahu to 
halt settlements. This produced a 
partial Israeli settlement freeze 
for a time in the West Bank but it 
did not lead to any breakthrough 
in the peace process and made 
both Obama and Clinton look like 
critics of Israel, which Republi-
cans have tried to exploit.

During the 2016 presidential 
election period, Clinton has been 
strongly pro-Israel while also 

reconfirming her support for 
Palestinian statehood. During a 
speech before the American Israel 
Public Affairs Committee (AIPAC) 
in March she said she would 
continue to support Israel’s 
qualitative military edge and 
provide it with the “most sophis-
ticated defence technology”. 
However, she also said the 
Palestinians “ought to be able to 
govern themselves in their own 
state in peace and dignity”.

In contrast, Trump, her Repub-
lican opponent, at the same AIPAC 
forum, only spoke about Israel 
and took an indirect swipe at the 
Obama administration for its 
supposedly critical positions. 
“When I become president, the 
days of treating Israel like a 
second-class citizen will end on 
day one,” he said. Trump’s only 
comment on the Palestinians was 
that a UN-imposed solution to the 
conflict “would reward Palestin-
ian terrorism”.

While the Democratic Party 
platform included a plank 
regarding a secure and democratic 
Israel as well as “Palestinian 
independence, sovereignty and 
dignity”, the Republican Party 
platform only spoke of a strong 
relationship with Israel and “no 
daylight between America and 
Israel”.

Clinton needed to include some 
pro-Palestinian language in the 
party platform in part to assuage 
supporters of Bernie Sanders, her 
leftist Democratic rival at the time 
but she worked hard to exclude 

language on “settlements” and 
“occupation”, according to 
Stephen Kinzer, a former New 
York Times foreign correspond-
ent.

The latest bid by the two 
presidential contenders to show 
their pro-Israel bona fides was on 
display in New York on September 
25th when Trump and Clinton had 
separate meetings with Netan-
yahu.

While the two presidential 
candidates made similar remarks, 
Trump again neglected to men-
tion Palestinian rights while 
praising Israel’s fight against 
“Islamic terrorism”. Clinton 
repeated what she said at the 
AIPAC forum but underscored that 
peace should not be imposed on 
Israel and noted the importance of 
the $38 billion military aid 
package in maintaining Israel’s 
“qualitative military edge”.

During the remaining weeks of 
the presidential campaign, Trump 
might criticise Clinton for 
supporting Obama’s policies that 
were critical of Netanyahu, 
however, he is not likely to gain 
much traction on the issue as 
Clinton is wrapping herself 
around the large US aid package to 
underscore how supportive she is 
of the close US-Israeli strategic 
relationship.

Gregory Aftandilian is a lecturer 
in the Pardee School of Global 
Studies at Boston University and 
is a former US State Department 
Middle East analyst.
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Obama wanted the deal 
finalised before the 
presidential election to give 
Clinton a leg up on Trump.

Mark Habeeb

A frame grab from a broadcast by C-SPAN TV shows the floor of the Senate on Capitol Hill in 
Washington, on September 28th, as the Senate acted to override President Barack Obama’s veto of 
September 11 legislation.

The passage of JASTA 
sends another signal 
to Saudi Arabia that 
the United States is no 
longer as reliable a 
partner.

Some Obama 
administration 
officials suggested 
that JASTA could 
perhaps be modified 
after the elections.
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What next for Marsa Matruh’s Souq Libya?
Ahmad Hafez

Marsa Matruh

S 

ouq Libya is facing an un-
certain future. Once a thriv-
ing market that sold goods 
from across the world to 
tourists visiting the Medi-

terranean resort, the souq’s stalls 
are empty and its shelves bare.

During the era of Muammar 
Qaddafi, Egyptian businessmen 
and traders would travel to Libya 
to buy heavily discounted goods, 
transporting those to Marsa Matruh 
to sell for large profits.

But Souq Libya has been in de-
cline since the 2011 fall of the 
Qaddafi regime and the chaos that 
followed. The political and eco-
nomic situation in Egypt is no less 
tense as tourist numbers plummet 
and Cairo increases security along 
its border with Libya, fearing the 
presence of the Islamic State (ISIS) 
and armed smugglers.

Ahmed Gomaa, who owns a spice 
shop in Souq Libya, said most of 
the products for sale in the souq are 
produced locally. In previous years 
the main draw of the market was 
the availability of foreign, and par-
ticularly European, imports.

“The market is a victim to what 
is happening in Libya in terms of 
the armed conflict and terrorism 
that is taking place on a daily ba-
sis. We, at least, had stability dur-
ing the Qaddafi era and European 
goods would flow across the border 
to Marsa Matruh,” he said.

“Traders would travel to Libya 
themselves and be able to return 
[to Egypt] easily, it was almost as 
if they were travelling between dif-
ferent Egyptian provinces, not 
across an international border. 
As for today, it is very difficult to 
transfer any goods between the two 
countries.”

The border crossing between 
Egypt and Libya, near the village 

of Sallum, is closed except for a few 
hours each day. Security on both 
sides of the border is tight, given 
the rising spectre of terrorism and 
weapons smuggling.

Twenty-three Egyptian workers 
were briefly kidnapped in Libya in 
August while returning through the 
Sallum crossing. There has been a 
major exodus of Egyptian workers 
from Libya via the crossing because 
of the deteriorating security situa-
tion.

Ten years ago, the Sallum border 
crossing saw ambitious Egyptian 
traders and businessmen flocking 
to Libya to buy goods for import 
to Egypt. Today Egyptian workers 
are making the reverse journey. Al-
though goods from countries such 
as the United Arab Emirates, Saudi 
Arabia, Germany, Japan, Turkey, 
Tunisia, India, Pakistan and China 
continue to enter the Libyan mar-
ket, these are not subsidised as 
before. Libyan imports previously 
were on par with, if not cheaper, 
than locally manufactured goods.

“The majority of the goods then 
were not actually made in Libya 
but they would be imported by 
Libya from more than 70 countries 
around the world under the con-
trol of the General People’s Com-
mittee… but now Libya’s ports are 
closed and this has had a huge ef-
fect on Libya’s markets,” Gomaa 
said.

“It is only thanks to Souq Libya’s 
reputation and history that we are 
even here still,” he added.

In addition to a lack of goods, 
there is also a lack of demand due 
to the absence of tourists. The 
number of tourists visiting Egypt 
declined massively after Metro-
jet Flight 9268 was blown up over 
the Sinai peninsula in 2015 killing 
all 224 people aboard. A number 
of European countries, including 
Britain and Russia, suspended di-
rect flights to Egypt citing security 
concerns.

Egypt has ramped up its security 
presence across the country, par-

ticularly in the Sinai, where an ISIS 
affiliate has carried out attacks, and 
in western Egypt where Cairo fears 
infiltration from ISIS in Libya.

Souq Libya seller Ahmed Hamid 
blamed ISIS for the souq’s decline. 
“The presence of ISIS in Libya is the 
main reason for what we are seeing 
today in Souq Libya,” he said. “The 
Egyptians have increased security 
along the border and are carrying 
out exhaustive searches of any 
trucks that are coming from Libya 
for fear that they could be carrying 
ISIS elements or arms.

“You cannot punish the shop-
keepers and cut off their livelihood 
because of what is happening in 
Libya in terms of security prob-
lems. Our livelihood depends on 
continuing trade between Egypt 
and Libya.”

Hamid, who runs a cosmetics 
shop in Souq Libya, said he had lost 
about $11,000 this year due to de-
clining sales and lack of tourists in 
Marsa Matruh, forcing him to sell 
products at a loss as his stock ap-
proaches its sell-by date.

He criticised the Egyptian gov-

ernment’s decision to increase cus-
toms taxes, saying this had made an 
already complicated situation more 
difficult. Cairo increased tariffs 
on a wide range of imports earlier 
this year, part of an attempt to deal 
with its foreign currency shortage. 
Items such as clothing and house-
hold appliances saw increased tar-
iffs, while custom tariffs on some 
items such as nuts and fruits were 
increased by as much as 100%.

Ahmad Hafez is an Egyptian 
writer.

Exporting Palestinian wine as an act of faith
Sarah Benhaida

Taybeh

N 

early 20 years ago, Na-
dim Khoury created the 
first Palestinian brew-
ery. Now, with his son 
Canaan, he wants to 

add the Palestinian territories to the 
map of the world’s wineries.

The pair founded a winery in the 
village of Taybeh in the hills of the 
occupied West Bank in 2013 and 
the Christian family is now, along 
with the Salesian priests from the 
Cremisan monastery near Bethle-
hem, one of a handful of significant 
producers of wine in the Palestinian 
territories.

“Since the time of Christ, people 
have made wine in the Holy Land,” 
said Nadim Khoury, whose given 
name in Arabic refers to a some-
times tipsy meal companion, a char-
acter found in pre-Islamic poetry.

“My grandmother and grandfa-
ther pressed grapes at home,” add-
ed Nadim’s daughter Madees. Their 
descendants want to “increase pro-
duction and improve quality”, she 
said.

Around 20 varieties of grapes are 
grown in the West Bank and ac-
count for a key part of Palestinian 
agriculture, second only perhaps 
to olives. Vineyards cover about 5% 
of cultivated land in the West Bank 
and annually produce more than 

50,000 tonnes of grapes, according 
to the Palestinian Agriculture Min-
istry.

Vine-dotted terraces are cut into 
steep hills and in kitchens across 
the territories, the fruit is used for 
desserts and consumed freshly 
squeezed. Grape leaves, stuffed 
with rice or meat, are a staple of 
family meals and holiday feasts.

Palestinians, 98% of whom are 
Muslim, produce little wine, de-
spite the West Bank being far from 
devoid of it.

Some 400,000 Jewish settlers 
have moved to land Israel occupied 
in 1967 in a situation never recog-
nised by the international com-
munity. Those settlers have estab-
lished more than 20 vineyards 
across the region.

For Khoury, producing a Pales-
tinian wine is as much a matter of 
taste as an act of faith in the Pales-
tinian cause.

Christians represent 90% of the 
population of Taybeh — one of the 
highest concentrations in the West 
Bank.

The Khourys produce 30,000-
35,000 bottles of Cabernet Sauvi-
gnon, Merlot and Syrah wines a year 
from local grapes, using oak barrels 
imported from Italy and France.

Farther south, near Hebron, 
known as one of the most conserva-
tive areas in the West Bank, the Zei-
ni grape is cultivated. The Khourys 
are seeking to have the Zeini recog-

nised as the first Palestinian grape.
At the Khourys’ vineyard nearly 

1,000 metres above sea level, vint-
ners make a fragrant wine that is 
fermented and aged in steel tanks, 

perfect for the summer heat of the 
region’s hills and as an accompani-
ment to grilled chicken.

Helping to sort the fruit on a con-
veyor belt leading to a mechanical 

press, Madees said they want to 
help publicise the Palestinian 

territories, despite the state 
not having full recognition 
from the United Nations.

As such, exporting a 
wine from “Palestine” is 
far from easy.

“The free trade 
agreements with 

the United States, 
for example, say 
the ‘West Bank’ 
but not ‘Pales-
tine’, so we had 

to change our la-
bels,” said Nadim 

Khoury.
The front of the bottle 

says “Palestine” but the 
label on the back of the 

bottle reads “Taybeh, West 
Bank”.

“God willing, before Christmas 
our wine will be sold in the United 
States,” said Khoury. He is, he said, 
proud of his “great achievement of 
having kept the name of Palestine”.

The Palestinian territories suffer 
from a lack of organised industries 
and regulations, so it took two years 
to get the Palestinian Authority la-
bel required for export.

The environment is favourable 

to viticulture, said Ghassan Cassis, 
who farms in the family vineyards 
in Bir Zeit near Ramallah, selling the 
grapes to Nadim Khoury for press-
ing.

“We are 750 metres above the 
sea, humidity and dew evaporate 
quickly and the sunshine is good,” 
said Cassis, who trained in Australia 
before coming home.

However, he bemoaned the lack 
of skilled labour in the area.

Khoury, meanwhile, is realistic 
about the future of Palestinian viti-
culture.

“Latrun, which was a Palestinian 
city of wine until the 1967 war, is 
now in Israel and produces a wine 
sold as Israeli,” he said.

The monastery of Cremisan has 
for years been under pressure from 
the nearby separation wall built 
by Israel in a bid to protect Israelis 
from attackers from the West Bank, 
he said.

Khoury said he worries that Tay-
beh could one day become the only 
traditional winery in the Palestinian 
territories.

(Agence France-Presse)

Palestinian Nadim Khoury 
stands near wine barrels at his 
winery in West Bank village of 
Taybeh, last August.

Marsa Matruh’s Souq Libya

Souq Libya has been 
in decline since the 
2011 fall of the 
Qaddafi regime and 
the chaos that 
followed.

In addition to a lack of 
goods, there is also a 
lack of demand due to 
the absence of 
tourists.

The Khourys produce 
30,000-35,000 bottles 
of Cabernet 
Sauvignon, Merlot and 
Syrah wines a year.
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Morocco signs 
deal for major 
Boeing hub

World Bank 
releases $300 
million for 
refugees in 
Jordan

Russia revises 
ban on imports 
of Egyptian plant 
products

Morocco has signed an agreement 
with Boeing to build a new hub for 
the US aerospace giant that officials 
hope will create thousands of skilled 
jobs.

Moroccan King Mohammed VI 
oversaw the signing of a memoran-
dum of understanding in Tangier to 
establish an industrial zone where 
up to 120 Boeing suppliers and sub-
contractors could operate.

“The Moroccan aeronautical in-
dustry has seen important growth in 
recent years,” said Industry Minister 
Moulay Hafi Elalamy. “The sector 
has grown six-fold in just ten years 
and there are now 121 firms.”

Some of the largest manufactur-
ers are already present in the coun-
try, contributing to a sector that em-
ploys about 10,000 people and has a 
turnover of $1 billion per year.

Elalamy said the Boeing industrial 
zone could create up to 8,700 jobs.

Morocco has unveiled several 
large-scale industrial projects in re-
cent years, with the Tangier region 
among the fastest growing.
(Agence France-Presse)

The World Bank announced it will 
release $300 million in loans to help 
facilitate the labour market for Syr-
ian refugees in Jordan. More Syr-
ians will receive work permits and 
be able to “access formal jobs and 
decent labour conditions”, a World 
Bank statement said.

“By creating the conditions for in-
creased investment and jobs and by 
allowing refugees, during their time 
in the country, to seek work and 
contribute to the economy, Jordan is 
shifting from a purely humanitarian 
approach to a forward-looking de-
velopment drive,” said Ferid Belhaj, 
director of the Bank’s Middle East 
Department.

In creating favourable economic 
conditions for Syrian refugees in the 
country, Jordan will help lead the 
way for the international commu-
nity in what “still today are unchar-
tered territories”, he said.

Jordan hosts nearly 1.4 million 
refugees — with more than 600,000 
registered with the United Nations.
(Agence France-Presse)

Russia’s food safety watchdog re-
vised its ban on importation of fruit 
and vegetables from Egypt after the 
lifting of Egyptian wheat import re-
strictions that had hurt Russia.

Rosselkhoznadzor is allowing im-
ports of Egyptian plant products, 
except potatoes, following negotia-
tions with its Egyptian counterparts. 
The decision reversed a blanket ban 
on Egyptian plant products.

Russia introduced the ban after 
Egypt, the world’s largest wheat 
importer, changed its import regu-
lations to ban any ergot fungus in 
imported wheat, a decision that en-
raged sellers worldwide and threat-
ened supplies.

The Egyptian cabinet then rein-
stated previous rules allowing im-
ported wheat to contain up to 0.05% 
of ergot, a common fungus that is 
harmless in such amounts, in line 
with global standards.
(The Associated Press)

Briefs

International Jewellery London caters to Arab tastes

London

I 
nternational Jewellery Lon-
don, Britain’s leading trade 
event for the industry, at-
tracted Arab and interna-
tional retailers, distributors 

and designers catering to Middle 
Eastern clientele and tastes.

The three-day event showcased 
product lines from more than 550 
high-end, finished jewellery man-
ufacturers, designers, suppliers of 
loose gemstones and retail services 
and 167 new exhibitors.

Tom Kennett, co-founder of 
ATOZ Distribution Ltd, which rep-
resents brands such as Brera and 
Wolf & Badger, noted that “Middle 
Eastern culture wants something 
that’s bold and durable”.

“They (Arabs) live in a harsh en-
vironment temperature-wise and 
are active too so they want some-
thing they can wear in the board-
room or scuba-dive with it or wear 
in the desert. The Brera products 
seem to fit that profile and is a lot 
more affordable than you think,” 
Kennett said.

Watches related to sport also 
appeal to Arab customers, mostly 

Emiratis from Dubai, he said.
“People of the UAE tend to like 

the Gran Turismo watch related to 
the sporty Italian cars, which is big 
and bold. A lot of them don’t wear 
the professional divers’ watch to 
the limit of what it is designed to 
but they like the fact they have a 
professional watch. Also the colour 
gold seems to appeal to Arab cus-
tomers but they like the European 
design as well,” Kennett said.

He noted that watches with metal 
straps are also very popular among 
Middle Eastern clients. “This is 
because of the warm weather,” he 
said. “However, there is still a de-
mand for leather straps and the 
UK is unique because we focus on 
leather straps, the fabric style.”

Kennett, who created his own 
brand, remarked that products 
related to British culture are also 
quite popular.

“I noticed Arabs like British cul-
ture so we have created an afford-
able range of watches for them to 
emulate what Britain is all about. 
We have named our watches af-
ter streets in London like Carnaby 
Street, for example,” he said.

Annelies Holway, British dis-
tributor for Waldmann pens, also 
pointed out the fondness of Arabs 
for British culture and explained 

what Arabs like as Christmas pre-
sents: “We produce gifts that go 
in Christmas crackers and with Ar-
abs it can’t be anything to do with 
drinking, smoking, gambling, etc… 
so it has to be quite conservative 
gifts such as pens, cufflinks, small 
picture frames and small trinket 
boxes for ladies.”

Katie Martin, head of retail at 
Astley Clarke, highlighted the most 
popular jewellery for Christmas.

“The blue diamond collection 
that we had last Christmas sold 
particularly well with Middle East-
ern markets, notably Saudi Arabia, 
Qatar and the UAE. They tend to 
really like our biography bracelets 
because they are colourful,” she 
said. “You can buy them in multi-
ples so you stack them up and wear 
them as a stack. Each one of the 
charms has a meaning behind it. 

They like the hand of Fatima or the 
Hamsa hand.”

Jewellery designer Reema 
Pachachi produced her own brand, 
Kuka-Me, after becoming the first 
creative director of De Beers LV in 
2001. She has two lines of produc-
tion. One, she said, “is focused on 
silver jewellery, which is accessible 
for independent women who can 
buy jewellery for themselves and it 
works with fashion but is not par-
ticularly trend-driven, while the 
other focuses on gem stones and 
bespoke pieces”.

Pachachi stressed what she called 
“the changing trends” among Arab 
women in the choice of jewellery.

“They are much more open to ac-
cessorising and not so concerned 
with glitz like they used to be. As 
such, I have become more appeal-
ing to Arab customers than before,” 
she said. “Younger Arabs tend to 
be more used to their wealth. For a 
while, people weren’t used to their 
wealth so they wanted to display 
and express it. They used to dress 
head to toe in one brand but now 
they are becoming more confident 
in picking and choosing unbranded 
things.”

Dunia El-Zobaidi is a regular Arab 
Weekly contributor in London.

Lebanon’s banks make smaller 
profits but remain resilient
Abdel-Rahman Ayas

Beirut

L 

ebanon’s leading banks 
have seen profits grow at 
relatively meagre rates, 
signalling the slowing 
economy’s effect on the 

sector. However, the lending insti-
tutions have shown resilience to 
politically driven economic ills and 
promise to remain the country’s 
main moneymaking lever.

Profits of the country’s 14 leading 
banks in the first six months of 2016 
increased 8% to $1.1 billion com-
pared to the same period last year, 
a report said. “The first half of 2016 
reported growing profitability but 
return ratios remain modest,” the 
Alpha Report stated.

Published by Bankdata, the Alpha 
Report outlines the performance of 
the so-called Alpha group of Leba-
nese banks that each has customer 
deposits exceeding $2 billion. It 
said the return ratio fell short of in-
ternational benchmarks.

Despite difficult operating condi-
tions, Lebanon’s banks sustain rela-
tively good profitability, said Nassib 
Ghobril, chief economist at Byblos 
Bank. “Banks are a key economic 
player in Lebanon and the main fi-
nanciers of individuals, the private 
sector and the government. Their 
growth is acceptable, and their prof-
its are remarkable; they sustain 
their role as a key generator of eco-
nomic activity,” he said.

“The 14 banks hold 87% of the 
sector’s assets and provide 83% 
of loans on the market, including 
82.6% of loans in the Lebanese lira 
and 88.8% of loans in foreign cur-
rencies,” Ghobril explained. “The 
banks own 1,200 of Lebanon’s total 
of 1,450 banking branches and hire 
20,050 people, 79% of the total.”

Byblos Bank, BLOM Bank and 
Audi Bank top the list of 14.

The banking sector’s return ratios 
were almost stable in 2016. Growth 
in the sector’s net profits was only 
marginally above growth in assets 
and equity, the Alpha Report said. 
“The sector’s return on average 
common equity was 12.9% in the 
first half of 2016, unchanged from 
the previous year, while the return 
on average assets slightly rose from 
1.01% to 1.05%,” it added.

Lebanon’s economic growth has 

stagnated in recent years at less 
than 2% since 2010 when it soared 
to 8%. It is being pressured by a 
political deadlock that has blocked 
the election of a president since 
2014 and undermined attempts 
to produce a new general election 
law. The country has failed to have 
a budget since 2005. All public ex-
penditures are made according to 
temporary measures.

Lebanon is also home to 1.5 mil-
lion refugees from Syria, where a 
revolution-turned-war has been 
raging since 2011. In these condi-
tions, the country’s services sec-
tor, which is responsible for 60% of 
economic activity, has been dealt 
major blows. Tourists, especially 

from the Gulf, avoid Lebanon, fear-
ing fallout from the Shia militant 
Hezbollah’s involvement in the 
Syrian war.

“It is worth noting that Lebanon’s 
return ratios came, again this year, 
somewhat short of global bench-
marks within the context of persis-
tently tough operating conditions 
in Lebanon and main markets of 
presence,” the Alpha Report said. 
Lebanon’s banks have operations in 
countries suffering instabilities or 
uncertainties in the region, includ-
ing Syria and Egypt.

Banking leaders are neither sur-
prised nor alarmed vis-à-vis their 
sector’s results. “The meagre re-
sults did not take us by surprise,” 
said a source at the Association of 
Banks in Lebanon. “The fact that 
the banks are still making money 
under these conditions is appreci-
able. Mind you that they hold more 
than 60% of the country’s public 
debt and are ready to continue to 
lend the government,” he added, 
speaking on the condition of ano-
nymity.

The role banks play in Lebanon 

seems too unbalanced to economist 
Louis Hobeika, who suggested the 
situation slowed banks’ profits as 
consumption dropped in stagnated 
economic conditions.

“The banks fail to provide enough 
productive loans, relying mostly 
on consumer loans,” Hobeika said. 
“Also, by focusing too much on 
lending the government, the banks 
seem to be playing a negative role 
in the Lebanese economy. They 
need to be more involved in the real 
economy. They need to invest more 
and finance consumption less.”

The Alpha Report noted that the 
consolidated assets of the banking 
sector registered modest growth in 
the first half of the year. It added 
that customer deposits saw a slight 
increase in the same period.

“If the assets and/or deposits 
shrunk or at least stabilised, con-
cerns about the banking sector’s 
health would be justified. Let us 
say: ‘So far, so good,’” the source 
said.

Abdel-Rahman Ayas is a 
Beirut-based business writer.

Lebanon’s Central Bank main entrance in Beirut.

Middle Eastern 
culture wants 
something that’s 
bold and 
durable”.

Tom Kennett, co-founder 
of ATOZ Distribution Ltd

Profits of the 
country’s 14 leading 
banks in the first six 
months of 2016 
increased 8% 
compared to the same 
period last year.

Dunia El-Zobaidi
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Young Arabs share ‘individual loyalties’, 
Arab-American historian says

Washington

A
sk a Frenchman 
what it means to 
be French and 
he will likely 
reference 
liberty, equality 
and fraternity. 
An American 

will probably invoke the founding 
fathers and the US constitution.

Ask an Arab and the answer may 
not be so clear.

Palestinian-American historian 
Muhannad Salhi, area specialist at 
the Library of Congress in Wash-
ington, studies Arab nationalism 
and identity. He challenges the no-
tion of nationalism in the contem-
porary Arab world.

While French and US citizens 
often point to their respective 
revolutions as the source of 
national identity, citizens of Arab 
states seem to have no clear refer-
ence point.

For Salhi, who wrote his doctoral 
thesis at the University of Chicago 
on Arab nationalism at the turn of 
the 20th century, this comes as no 
surprise.

“Citizens in the West feel that 
their nation owes them a future 
[and] that the future of the nation 
is also their own,” he said. “Not so 
in our part of the world.”

It may be too early for the “Arab 
spring” to have produced ideals 
similar to those of the French or 
American revolutions but Salhi 
said young people in the Arab 
world might simply be too preoc-
cupied with pursuing their basic 
needs to invest in their country 
or develop ideals for national 
identity.

Therefore, loyalty is not to a 
country but to make a living. The 
economic circumstances of many 
Arabs compel a whole generation 
to be more loyal to individualism 
than to their mother nation.

“You won’t forget that you’re 
Egyptian or Jordanian or whatever 
when you’re living abroad and 
perhaps you feel nostalgic for your 
homeland but, in the end, you’re 
living abroad and saving money 
and maybe you will ‘invest’ in your 
country by buying a house with a 
swimming pool [where] you can 
retire and that’s the extent of it,” 
Salhi said.

Salhi can relate on a personal 
level as he witnessed many of his 
generation of Palestinians and 
other Arabs build their lives in 
exile in the West or in the Gulf 
countries.

“My dad is 89. When he grew up 
he was filled with hope. It’s almost 
heartbreaking,” Salhi said. “Many 
of my father’s generation truly 
believed in Arabism.”

Historically, in times of rela-
tive prosperity when people felt 
little or no pressure to emigrate, 
local nationalism took on similar 
flavours and eventually led to pan-
Arabism.

“People didn’t like to be associ-
ated with smaller groups. They’d 
rather be part of the larger Is-
lamic body [or] a larger Arab party, 
though, of course, they always 
wanted to manage their own local 
affairs,” said Salhi, referencing 
what he described as the general 
sentiment during Ottoman rule on 
the eve of its dissolution.

“And today, that’s why it’s called 
the ‘Arab spring’, not the ‘Egyptian 
spring’ or ‘Syrian spring’ or ‘Tuni-
sian spring’,” he added.

Arab nationalism developed at 
the late 19th and early 20th centu-
ries in Greater Syria, and its pan-
Arab and socialist ideals spread as 
far as the Maghreb and the Arabian 
peninsula. Egypt became a centre 
of pan-Arabism because of its rela-
tive autonomy from the Ottoman 
centres of power and its free press. 
Gamal Abdel Nasser, who became 
Egypt’s second president in 1956, 
would come to embody pan-Ara-
bism but Salhi said he is sceptical 
of Nasser’s genuine commitment 
to the greater Arab nation.

“Was he more interested in pan-
Arabism or in Egypt’s geopolitical 
role? Many say the latter,” Salhi 
said.

But pan-Arabists still were faced 
with one fundamental question: 
What makes an Arab an Arab?

This was easier to answer when 
rural populations in modern-day 
Iraq, Jordan and Syria identi-
fied with their tribe, while urban 
populations in Baghdad, Damas-
cus, Aleppo, Beirut and Jerusalem 
identified with their family name, 
mother tongue, religion and 
profession — and everyone was a 
subject of the Ottoman empire.

“Nationalism is an imagined and 
negotiated system,” said Salhi. 
“The nationalistic myth of our 
generation is that the Arabs were 
occupied by the Turks but people 
under Ottoman rule didn’t neces-
sarily see themselves as under 
occupation.”

If socialism and pan-Arabism 
are mostly romantic notions of the 

past and pan-Islamist movements 
such as the Muslim Brotherhood 
have so far proven nonviable, what 
is next?

Salhi said the ‘Arab spring’ has 
been compared to the European 
revolutions of 1848, when upris-
ings erupted in France, Austria, 
Prussia and Italy before “the bad 
guys won” when “conservatives 
banded together and overcame the 
youth movement”.

Can Europe’s history shed light 
on the future of the “Arab spring”?

“The human spirit is the human 
spirit. You always want that stake 
in your future and if you’re dispos-
sessed, you want to be heard,” he 
said. “But I hope we’re not look-
ing at decades of more wars and 
revolutions and instability like in 
the decades that led up to World 
War I.”

Rasha Elass is a Washington 
correspondent for The Arab 
Weekly.

I n t e r v i e w

Rasha Elass

Why I’m building a free learning
app for MENA youth

T
he Middle East and 
North Africa region 
(MENA) needs its 
education empire. It 
also needs its social 
network and its Mark 

Zuckerberg. The MENA region 
needs to exercise as much 
influence as the influence it 
receives. It needs to start leading 
again, too. Just like what we used 
to do through innovation, 
knowledge development and 
cultural deployment centuries 
ago. I like to think it was not that 
long ago.

Instead of waiting for some 
miracle to happen, I am building a 
free web-based application, a 
learning content sharing service 
for young people in the region. I 
allow myself to dream big. I aspire 
to go worldwide — breaching 
borders and designing the future 
of learning engagement. This is 
not pretention, it is ambition.

I believe learning for all 
transforms societies systemically. 
I believe everyone deserves a 
chance to learn. I believe in a 
quality education, accessible to 
all. I believe individual engage-

ment in learning creates social 
cohesion. I believe it can and 
must be done. It must be achieved 
if our societies are to thrive 
through innovation, economic 
redistribution and social cohe-
sion.

We owe it to our young people. 
The very ones who found them-
selves with invaluable talent and 
capabilities but without even a 
window of opportunity, let alone 
a door. And we also owe it to the 
ones who found themselves 
contemplating their futures 
without hope.

How do we get this new 
paradigm off the ground?

Change does not start through 
revolutions in the streets. It starts 
in people’s minds. Modernity 
does not come about by welcom-
ing fast-food chains into a 
country. It happens by embracing 
new habits of thoughts. Advance-
ment does not happen by invest-
ing in fancy buildings. It is reaped 
through nurturing the talent and 
potential.

We need to leave a certain 
number of thinking patterns, not 
people, behind. We should accept 
the idea of failure, which is only 
but a symptom of success. Pure 
perfection does not exist. Perfec-
tion is a state of moving forward 
constantly. We need to let go of 
autocratic selfishness, which has 
silently but dangerously killed 

our people. We need to communi-
cate openly and throw the 
sometimes needless culture of 
secrecy away.

Today MENA is being trans-
formed through entrepreneur-
ship. On that note, I believe any 
venture in the region should look 
beyond solving people problems 
and to disrupt the status quo. 
Ventures should empower people 
through free choices as well as 
exposure to ideas, realities and 
landscapes.

It is this philosophy that 
underpins SEJAAL, an app that 
supports people aged 18-30 to 
share learning content with their 
followers from existing platforms 
that we select for relevance and 
quality. Our members will have 
the ability to post infographics, 
videos, articles, e-learning 
courses, podcasts and other 
multimedia content on SEJAAL. 
They will have the ability to save 
that learning content on personal-
ised boards as well as select 
themes that interest them 
because we believe in empower-
ing people.

They will be able to share their 
thoughts and ask questions of the 
wider community of learners. 
That is how social learning takes 
place. Our editorial line will 
curate content on personal and 
professional development as well 
as the humanities, to regenerate 

societies with new energy and 
aspiration. We are building a 
prototype to submit to students in 
the region so they can create 
human-centred design solutions 
for and by people. We expect to 
have a beta version by June 2017.

I find it important to emphasise 
that modernity does not mean 
rejecting our culinary, musical, 
historical, folkloric or clothing 
traditions. It means making the 
decisions that serve the whole 
community. This can happen by 
understanding the strengths of 
respective national history as well 
as crafting an inclusive vision that 
covers ethnic differences, 
languages and faith.

The good news in all of this: We 
do not necessarily need money. 
We need attitude, mindset and 
will. These are free. They do not 
cost anything. Their currency is 
love for the community.

Khadija Hamouchi, a social 
entrepreneur, is founder of 
SEJAAL, an initiative that is 
building an app for young people. 
She has received six international 
awards, including Stanford 
Business and Innovation Fellow, 
Morocco’s African 
Entrepreneurship Award and San 
Francisco’s Parisoma Accelerator 
Programme. 
www.sejaalproject.com. 
Twitter: @khadijahamouchi.

Khadija 
Hamouchi

View point
I believe 
learning 
for all 
transforms 
societies 
systemically.

Youth

“Citizens in the 
West feel that their 
nation owes them a 
future... not so in 
our part of the 
world.”

Muhannad Salhi

 The economic 
circumstances of many 
Arabs compel a whole 
generation to be more 
loyal to individualism 
than to their mother 
nation.

Change does not start through 
revolutions in the streets. It 
starts in people’s minds.
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Lebanon seeks gradual repatriation of Syrian refugees

Beirut

O 

verwhelmed by the 
presence of 1.2 million 
registered Syrian refu-
gees and struggling to 
make ends meet de-

spite limited international assis-
tance, Lebanon came up with a 
new option to alleviate the burden 
of hosting such a great number of 
displaced on its territories: Their 
gradual repatriation to safe areas 
inside Syria and relocation to other 
countries. With no political settle-
ment of the Syria war in sight and 
battles raging again, such an option 
is hard to materialise.

It was put on the table by Leba-
nese Prime Minister Tammam 
Salam, who warned the UN General 
Assembly that Lebanon was on the 
verge of collapse.

He urged the international com-
munity to alleviate the burden of 
the refugees by moving them to 
other countries or securing their 
“safe and honourable” return to 
Syria.

Returning to Syria is the best 
option for refugees, said UN High 
Commissioner for Refugees (UN-
HCR) Representative in Lebanon 
Mireille Girard. However, condi-
tions inside Syria should be safe 
enough for them to return.

“It is very important to have a po-
litical agreement in Syria because 
this is what will guarantee that 
ceasefire or cessation of hostilities 
will last,” Girard said.

“The situation in Syria at the mo-
ment is extremely volatile and un-
predictable and only with a politi-
cal dialogue we will have some sort 
of predictability, some ground that 

will make people confident that it is 
safe for them to return.”

A ceasefire devised under a US-
Russian deal did not hold for more 
than a few days, dampening hopes 
for renewed UN-sponsored peace 
talks in Geneva.

Syrian refugees in Lebanon are as 
eager to return home as the Leba-
nese are to see them leave, Girard 
said, adding: “This is what all the 
refugees want really. They dream 
of going back to Syria… It is always 
better to return to your country 
while you can safely do so.”

Until it is possible for the refu-
gees to go back safely to Syria, so-
lutions are being explored to share 
the burden of the crisis on Leba-
non. Globally, UNHCR estimates 
that at least 10% of refugees in the 
world need to be resettled in a third 
country, the equivalent of 100,000 
from Lebanon.

“The number of countries offer-
ing places for refugees currently in 
Lebanon has doubled in the past 
few years. It is encouraging but not 
enough. We have offers for 20,000 
people but we would like to resettle 
many more than this,” Girard said.

From 2011-15, about 40,000 refu-
gees were submitted for resettle-
ment consideration from Lebanon 
and more than 20,500 of them have 
left the country.

UNHCR is also encouraging other 
kinds of departures, such fellow-
ships, family reunions, temporary 
work permits and temporary hu-
manitarian visas, under which the 
refugees would be hosted in other 
countries for up to five years.

Although it is a major humanitar-
ian issue, finding solutions to the 
Syrian refugee crisis, described as 
the worst since the second world 
war, necessitates cooperation and 
goodwill by all involved, according 
to Imad Salameh, professor of po-
litical science at Beirut’s Lebanese 
American University (LAU).

“Repatriating the Syrian refugees 
is feasible provided the UN takes a 
proactive role with the support of 
the Security Council by establish-
ing safe zones inside Syria under 
exclusive UN monitoring and pro-
tection,” Salameh said.

“It is a political decision and it 
requires the resolve and will of all 
members of the Security Council, 
particularly Russia. However, it (re-
patriation) cannot be done, as some 
Lebanese politicians suggested, by 
dividing refugees into loyalist and 
non-loyalists and settling them ac-
cordingly,” he added.

Lebanese Labour Minister Sejaan 
Azzi proposed repatriating refugees 
in several phases, starting with in-
dividuals who were not forcibly dis-
placed. Under the proposed plan, 
which heavily relies on the ability 
of international powers — namely 
Russia and the United States — to 
secure a sustainable ceasefire and 
safe zones that Syrians can return 

to, the refugees would have the op-
tion to head to a safe zone or anoth-
er area of their choice.

Salameh contended that safe 
zones could be established in Syria, 
including areas on the border with 
Turkey or in Qalamoun, adjacent 
to the border with Lebanon. “Why 
not? If they are under UN protec-
tion and there is no threat by the 
Syrian regime or the opposition… 
no-fly zones with no military per-
sonnel from either side,” he said.

According to Girard, Lebanon’s 
call on the international commu-
nity to share the responsibility of 
refugees “is a very legitimate re-
quest” in view of their large num-
ber in such a small country.

She said the international com-
munity can help by giving addition-
al support to Lebanon through in-
vestment in durable infrastructure 
projects that will benefit local com-
munities even after the refugees are 
gone.

“The UN’s clear objective is to 
make sure the refugees have the 
condition that would enable them 
to return home. This is what they 
want, what the international com-
munity wants, and what the gov-
ernment and people of Lebanon 
want,” Girard said.

Commenting on Lebanese fears 
that refugees could remain in Leb-
anon, Girard argued that it is the 
state’s decision to give refugees or 
migrants the right to stay perma-
nently.

“It is a sovereign decision and 
not one that the international com-
munity can decide for Lebanon,” 
she said. “This is not something 
that can be imposed by the outside 
world and the position of Lebanon 
in this regard has been made very 
clear by the government.”

Samar Kadi is The Arab 
Weekly’s Travel and Society 
sections editor.
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Egyptian satirist and television host Bassem Youssef plays with Syrian refugees during his visit to a 
community centre in Wadi Jamous, northern Lebanon, last August.                                                       (Reuters)

Happiness for Syrian refugee may be a debit card

I
f there is any passage left 
between crisis-stricken 
Turkey and a seemingly 
rudderless European Union 
these days, it goes through 
the fragile refugees-in-

exchange-for-visa-freedom deal 
that both sides are keen on 
keeping alive.

Against the backdrop of a grow-
ing exchange of harsh words over 
the mutually failed promises that 
taint the accession process, com-
mon ground remains over finding 
solutions, however palliative they 
may look, for Syrian refugees on 
Turkish soil.

One significant recent initiative 
in favour of millions of people 
who fled the war in Syria marks 
a threshold. EU Commissioner 
for Humanitarian Aid and Crisis 
Management Christos Stylianides, 
during a late September visit to 
Ankara, said that a $390.5 million 
aid project would be used to pro-
vide refugees living outside camps 
debit cards to buy food.

The project, called the Emergen-

cy Social Safety Net (ESSN), means 
that each of a million refugees will 
be able to spend about $34 per 
month for food, housing, clothing 
and education, using those cards 
also for withdrawal of money from 
automated-teller machines.

Described as the biggest and 
largest humanitarian project the 
European Union has ever support-
ed, ESSN is part of a $3.36 billion 
fund approved by the union to 
help Turkey improve living condi-
tions of the refugees.

Another $3.36 billion is to be 
sent to Turkey if the first tranche 
is used efficiently and benchmarks 
are met. (The European Union 
also signed a grant worth a total of 
$6.73 billion to be divided in half 
and used for education and health 
issues concerning the refugees.)

Of the 5 million people forced 
to flee Syria, about 3 million are in 
Turkey, which makes it the coun-
try hosting the largest number of 
refugees in the world. The burden 
has been high and increasing as 
social structures in border prov-
inces become severely strained, 
although the influx has so far not 
caused significant resentment or 
violence from the local popula-
tion.

There is concern that there may 
be a new exodus of civilians from 
the Aleppo area, where battles 
and air strikes have left 2 million 
people, according to the United 
Nations, without water.

Most of them will probably seek 
a way into Turkish territory.

For the European Union, the ap-
proach remains the same. Instead 
of acting more resolutely to deal 
with the main source of the prob-
lem — the war in Syria — its scope is 
as narrow as before. While seeking 
to stem the flow of refugees onto 
European soil, it seems unable 
to persuade some of its member 
countries in the union’s centre and 
eastern flank.

While Greece and Italy are 
expected to take in 160,000 refu-
gees, Slovakia, Hungary and the 
Czech Republic flatly refuse to get 
involved, exposing Islamophobia 
and defying foundational values 
of the very European Union they 
joined.

And, to the contempt of many 
humanitarian agencies, they get 
away with it.

One silver lining in the deal, 
however limited, is that the flow 
of refugees across the Aegean has 
slowed significantly. On average, 
85 people arrived in Greece every 
day since June in comparison to 
more than 1,700 a day in March, a 
month before the deal was signed.

Yet, the larger issue remains 
a challenge between Turkish 
President Recep Tayyip Erdogan 
and the European Union. Erdogan, 
unsatisfied with the $6.73 billion 
grant, gave the European Union an 
ultimatum that it should agree to 
waive visa requirements for Turk-

ish citizens by the end of October.
The European Union, citing par-

ticularly Turkey’s anti-terror law, 
says some criteria for doing so have 
not been met by Ankara and it will 
have to wait. In return, Erdogan’s 
salvo is to threaten to suspend the 
readmission agreement. Tensions 
remain high and the European 
Union keeps blinking.

Feelings are mixed, nevertheless. 
While the European Union fears a 
massive exodus into Europe, not 
by Syrian refugees, but Turkish cit-
izens who are disgruntled with the 
growing oppression in the country, 
Erdogan knows how to play his 
cards. His half-sealing the borders 
to Turkish citizens by cancellation 
of passports has not caused any 
protests from the European Union, 
which otherwise should have been 
sensitive regarding travelling as a 
constitutional right.

Erdogan knows also that Berlin, 
Paris and London would show 
some selfish sympathy for his idea 
to establish a safe zone for refu-
gees in Syrian territory. All this, of 
course, is part and parcel of today’s 
realpolitik.

And, given the circumstances, 
one should nod humbly if a Syrian 
refugee feels thankful for about 
$34 per month.

Yavuz Baydar is a Turkish 
journalist and occasional 
contributor to The Arab 
Weekly.

Yavuz Baydar

View point
There is 
concern 
that there 
may be a 
new exodus 
of civilians 
from the 
Aleppo area.

This is what all the 
refugees want 
really. They dream 
of going back to 
Syria.”

UN High Commissioner for 
Refugees (UNHCR) 
Representative in Lebanon 
Mireille Girard

Slovakia, Hungary and the 
Czech Republic flatly refuse to 
get involved, exposing 
Islamophobia and defying 
foundational values of the 
European Union.

Lebanon has 
suggested the gradual 
repatriation of 
refugees to safe areas 
inside Syria and their 
relocation to other 
countries.
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Syrian poet Adonis denounces 
religious fanaticism
Gael Branchereau

Gothenburg

S 

yrian poet Adonis, whose 
name surfaces regularly 
as a top contender for the 
Nobel Literature Prize, 
said religious fanaticism is 

“destroying the heart of the Arab 
world” but sees salvation in poetry.

The 86-year-old lives in exile and 
is equally scathing about the West’s 
role in the conflict in his home-
land, which has claimed more than 
400,000 lives over five years.

“The Americans are not look-
ing for solutions; they are seeking 
problems,” he said during an inter-
view at the Gothenburg Book Fair.

“The Americans do not have a 
coherent vision. Neither do the 
Russians, who are only driven by 
self-interest. The Arab world is 

strategic, an area of riches, and the 
Arab people are just a means” to oil 
wealth, he said

The poet, who is Alawite, the sect 
to which Syrian President Bashar 
Assad belongs, wrote to the leader 
in 2011 calling for a democratic 
transition.

Now he sees hope in poetry.
“Poetry cannot slit a child’s 

throat nor kill a man or destroy a 
museum,” said Adonis, whose real 
name is Ali Ahmad Said Esber.

Calling for a separation between 
the state and religion, he said po-

ets could play an important role in 
bringing this about.

“The future lies in secularism,” 
he said. “I had said one cannot 
stage a secular revolution with 
people emerging from the mosque 
to demonstrate. A revolution is one 
thing and the mosque another.”

Adonis said poetry would never 
be stifled.

“As long as death is there — and 
death exists — there will be poetry,” 
he said. “Poetry will never be si-
lenced.”

Adonis, who is also an acclaimed 
critic, painter and essayist, moved 
to Paris in 1985 and has been 
named a commander of France’s 
Order of Arts and Letters. He was 
heavily tipped to the Nobel Litera-
ture Prize winner in the year of the 
“Arab spring” in 2011.

His name frequently comes up in 
the annual run-up to the top liter-
ary award but it has eluded him. 

The 2016 Nobel Literature Prize is 
scheduled to be announced Octo-
ber 13th.

Born to a farming family and with 
no formal schooling in his early 
years, Adonis has come a long way 
from the poor western Syrian vil-
lage where he spent his childhood.

“I’d never seen a car, electricity 
or a telephone till I was 13. I always 
ask myself how I was transformed 
into this other person. It was al-
most miraculous,” he had said in 
an interview a few years ago.

(Agence France-Presse)

Syrian poet Ali Ahmad Said Esber, known by the pen name
Adonis, at the 2016 Gothenburg Book Fair in Sweden on September 
23rd.

Preserving Islamic art: The patient work of an 
Arab-Israeli calligrapher
Noreen Sadik

Kafr Qara

T 

he entrance to Moham-
med Kalash’s gallery is an 
un-sanded and unpaint-
ed, sun-weathered front 
door — the work of his 

own hands 39 years ago.
“I can’t paint it,” Kalash said, 

with an appreciation of its age. “If 
I do, it will not look old anymore.”

Kalash, 65, is a carpenter, a de-
signer and self-taught artist. He has 
an eye for the arts and the ability 
to find beauty in even the roughest 
piece of wood. His artwork, though 
not limited to, specialises in Islamic 
calligraphy and arabesque.

Arabesque is an ornamental 
design consisting of intertwined 
flowing lines, originally found in 
ancient Islamic art. It consists of a 
repetition of floral, calligraphic and 
geometric shapes.

At a time when handmade items 
and appreciation of art are losing 
importance, Kalash said: “I am the 
only craftsman in Israel preserving 
this form of art.”

Kalash’s gallery, Arabesque, 
which is in part of his house, sits in-
conspicuously on a quiet side street 
in Kafr Qara, an Arab village in Is-
rael. From the outside, its simplic-
ity and the lack of a sign betray the 
fact that inside are four rooms filled 
with handmade furniture and art-
work covering the walls. Even the 
ceiling boasts large wooden panels 
fashioned by the carpenter.

True to Arab hospitality, he of-
fered a reporter a cup of strong, 
bitter Arabic coffee. He claimed 
that the bitter taste comes from 
new coffee grounds being added to 
old coffee grounds that have been 
used over and over and the coffee 
itself is more than 100 years old.

A pot of zaatar tea, Arabic for 
thyme which is widely used around 
the Arab world, and plates of cake 
and fruit were on the table. In an 
atmosphere of comfort and crea-
tivity, Kalash discussed his life and 
work, while touching on past and 
recent politics and Islam.

Kalash studied carpentry and 
design at a technical college in Tel 
Aviv. He began teaching at Don 
Bosco, a Salesian Catholic technical 
college in Nazareth. Being the only 
Muslim teacher there did not cause 
discomfort. Instead, he said, he felt 
respected.

He remained at Don Bosco for 
11 years and then began teaching 
in Kafr Qara until 2003, when he 
reached the age of retirement. Then 
he decided to dedicate his time to 
his art.

Kalash, who is self-taught in cal-
ligraphy and in Islamic art, includes 
verses from the Quran and quotes 
from Arab poets in his intricate de-
signs.

Some of the pieces are painted on 
glass, the colours carefully chosen. 
Others are from wood and thick 
paper made from the roots of ap-
ple and cherry trees as well as flow-

ers, which he cuts into the desired 
shapes.

“This special paper is not avail-
able in Israel, so I have to travel to 
Egypt to purchase it,” he explained.

As he walked around his studio, 
going from piece to piece, he de-
scribed certain aspects of his art. 
Pointing to a large piece hanging 
from the wall, he said, “This has 
the 99 names of God on it.” The 
light behind it reflected the names 
carefully written in blue and sur-
rounded by orange, red and white 
geometric designs.

Referring to a large wooden piece 
he had created, he explained the 
usage of the six-point star that is of-
ten associated with Judaism.

“Contrary to what most people 
think, the six-point star is not Ju-
daic,” he said. “It was used before 
there were religions. Islam has its 
own interpretation of what the tri-

angles in the star mean and so does 
Judaism.”

Several items hung on the walls 
of his workroom. The desk held a 
large piece of wood and Kalash had 
pencilled a pattern of geometric 
shapes on it. Part of it was covered 
with the root paper.

Carefully and patiently meas-
uring each piece, Kalash cut and 
placed them into the design and 
taped them together. They would 
be glued together later. This was 
the beginning of yet another of his 
works.

The amount of time that goes 
into each piece of art varies accord-
ing to the style and whether it is on 
glass or wood. The woodwork is 
more time consuming because each 
piece must be cut to an exact size 
and shape so that it fits the piece 
next to it. Kalash’s carpentry skills 
come in handy and he does all the 
woodwork and bases for his tables.

Kalash said: “Although it is tiring, 
I do not look at the time. I like what 
I do and I do what I like.”

Kalash has exhibited his work in 
various museums and galleries and 
in art centres in Israeli and foreign 
educational institutions. He also 
gives workshops and lectures about 
Islamic art.

Noreen Sadik, based in Israel, is a 
Palestinian-American citizen who 
has written on issues affecting that 
community.

Artwork by Mohammed Kalash

Islam has its own 
interpretation of 
what the triangles 
in the star mean 
and so does 
Judaism.”Calligrapher 

Mohammed Kalash

Poetry cannot slit a 
child’s throat nor 
kill a man or 
destroy a 
museum.”Adonis

The woodwork is more 
time consuming 
because each piece 
must be cut to an exact 
size and shape.
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EL Seed’s calligraffiti adorns walls in Tunisia and the world
Roua Khlifi

Tunis

C 

hildren raced in the 
streets to the wall oppo-
site the main train sta-
tion of La Marsa, a coastal 
neighbourhood in Tunis, 

where graffiti artist eL Seed was 
painting his latest mural. Soon the 
children tried their hand at painting 
under his guidance.

The piece attracted the attention 
of locals who greeted and praised 
eL Seed for his internationally ac-
claimed work. His murals can be 
found in Paris, Brazil and through-

out the Arab world.
Born in France to Tunisian par-

ents in 1981, eL Seed started as a 
graffiti artist in the late 1990s, dis-
playing his work on the streets and 
abandoned corners of France.

“I had an identity crisis in France 
so I wanted to go back to my roots, 
go back to Tunisia to study and 
learn Arabic,” eL Seed said. “And 
that is how I found out about callig-
raphy. I found a teacher to learn the 
craft from and I started working on 
mixing graffiti art and calligraphy to 
have what I am doing today.”

EL Seed is known around the 
world for fusing street art with Ara-
bic writing. He calls it calligraffiti, a 
word that reflects the artist’s inter-

est in modern street art and Arabic 
culture.

“I decided to go on my own pro-
jects and my own stuff and that is 
how I got introduced to new com-
munities that are not familiar with 
the work that I do. It is quite inter-
esting to bring Arabic script to plac-
es that are unfamiliar with it, like 
Brazil and streets of Paris,” eL Seed 
said.

“I always try to bring things that 
are relevant to the place where I 
am painting a new piece, even if it 
is in a writing that they do not un-
derstand. That way people can feel 
a connection to the piece.”

EL Seed’s murals are found across 
Tunisia. One of his most contro-

versial pieces is a 2012 painting on 
a minaret in the southern town of 
Gabes. The artist recalled that the 
piece was reaction to the clashes be-
tween religious groups and artists 
in Tunisia following the revolution.

“It was something political at the 
time as everything was shaking in 
Tunisia. I wanted to paint a wall that 
no one repainted and was standing 
there bare for years. The imam was 
happy about the project and gave 
his blessings and we chose a verse 
from the Quran to send a message,” 
eL Seed said.

The minaret calligraffiti reads: 
“Oh Mankind, we have created you 
from a male and a female and made 
you people and tribes so you may 
know each other.”

“We chose a verse from the Quran 
that emphasises the importance 
of unity. That is the goal, to bring 
people together despite their differ-
ences and to bring unity to the com-
munity,” eL Seed said.

In 2014, eL Seed travelled around 
the country painting murals in 
towns across Tunisia for a project 
he called Lost Walls.

“I thought it would be good to go 
back to Tunisia, see places that peo-
ple forgot about, their history and 
to try to bring it to the light, like we 
did with the minaret of Gabes. Lost 
Walls came from that inspiration,” 
eL Seed said.

For many, eL Seed’s calligraffiti, 
relying on Arabic writing as it does, 
might seem undecipherable. Yet, 
the artist stresses that his pieces are 
to be experienced aesthetically be-
fore reading the layers it contains.

“It is more about how people see 
it. I want them to see it as an ab-
stract piece, to enjoy and feel it,” 
he said. “And then there is a sec-

ond layer. When you see the piece, 
I want you to feel connected to it, 
then you are free to embark on the 
many layers to understanding the 
piece,” eL Seed said.

EL Seed’s latest project, Percep-
tion, displayed in Cairo, draws 
heavily on the ideas of misconcep-
tion and prejudgment.

“It is about perception and how 
sometimes people judge others 
based on the wrong ideas in the 
community. I wanted to visit the 
garbage city where people live from 
garbage and create an art piece 
which will be so big that the light 
will be put back on the community, 
and that was the point,” eL Seed 
said.

He said he hopes his work and the 
recognition he has received has in-
spired young graffiti artists in Tuni-
sia and elsewhere.

“There is a growing community 
of graffiti artists in Tunisia. They 
should take new initiatives instead 
of waiting for an event,” eL Seed 
said.

“They should not follow and copy 
others. Do not be someone else. 
They should be proud of themselves 
and their heritage. They should 
show the beauty of their work.”

Roua Khlifi is a regular Travel and 
Culture contributor to The Arab 
Weekly. She is based in Tunis.A calligraffiti by eL Seed in Kairouan, Tunisia

London exhibition showcases language as art
Karen Dabrowska

London

S 

hapes, objects, colours and 
sounds interact in a fas-
cinating way to showcase 
language as art at the Lan-
guitecture exhibition featur-

ing the work of seven different prac-
titioners at London’s P21 Gallery.

Roberto Abuin, Joe Hornby, Na-
dine Hattom, Marco Pando, Lisa 
Premke, Rawan Serhan and Eduar-
do Suarez explored the intercon-
nections of their mother-tongues 
— Arabic, English, Spanish and Ger-
man — through artwork.

Premke learned Spanish as it was 
spoken in South America. “The ‘s’ 
sound is very dominant in origi-
nal Spanish so when I heard the 
original language I realised that in 
South America it was transformed 
into something totally different,” 
Premke said. She created a kinetic 
sculpture of paint brushes that 
turn and make the “s” sound, while 
standing on an Arabic carpet.

“The carpet is very much related 
to Arab culture as Arabic has influ-
enced the Spanish language. It took 
a long time to find materials to do 
visually what I wanted to do soni-
cally,” Premke said.

She studied architecture and fine 
arts at the Rietveld Academy in Am-
sterdam and started to correlate ar-
chitecture and sound.

Languitecture is the brainchild of 
Serhan, the event curator and who 
said he has been fascinated by the 
sounds of different languages.

“I was visiting Lisa Premke in 
Berlin and we were discussing the 
atmosphere in the world with the 
migration of people and how whole 
cultures connect or clash and how 
language can contribute to this at-
mosphere of clashes and connec-
tions between them,” Serhan ex-
plained.

“Language is not very often ex-
plored by art and I thought it would 
be interesting to express language 
as another media of art.”

Serhan and Premke decided to in-
vite artists from different media to 
put together the exhibition, which 
focused on the migration between 
the four languages they selected. 
“It was important to have a wide 
variety of skills to explore because 
every artist would be representing a 
certain identity or a certain culture,” 
Serhan said.

It was agreed that each artist 
would produce an original piece 
relating to at least two different lan-
guages using different media. The 
original work would then be passed 
on to the next artist who would pro-
duce another art work inspired by 
the original.

Iraqi-born Australian visual artist 
Nadine Hattom’s installation Had I 
Not Been Awake was a result of her 
contemplation of her connection to 
English and Arabic.

“I felt it was somehow embodied 
in my relationship with my grand-
father,” Hattom said. “Growing up 
in Australia, I refused to speak Ara-
bic for fear of being different. Many 
years later, as my grandfather was 
dying, I flew from Europe where 
I had come to live, back to Aus-
tralia and read to him the (Seamus 
Heaney) poem Had I not been awake 
in English. He passed away that very 
day.

“Part of the poem read: ‘Had I not 
been awake, I would have missed 
it, A wind that rose and whirled.’ 
Its verses evoked thoughts about 
where the wind might have origi-
nated. Could it have travelled all the 
way from the Sahara?” she asked.

The installation consists of a 
mountain range made from a pho-
tograph of the Atlas mountains, a 
neon light script reading Had I not 
been awake in Hattom’s handwrit-

ing, a steel wire extending out of a 
small dune of sand to a flap-like po-
sitioning of a photograph of the Sa-
hara desert taken in a hazy, golden 
light.

“These elements represent a ten-
sion between words and languag-
es: what carried one world and its 
words into the other, unexpectedly 
forming a part of it,” Hattom ex-
plained.

From Hattom’s original piece, 
Premke gathered that language 
travels and transforms the land-
scape. For her installation, she used 
the photograph of the mountain to 
work with and created a mechanism 
with a sheet of paper that slowly ris-
es to form a mountain with a white 
snow peak. When it flattens out, the 
drawing of a mountainscape can be 
seen.

Hornby used Premke’s high-
mountain, low-mountain installa-
tion to explore the idea of a place 
being named with sounds that di-
rectly describe their form, evolving 
into nouns with the same meaning. 
“This resonates with my interest in 
the change of language over time, 
which can be seen as a progression 
or erosion depending on the per-
spective,” he said.

He created a slide film showing an 
ice cube symbolising the mountain 
melting into a pool of water.

Suarez and Serhan produced Qar-
nas, a calligraphy of an imagined 
merger between Spanish and Arabic 
inspired by the architecture and ur-
ban fabric of Andalusia in southern 
Spain. The letters take the shape of 
columns, arches, porticos and other 
forms of architectural ornamenta-
tion found in Andalusia and the 
sound piece is made up of multiple 
voices that reflect a layered identity 
illustrating the rich texture of a mul-
ticultural world.

Languitecture is scheduled to run 
through October 30th at the P21 Gal-
lery in London.

Karen Dabrowska is a 
London-based contributor to the 
Culture and Society section of The 
Arab Weekly. Qarnas calligraphy by Eduardo Suarez and Rawan Serhan

Shapes, objects, 
colours and sounds 
interact in a fascinating 
way to showcase 
language as art at the 
Languitecture 
exhibition.

EL Seed’s latest project, 
Perception, displayed 
in Cairo, draws heavily 
on the ideas of 
misconception and 
prejudgment.
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D 

eclared a UNESCO World 
Heritage Site in 2004, 
Um er-Rasas is treasured 
by archaeologists for its 
valuable remains from 

the Roman, Byzantine and Early 
Muslim periods and appreciated by 
tourists for its well-preserved mo-
saics.

Now, the mystical archaeologi-
cal site, 60km south of Amman 
and traditionally overshadowed by 
other attractions such as Petra and 
Jerash, yearns for recognition as a 
tourist destination.

Although Um er-Rasas experi-
enced a severe drop in the num-
ber of visitors in 2015, many see a 
promising future for the less famed 
archaeological site that had once 
been transformed from a Roman 
military camp to a bustling town.

“It’s a very interesting archaeo-
logical site as the place has a bit 
of everything and from important 
periods of time such as Byzantine, 
Roman and early Muslim,” said Issa 

Sayarni, director of Um er-Rasas ar-
chaeological site.

At Um er-Rasas, there are 16 
churches, two square towers, water 
channels and reservoirs and a Ro-
man military camp. Although ex-
cavation started in 1986, there are 
many parts that remain to be dis-
covered, Sayarni said.

“There are many attractions that 
make this site special and impor-
tant,” he said.

That includes the beautiful and 
well-preserved Byzantine mo-
saic floors that were uncovered in 
churches dating from the sixth and 
eighth centuries and the exception-
al towers used by monks who spent 
time in isolation there, Sayarni ex-
plained.

According to UNESCO, the towers 
are uniquely complete examples of 
the accommodation of ascetic sty-
lite monks who spent long periods 
living in isolation on top of towers 
or columns.

Historically the town was called 
Kastron Mefaa; however, the term 
Rassas in Arabic refers to Rass, 
which means placing something 
firmly on top of something else in 
perfect position, pointing to the 

area’s excellent structure.
With many artefacts still under 

rubble, tourists are able to enjoy 
four Byzantine churches inside the 
walls and 11 outside, in addition to a 
winery and two oil presses.

“The churches play a big role in 
understanding the history of this 
site,” Sayarni said. “The perfect 
preservation of the mosaic floor of 
the Church of Saint Stephen with 
its representation of towns in the 
region is truly magnificent.”

Sayarni pointed out that the site 
“depicts the eighth century’s 15 
major cities with those on the north 
side in Palestine while those on the 
left are in Jordan”.

The Church of Saint Stephen por-
trays towns and cities but other 

churches such as the Church of the 
Lions includes two lions and the 
Churches of Bishop Sergius, the 
Rivers and the Palm Tree point to 
fishermen, hunters and animals.

“The uniqueness of the art be-
hind the mosaic shows the brain-
power of those who worked on 
them especially the mosaic found 
at the Church of Saint Stephen in 
785AD, which also gives an impor-
tant insight that the church was 
founded 150 years after Muslim 
rule was established in Transjor-
dan, which means Christianity was 
tolerated by Islam,” he noted.

The Jordanian Ministry of Tour-
ism and Antiquities lists the num-
ber of visitors to Um er-Rasas at 
8,352 in 2015, a 47.6% drop from 
2014.

The number of foreign visitors in 
2015 reached 7,568, while in 2014, 
17,915 foreigners visited the site.

“There is a lack of awareness or 
interest in the Um er-Rasas site, 
which could be contributed to 
many reasons, such as the lack of 
marketing efforts by officials and 
travel agents in addition to the fo-
cus on the main tourists’ attraction 
in Jordan and ignoring other sites,” 
said Ziad Hourani, 45, a business 
owner in Madaba.

“We need a solid plan and strate-
gy to lure tourists and Jordanians to 
some of the less-known places. We 
have many places that have the po-
tential to become another Petra or 
another Dead Sea so why not focus 
a bit more on them and this way we 
can contribute more to the econo-
my and the sector and at the same 
time promote other sites,” he said.

Hourani questioned whether 
there is a poster or a photo that de-
picts Um er-Rasas only and not just 
Petra.

“To my knowledge I have never 
seen a photo of Um er-Rasas deco-
rating a brochure or a poster that 
can tell people about this magnifi-
cent site,” he said.

The town’s present population of 
4,200 is working towards a better 
future with plans for simple facto-
ries for local traditional costumes 
and hand-made jewellery that 
should help increase the number of 
tourists.

Hourani stressed the need for 
more investment in the area, es-
pecially by providing job opportu-
nities and promoting the site as a 
tourist attraction.

“Schools and universities have 
a role to play in promoting the site 
locally and that is why more action 
from officials and media is needed. 
We need to have an international 
appeal and this comes with many 
parties joining hands,” he said.

Roufan Nahhas is a journalist 
based in Jordan.
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Agenda

We welcome submissions of 
calendar items related to 
cultural events of interest to 
travellers in the Middle East 
and North Africa.

Please send tips to: 
editor@thearabweekly.com

Washington:
October 5th-9th 

The annual DC Palestinian Film 
and Arts Festival (DCPFAF) 
returns for a sixth year, bring-
ing 33 films, five talks and an 
impressive visual exhibit to 
Washington. This year’s festival 
is titled Palestine Across the 
Diaspora: Stories on Home and 
Migration.  The aim of the DCP-
FAF is to reflect the dynamic 
formation of a transnational 
identity common to Palestin-
ians and diasporic communities 
in general.

Beirut:
October 5th-13th

Established in 1997, the Beirut 
International Film Festival has 
evolved from a mainstream 
film festival to an event with 
eclectic and daring selections as 
banned subjects are the focus of 
many of festival submissions. 
Carlos Chahine will serve as the 
festival jury president. Organ-
isers plan several activities 
throughout the year leading to 
the festival’s 20th anniversary 
in 2017.

London:
October 21st-November 6th 

The Nour Festival of Arts 
highlights the best contem-
porary Middle Eastern and 
North African arts and culture 
each October and November in 
venues across Kensington and 
Chelsea in London. The festival 
programme features exhibi-
tions, music, cinema, food, talks 
and dance performances.

Abu Simbel, Egypt:
October 22nd

Twice a year during the Abu 
Simbel Sun Festival, people 
gather at the Abu Simbel tem-
ple, built along the banks of the 
Nile by Pharaoh Ramses II in the 
13th century BC, to see the sun-
rise provide a unique show. The 
temple is situated so that twice 
a year — during February and 
October — on the anniversaries 
of the birth and coronation of 
Ramses II, the sun lights up an 
internal chamber. After viewing 
statues of Ramses and Queen 
Nefertari, visitors celebrate by 
enjoying food as well as the 
dance and singing programmes 
arranged by local residents.

Tunis:
October 28th-November 5th

The Carthage Film Festival is an 
annual event that showcases 
films from the Maghreb, Africa 
and the Middle East. In its 27th 
edition, the festival will take 
place in Tunis and other regions 
of Tunisia over eight days. A 
parallel programme will include 
world cinema projections, semi-
nars, debates and meetings. The 
2016 festival will celebrate the 
50th anniversary of the event’s 
founding in 1966.

Dubai:
November 1st-April 8th

Global Village is a large sea-
sonal cultural event in Dubai 
that offers an array of festivals, 
shopping and entertainment in 
an open-air theme park. This 
entertainment and shopping 
destination includes more than 
75 participating countries, doz-
ens of fun rides and 26 restau-
rants offering food from around 
the world.

UNESCO World Heritage site, Jordan’s 
Um er-Rasas seeks recognition

Altar from the Church of the Lions in Um er-Rasas, Jordan.    (Photo courtesy of commons.wikimedia.org by Jean Housen)

The ruins of Um er-Rasas                                                                                                                                          (Photo courtesy of commons.wikimedia.org by Jean Housen)

Um er-Rasas was 
declared a UNESCO 
World Heritage Site
in 2004.


